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PREFACE.

This work is especially designed to treat of the jm/noi^

pies of Rational Mechanics, and not to present a system

of analysis. The analysis employed in the demonstration

of principles is of an elementary character, the Oalculua

being entirely avoided. A few problems are solved which

very properly belong to the Calculus, but the solutions

have been effected by means of the well-known properties

of certain curves and the principles of elementary geome-

try. As examples of this mode of reasoning, reference is

made to the following problems : The determination of the

centre of gravity of a circular arc ; The time of vibration

of a simple pendulum ; and The quantity of flow of a

liquid through a weir. A few problems are solved which

involve a knowledge of Conic Sections, but these may be

omitted, if desired, without detriment to the other portions

of the work.

The Articles are as independent of each other as they can

be practically, and at the same time present the subject in

a connected manner. This feature will enable the teacher

the more easily to select particular portions of the work

when the whole cannot be taken.

The manner of applying the principlesof the subject
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is shown by means of numerous problems, examples, and

exercises. The problems are of a general character and

are accompanied by a full solution. The examples are

numerical, and are intended to be special applications 0/

the formulas and principles contained in the chapter li

which they form a part. The exercises are a novel feature

of the work. They are intended particularly to draw out

and fix in the mind the general principles of the subject.

The answers to the questions under this head are not

always explicitly given in the text, but the principle in-

volved in the answer is sufficiently explained there. Ad-

ditional questions will doubtless suggest themselves both

to the teacher and student, and in some cases conditions

may be added to those given in the exercise. Thus, in

the 5th Exercise, on page 23, the question may be raised

whether the weight of the rope is to be considered ; and

if so, whether the velocity is to be uniform or variable

;

also, in the latter case, whether the acceleration be increas-

ing or decreasing.

The abstract relations which exist between a force and

the motion wliich it produces in a body, are considered

early in the work. I do not consider this order as in

the least essential, but I have usually presented the sub-

ject in this .way to my classes, regardless of the order

given in the text-book. No part of abstract mechanics

possesses a greater interest than this, and the questions

pertaining to momentum and energy which grow out of

these i-elations have provoked a great deal of discussion

among students in mechanics. In regard to Momentum
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and V^is Viva, mncli of the diiRcuitj which arises in the

mind of the stiident in regard to them would be removed,

if they are considered, as they really are, mutually inde-

pendent of each other, having no common unit between

them, but each having its own peculiar unit.

The demonstration of the formula for centrifugal force

may appear to be unnecessarily lengthy, but I trust that

the student will gain a clearer conception of the mode of

action of the forces, and be better satisfied with the logic

of the demonstration, by following the proof here given,

than by certain of the shorter methods. The demonstra-

tion by some of the latter methods is defective, although

the same result is reached by them.

The principles of energy, which plays snch an important

part in modern physics, have been explained, and the pnn-

ciples of both Kinetic and Potential Energy used in thp

solution of problems.

HoBOKEM, December, 1877.
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CHAPTEK 1.

KINEMATICS OR MOTION.

Definitions.

1. Motion.—As we look about us we see many objects

in motion ; such as men walking, birds flying, sliips sail-

ing, etc. We also know that the earth and other planets

are moving through space.

2. Rest.—We also see many objects apparently at rest

;

that is, they remain in the same place in reference to

surrounding objects. Thus, hills, rocks, buildings, etc.,

appear to be at rest.

3. Kinematics is the science of motion.—It does not

consider the cause of the motion, but determines its

measure, and the relations between different motions.

4. Rest and motion are relatime terms.—A body may

be at rest in reference to some objects, and in motion in

reference to others. Thus, a person sitting on the deck

of a ship maj be at rest in reference to the objects on

the ship, while he is moving with the ship over the water.

But if he should run toward the stern at the same rate

that the vessel is advancing, he will appear to be at rest

ill reference to objects on the shore, and moving in refer-

ence to the objects on deck. Objects at rest on the earth

are moving through space with the earth at the rate of

more than 67,000 miles per honr.
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The motion of one body in reference tc another also in

motion is called relative; but in reference to a fixed

object it is called absolute or actual.

5. The path of a hody is the line traced hy its centra^,

point.—If all the points of a body move in parallel lines,

any one of the lines may be taken as the path. Unless

otherwise stated, we will assume that the body is reduced

to a mere particle. Hh.epath is also called the space over

which a body moves.

Velocity.

6. Velocity is rate of motion.—^When a body passes

over equal successive portions of space in equal times, its

rate is uniform. In all other cases it is variable. Thus,

if a body moves uniformly
-*

'

' ' ' '-^ from ^ to ^ in four seconds,
Fio. 1. '

the spaces passed over each

second will be one-fourth of AB, or A-V = 1-2 = 2-3, etc.,

and any one of these spaces is the velocity.

When the motion is uniform, the velocity is the space

passed over in a unit of time, and the velocity is said to

he constant.

If s = the space passed over uniformly,

t= the time of the movement, and
V — the velocity,

then we have, according to the definition,

from which we find,

and

" = 1' • • . (1)

s = vt; . . (2)

s

V
t = -.

. . . (S)
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7. The iinit of velocity is understcwd to be one fooi

per second, unless otherwise stated. If other units are

given, their equivalent value may be found in feet pei

second.

8. Variable Velocity is that in which the rate of

motion is constantly changing.—The true measure in this

case cannot be the space passed over during any single

second, but it is the sj)ace which would he passed over

during a second if the hody moved uniformly at the rate

which it had at the instant considered.

We are familiar with this fact. We say that a train of

cars moved at the rate of, say, forty miles per hour, when

it may have moved at that rate for an instant only, and in

coming to rest it may have moved at all conceivable rates

less than forty miles per hour.

9. Geometrical Illustration.—^Variable velocity may

be represented by a figure. Thus, in Fig. 2, let AB
represent the time, say four seconds.

Divide it into four equal parts, each

of which will represent one second.

At the several points of division erect

ordinates, and make them proportional

to the velocities corresponding to those

times ; the ordinate al representing the

velocity at the end of one second ; 52 at

the end of two seconds, and so on. A '**' "

curve AabcOmsij be drawn through the extremities of these

ordinates, such that the ordinate at any point will represent

the velocity corresponding to that time. If a line ad be

drawn through a parallel to A-B, the number of square

units in lad2 will also represent the velocity ; for the side

1-2 of the rectangle being unity, there will bo the same

number of square units in the rectangle that there are

V >
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linear units in al, and similarly for any other part of the

figure.

The area of the figure ABU will represent the number

of units of space passed over by the body in four

seconds.

10. The general computations for variable velocity

belong to higher mathematics ; but we are enabled to

treat of some cases in an elementary manner, as will be

shown hereafter.

The velocity may be found in practical cases with suflfi-

cient accuracy by finding the actual space passed over by
a body in a very short space of time, and considering the

motion as uniform during that time.

If Jt (read element of time, or simply delta t) be the

element of time, and

^Is = the corresponding space,

then, according to the definition, we have

"j7

At

11. The path may be the arc of a circle, or any other

curved line, in which case the space will be the length of

the developed line. If AB be the

arc of a circle passed over in time t,

we have v = AB -f- 1, as before.

12. Angular Velocity is the rate

ofangular movement. It is measured
ly the circular arc having unityfor its

j,jg 3_
radius, which would he generated ly

the extremity ofthe radius ifit turn^
about the centre at the same rate as that of the lody. If
AB~v, and Oa = 1, then ah = angular velocity.
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Ilieii

Or, if A£ = 8 — the space passed over uniformlj' bj

the body,

t = the time,

r = OA = the radius of the arc AB, and
w = the angular velocity,

— = the velocity along A£{ and

w = — .

i.r

13. Resolved Velocities.—Suppose that a body n>ove>a

uniformly from A to B. At the extremities of the iins

draw two lines, AO and BC,
forming a right angle at C.

Then, if a body moves from A
to Cin the same time that one

moves from A to B, the velocity ^"' *"

of the former will equal the latter into cos. BAG
Or, if

« = the velocity along AB^
Wi = the velocity along A C, and

/9 = angle ^^C;
then,
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The velocities represented \>j BC and OA are called

component velocities, and that by BA is called the result-

ant velocity.

14. ParaUelogram of Velocities.—The component

velocities AC and BG may make any angle with each

other. Thus, if in Fig. 5

V = the velocity along AB,
Vi = the velocity along A O,

«8 = the velocity along AD,
/3 =the angle DAG;

then, from plane trigonometry, we have

AB = 4/^6'^ + AI^ + 2AG.AD cos. DAG;
or,

V = Vvi^+ vi + 2i)jV2 cos. ^.

If the angle DAG is obtuse, cos. /3 will be negative. If

DA C is a right angle, we have

-:r^ cos. 90° = 0, and

^ry

« = Vv^^ + vi.

This principle may be stated

as follows

:

If two veluoities are repre-

sented in magnitude and direction by the adjacent sides

ofa jpa/rallelogram, the resultant velocity will he rejpre-

sented in magnitiide and direction hy that diagonal of the

parallelogram which lies between these sides.

15. Triangle of Velocities.

—

If two concurrent veloci-

ties he represented in inagnitvdeand di/rection hy two sides

ofa triangle taken in their order, the resultant velocity will

he represented in magnitude and direction hy the third

aide.
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appear to move to and fro along the diameter with a varia-

ble velocity. Thus, in Fig. 8, if the point move uniformly

aroimd the circumference AGB, the foot of the perpen-

dicular will move from A towards B,

thence from B towards A, and so on,

The motion of the point O is said to

be harmonic, for the law of its move-

ment is similar to that of a musical

string, or a tuning fork.

^ „ 19. Periodic Motion is that in
Fig. 8.

. -J /» rni

which the motion repeats itself.—Thus,

in Fig. 8, the point that moves to and fro along the diam-

eter AB has a periodic motion. A pendulum, as it

vibrates to and fro,-is another example.

20. Rotary Motion is motion about an axis. It is

measured by its angular velocity. See Article 12.

The point about which it moves may also have a pro-

gressive velocity. Thus, the wheels of a carriage have a

rotary motion about the axles, while the axles have a

progressive movement. The moon revolves about the

earth as a centre, and the earth not only revolves on its

axis, but also revolves around the snn.

21. Problems.—1. If the circumferenae of the earth

at the equator is 25,000 miles, what is the velocity infeet

jper second ofapoint on the equator?

The earth turns on its axis once in twenty-four hours,

and there are 5,280 feet in a mile ; hence, the velocity in

feet per second is

25000 X 5280 ,^„^^ ^
^ = 24x60x 60

^^^^^^""*-

2. Required the angular velocity of the earth.
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The circumference of a circle, whose radius is unity

is 2ir = 6.28 + ; hence, the angular velocity per hour is

10 =^ = 0.26+.
24

The angular velocity per hour, in terms of degrees is

which per minute is

and per second is

360° _„

15° r ,^,

- = §=^'"

EXEECISES.

1. If one body moves at the rate of 10 miles per hour, and another

body, starting from the same place, moves in an opposite direction

at the rate of 15 miles per hour, both moving uniformly, find the

distance between them at the end of 10 minutes.

2. Which moves faster : a body moving 6 feet per second or one moving

100 yards per minute ?

3. A railway train travels 90 miles in two hours ; find the velocity in

feet per second.

4. Two bodies start from the same place at the same time, and move
uniformly at right angles with one another, one at the rate of 8 feet

per second, the other at the rate of 15 feet per second ; find the

distance between them at the end of one second ; also at the end

of n seconds.

K. If a train moves uniformly at the rate of 40 miles per hour, how
many seconds will it take to go 400 feet ?

6. If the fly-wheel of an engine revolves 300 times per minute, what

wiU be its angular velocity per second ?

7. If a person aims to row directly across a stream at the rate of 3 miles

per hour, while the stream carries him downward at the rate of

2 miles per hour, at what rate will the boat move ?

1*
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8. If a wheel is roUed directly across the deck of a ship at the rate of

15 feet per second, whUe the ship is moving 10 miles per hour,

find the velocity of the wheel in space.

9. If the velocity is one metre per hour, find the velocity in feet pei

second.

(One metre is 3.38 feet nearly.)

10. Two bodies start from the same place at the same time, and move

in paths which are inclined 60 degrees to each other, one moving

at the rate of 5 feet per second and the other at the rate of 10

feet per second ; required the distance between them at the end

of two seconds.

Acceleration.

22. Acceleration is the rate of change of the velocity,

—If the rate of motion be uniform, the velocity is con-

stant, and there will be no acceleration. If the velocity

constantly increases, the rate of change is called a positive

acceleration, but if it constantly decreases it is called

negative. The rate of change may be uniform or con-

stantly changing. If the acceleration is uniform, it is

measured hy the amount iy which the velocity is increased

in a unit of time/ and if it he variable, it is measured iy

the amount iy vihich the velocity would he increased in a

unit of time if its rate of i7icrease continued the same as

at the instant considered. The unit of time is usually

one second. If the velocity is decreasing, the same defi-

nition applies by substituting the word decreased for

increased.

23. Uniform Acceleration may be represented bj' a

ti'iangle. Thus, in Fig. 9, let AB represent the time—say

four seconds—and £0 the velocity at the end of four

seconds, the body having started from rest. Divide AB
into four equal parts at the points h, g, h, and draw the

horizontal lines he, ge, Teh, to the line drawn from A to G\
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then will ho represent the velocity at the end of the first

second, ge, at the end of the second second, and so on.

Draw the vertical line cd; then will de represenjt the

increase of the velocity during the

second second, and hence is the accel-

eration. Similarly fh will represent

the acceleration during the third

second, and iO that during the fourth.

But iG^fh = de = l)G; or \h.e velo-

city increases uniformly and the accel-

eration is constant, and the velocity at

the end of the first second equals the

acceleration.

The space passed over during the second second will he

represented by the trapezoid hceg, which is 3 times the

triangle Abe. The space gehh is 5 times the triangle Ahc.

Hence, generally, if the times are represented by the

natural numbers

1,

1,

2, 3, 4, etc., the spaces will be

3, T, etc.

When the acceleration is uniform, the spaces described

may be laid off on a straight line, as is shown by the line

^6', Fig. 11.

24, Formulas for uniform acceleration.

Let

y= the uniform acceleration,

t = the time,

8 = the space passed over in the time t,

V = the velocity at the end of the time t
;

then, in Fig. 9, we have
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or

Also,

or

Al :lo\\AB\ BG\

1: fy.t'.v;

.:v=ft. ... (1)

AreaABO=^BOxAB;

s = ^t; . . . (2)

and by eliminating i we have

*~2?'
' ^^^

Eliminating v between equations (1) and (2) gives

s = ift\ ... (4)

When any two of the quantities/j v, i, s are given, the

other two may be found from the preceding equations.

25. Initial Velocity.—The velocity which a body has

at the instant t begins to be reckoned, is called initial

velocity. This may be illustrated

by Fig. 10, in which AB repre-

sents the time, DA the initial

velocity, EC the final velocity,

and DEOA the space. It thus

appears that the final velocity will

be that due to tlie acceleration

jplus the initial velocity ; and the

space will be that due to a uniform movement equal to

the initial velocity, plus that due to the acceleration

;

hence, if

i>o = the initial velocity,

then

tVf^ = ABED = the space due to the ini-

Pio. 10.
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tial velocity ; and using the same notation as in the pre-

ceding article, we have for this case

s = tva + ivt.

s = tVo + iff.

If the acceleration is decreasing, we have

'0 = Vo —ft,
s-= tVo — \ff.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

26. The Resultant of Variable and Constant Velo-

cities.—In Fig. 11, let the horizontal velocity be constant,

and the vertical motion be nniformly accelerated. If Aa
is the space passed over in a horizon-

tal direction during the first second,

and Ad, the vertical space during the

same time, then will the body be at

the intersection of the lines drawn

respectively through a and d:, the

former, vertical and the latter, hori-

zontal. In a similar way its position

may be found at the end of any given

time.

The locus of these points will be

the path of the body, and will be a parabola.

In a similar way the path may be found, when both

velocities are variable and acting at any angle with each

other.

Fio. 11.

EXAMPLES.

1. If a body starts from rest and has a uniform accelera-

tion of 5 feet per second, how far will it move in 10

seconds, and what velocity will it acquire ?
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3. A body starts from rest and acquires a velocity of

100 feet in 4 seconds ; required the acceleration and

the space passed over during the first second.

8. If a body starts from rest with a uniform acceleration

of 32 feet per second, how far will it move during

the 4th second ?

4. A body has an initial velocity of 50 feet per second,

and has a velocity of 100 feet at the end of 8 seconds
;

required the acceleration in feet per second.

5. If the acceleration is uniformly 32 feet per second;

required the time necessary to pass over 200 feet,

the body starting from rest.

6. If the acceleration is 20 metres in two minutes, what
will be the acceleration in feet per second ?

7. If the acceleration is 32^ feet per second, what will bo

the value in metres per second ?



CHAPTER 11.

khstetics :

(CommoBly called Dynamici.)

27. Matter is the substa/nce of which bodies are com-

posed.—In its grosser forms we gain a knowledge of it

by common experience. It is difficult, if not impossible,

to define it so that a person who is not already familiar

with it will gain a correct notion of it. It has certain

properties, snch as extension, divisibility, porosity, elas-

ticity, etc., which it is the province of works on physics to

investigate. For the purposes of Mechanical Science, it

may be defined as that upon whichforce acts. But, when
we consider the effect of forces upon bodies, it is necessary

to know, or to assume, certain properties, especially the

compressibility and elasticity of matter.

28. A Body is a finite portion of matter.—hj\ atom is

an indivisible portion of matter. It is an ideal thing,

since we know nothing of its essential nature, although it

has been a subject of much speculation. It is assumed

that a body may be divided and subdivided, until parts

might be reached which, from their constitution, cannot

be again divided. A molecule is the smallest portion of a

body which can exist without changing its nature. It is

composed of two or more atoms. Thus, a molecule of

water is composed of two atoms of hydrogen and one atom

of oxygen, and if they be separated the result is no longer

water but two distinct substances.

Kpa/rticle is a very small body, or a small portion of a
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body. It may be composed of several molecules. It has

no reference to the constitution of the body. In mechan

ics it is considered as a material point.

According to the speculations of Sir W. Thomson,

Maxwell, Tait and others, the diameter of a molecule ex-

ceeds ^~oM «^ *'' "'''^^' ""^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^"^ M*^ ^^ ^"^ '"'^^^'

In order to give an idea of the minuteness of a mole-

cule, Sir W. Thomson states that if a body of water of the

size of an ordinary pea be expanded to the size of the earth,

all the molecules expanding in the same ratio, the mole-

cules would be between the sizes of fine shot and a cricket

ball.

Force.

29. Force is that which changes or tends to change the

state of a iody in reference to rest or motion.—It is a

cause, the essential nature of which we are ignorant of.

We deal only with the laws of its action. These laws are

determined from observation combined with certain com-

putations. All forces do not act according to the same

laws. Thus, it has been found that the force of gravity

varies inversely as the square of the distance between the

centres of attracting spheres ; in elastic bodies the force

resisting distortion varies directly as the amount of displace-

ment ; and other forces may vary according to other laws,

30. Forces are called hy different names, according to

the resiilts produced or the phenomena presented. Thus

we speak of attraction, repulsion, cohesion, friction,

moving forces, accelerating forces, resisting forces, con-

etant forces, variable forces, muscular forces, vital forces,

etc. ; but they are all alike in the essential qualitj'^, that

they are equivalent to &pull or a.push.

31. Measure of Force.—We shall assume that tht
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standardpoimd Avoird%ij>ois is the measure ofa unit of
force, and hence, that any force is a certain number of

pounds. We are familiar witli the fact that forces are

measured by pounds. Thus, if a spring balance of suffi-

cient strength is placed between a locijmotive and a train

of cars, it will indicate the pulling force of the locomotive,

whether the train remains at rest or is in motion. A push

can be measured in the same manner.

Forces may also be measured by considering their effect

in producing motion in a free body, as will be shown in

Article 86.

32. Weight is a measui'e of the attractive force of
gravity ujpon a hody.—Weight varies directly as gravity.

It has been found that the same body will weigh more in

some places than others. It will weigh a trifle less on the

top of a high mountain than in a deep valley, and if it

could be placed where there was no attraction it would

weigh nothing. It is, therefore, necessary to designate

some place where a body, used as a standard, shall be

weighed in order to fix the standardpound.

33. Standard Measiures.—The standards for weights

and measures are established by legal enactments. The
British standard for one pound Avoirdupois is the weight

of a certain piece of platinum kept in the Exchequer Office

in London.

The British standard yard is the distance between two

points on a certain metal rod, kept in the Tower of Lon-

don, when the temperature of the whole bar is 60" F.

(=15°.50.). T\\efoot is declared to beone-thirdof the yard.

The United States standards were copied from the

British standards; but it has since been found that, on

account of errors in measurement, the British yard is a

trifle shorter than the American.
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The French metre is the distance between two points or,

a certain bar kept for the piirpose, and is nearly 10,000.000 of

the length of a meridian measured from the equator to the

north pole.

The relation between these standards and certain definite

quantities furnished by nature, has been determined with

great care. For instance, after Capt. Kater determined

very accurately the length of a pendulum which would

vibrate once a second at London, compared with the stand-

ard then in use, it was declared by Parliament (5 Geo. IV.),

that " the yard shall contain 36 parts of the 39.1393 parts

into which that pendulum may be divided which vibrates

seconds of mean time in the latitude of London, in vacuo,

at the level of the sea, at temperature 62° F." After the

standard was destroyed by fire, the commissioners who
examined the subject reported that several reductions of

the pendulum experiments were doubtful or erroneous,

and, accordingly, the distance between the marks on a

metallic bar was adopted as the standard, and the above

ratio was discarded.

Similarly, the metre was originally declared to be

10,000,000 of the arc of the meridian measured from the equa-

tor to the north pole, and the French government expended
large sums of money in determining this distance. Cer-

tain arcs of the meridian were measured with great care,

and from them the distance was computed. Afterwards
it was ascertained that there had been errors in the deter-

mination, and that the distance was not the same on all

meridians, for the equator is not an exact circle ; but the
length of the metre was not changed, and hence the
declared ratio became obsolete.

Attempts have been made to establish a legal pound by
declaring that a cubic foot of water at its maximum
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density shall weigh a given amount (nearly 63^ pounds)

;

but there is a question in regard to the temperature of the

water at the maximum density, and different experimenters

do not agree as to the weight. Hence, practicdGy and

actually, the weight of a certain piece of metal remains

as the standard. (See The Metric System, by F. A. P.

Barnard, LL.D., New York, 1872.) The Avoirdupois

pound is 7,000 grains. For the relation between the

English and French measures see table in the Appendix.

The French metre is equivalent to 39.37079 British inches,

or 39.368505 American inches.

The unit of time in common use is a second of mean
solar time. The time from any meridian passage of the

sun to the following one is called a solar day, or simply a

day. These days are of unequal length, caused by the

variable motion of the eai'th along its orbit, while the

time of the revolution of the earth on its axis is con-

stant. Th'erefore, the average length of the day for an

entire year is used, and called 24 hours, from which the

minute and second are easily found. The second is the

86,400th part of a m,ean solar day.

34. A force may be represented by a straight line.

Thus, in Fig. 12, the magnitude of the force may be

represented by the length of the line

AB, the point of application, by the ^ > ^

point A, and its direction of action, by ^'"" ^^'

the arrow-head, indicating that it acts from A towards B.

35. The point of application of a force may be con-

sidered as at any point in its line of action. Thus, if a

body is pushed with a rod, the point of application of the

force may be considered as at any point along the line of

the rod ; and, if the rod were prolonged through, and

beyond the body, the point of application may be consid
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ered as at any point on the prolonged part. The ettect

upon the body will be the same, whether we consider the

point of application of the force at one point or another

of the rod.

Inertia.

36. The Ixy&ttia^ of matter means its passiveness ; that

is, its inability to change its own condition in regard to

rest or motion. If a body be at rest, it has no power to put

itself in motion, or, if in motion, it has no power of itself

to change its rate of motion. It implies that every change

of motion is due to an external cause.

A body not constrained by other bodies, or in other

words, perfectly free to move, is perfectly sensitive to

the action of a force, so that the smallest force would

move the largest body. The moon, earth, and other

planets are in this condition, and each yields constantly to

the action of all the others upon it. It is said, and with

good reason, that every step which a man takes upon the

earth changes the centre of gravity of the earth.

Inertia is not aforce. But on account of the pei'fect

passiveness of matter, if a force act upon a free body, the

effect of the force will be stored in the body ; and the body,

in being brought to rest by a resistance, will produce the

same effect as that which was stored in it.

The exact relations which exist between the motion of

bodies and the force which produces it, were established

only after a long series of observations, experiments and

deductions. It is difficult to prove them by direct experi-

ments, for it is difficult to realize the condition of a per-

fectly free body. Every body is liable to be resisted by

friction, or the air, or other medium ; and if the body be

placed in a vacuum, the range of its motion will be limited
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If a body be thrown into the air, it not only meets with

the resistance of the air. but will be constantly under the

action of the force of gravity. Delicate experiments have,

however, confirmed all the fundamental principles of mo-

tion. Their truth is also shown from the fact that all prob

lems pertaining to the motion of bodies, not only on the

earth but in the solar system, solved in accordance with

these principles, give results which agree with the results

of observation. The times and places of eclipses are pre-

dicted, and the positions of the planets are foretold, by

means of formulas which grow out of these fundamental

princi pies. No truths in science have become more firmly

fefitabl shed.'

Molecular Motions—Dejmitions.

37. Moleculax Motions.—We have thus far spoken of

the motion of bodies, but a close examination shows that

this particles of a body may have a motion in reference to

each other. Thus, when a tuning-fork or a bell is struck

the particles are put into a rapid vibratory motion,

producing sound, which is transmitted to the ear by the

vibrations of the air. Heat expands bodies, an effect

which must be caused by the separation of the particles of

the body. It is believed that the molecules or atoms of

every solid are made to vibrate when it is struck.

38. Mechanics is the science which treats of the action

of forces.—It investigates the laws v.'hich govern the

action of forces ; the conditions of the equilibrium of

bodies ; the motion of bodies under the action of forces

;

the flow of liquids and gases ; and the movement of the

particles of bodies.

39. Kinetics treats of the movement of hodies under

action of forces.—This branch of the subject has
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usually been called Dyna/mics, a term which more properly

pertains to the abstract doctrine offorces, and hence, aa

such, would include a portion of both Kinetics and Statics.

40. Statics treats of the conditions of the equilibrium

rf solids.

41. Molar mechanics treats of the action of forces upon

solids.

42. Moleexilax mechanics treats of the movement of

the particles of a body.

43. Hydrostatics treats of the equilibrium of liquids.

44. Hydrodynamics treats ofthe movement of liquids.

45. Pneumatics treats of the laws of pressure and

movement of air and other gaseous bodies.

46. Thermodynamics treats of the mechanical prop-

erties of heat.

47. Rotation of Bodies.—A force acting upon a body

may produce both translation and rotation at the same

time. Thus, a boy strikes a stick with a club, and if he

does not strike it directly opposite the centre it will rotate

at the same time that it moves forward. The solution of

problems involving the rotation of bodies is generally

more diflScult than those involving translation only. If all

the points of a body move in parallel straight lines, the

motion is that of simple translation, and will be substan-

tially the same as if we consider the body reduced to a

mere particle. Hence, in discussing the subject of trans-

lation it is common to speak of the body as a particle.

EXEECISES.

1. If a body be suspended by a very long, fine string, how much force

will be required to move it sideways ?

4. If a Bbip could float on water without any resistance from the wat«I
or air, how much force would be required to move it ? If it were
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mOTjngf, how much force would be required to deflect it from ita

path?

3. Why does not every body move when acted upon by force ?

4. If four spring balances are connected end to end, and a man pulls

vdth a force of 100 pounds at one end of the four, what will be the

force exerted at the other end, and what wiU each balance indicate ?

B. If a constant pull of 500 pounds is exerted at one end of a rope,

which is attached to a boat at the other end, will the force exerted

at the other end be 500 pounds when the boat is in motion ?

6. Suppose that two heavy sleds are placed on perfectly smooth ice and

connected by a flexible cord ; if a boy draws them by pulling with

a constant force of 10 pounds on one of them by means of a rope

or otherwise, so as to pull both sleds in the same direction, wiU

there be a force of 10 pounds exerted on the other one ? That is,

will the tension on the connecting cord be 10 pounds ?

(Perfectly smooth is intended to imply that there is no resistance

between the sleds and ice.)

7. If, in the preceding exercise, the boy ceases to pull, but all the other

conditions remain the same, what will be the tension upon the

connecting cord ?

Newton's Three Laws of Motion.

48. Sir Isaac Newton expressed the fundamental prin-

ciples of the relations of force to the movement of bodies

in the form of three laws or axioms. These principles

have already been given in the preceding articles, but

these Jaws are referred to so frequently, and express so

clearly and correctly the fundamental principles of the

motion of bodies, that we cannot do better than present

them in this place.

49. First La'w.—Every body continues in d state of
rest or ofuniform motion in a straight line, unless acted

vpon ly aforce xohidh compels a ohange.

50. Second La-w.— Change of motion is in proposition

to the actingforce, and takes place in the direction of the

straight line in which theforce acts.

Observe that the resultant motion is not necessarily in
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the direction of action of the deflecting force, b .t it im-

plies that the departure from the line of motion will he

proportional to the deflecting force. To illustrate : if a

body be moving due south, and a force be applied which

acts in a due easterly direction, like the wind, for instance,

then will the easterly force cause it to move east of the

meridian in which it originally moved, and the amount of

this departure will be proportional to the easterly force,

and will be independent of the velocity in the southerly

direction.

51. Third Lavr.

—

To every action there is ctlwayn

opposed an equal and contrary reaction.

That is, when two bodies press one against the other,

the action upon one is exactly equal but opposite to that

upon the other. If one presses a stone with his finger, the
force acts equally against the stone and the finger.

The term motion in these laws means more than velo-

city
; it really means momentum, a term which will be

defined hereafter.

Resolved Forces.

52. Pajrallelogram of Forces.—If a force A, acting
singly, would cause a particle at J. to describe the line AB

in a time t, and a force F^,

also acting singly, would
cause the pai'ticle to pass over

AD in the same time ; then,

if they act jointly on the

same particle, they will cause

it to describe the line AV,
the diagonal of a parallelo-

gram, constructed on AB and AD, iu the same time.

ita. 13.
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This follows directly from the Second Law. For, the

force i^ will cause the particle to reach a line DC, which

is parallel to AB, in the same time, whether Fx acts or

not; and similarly F^ will cause it to reach a line BO,
parallel to AD, in the same time ; and hence, when they

act jointly, it will be found at the intersection oi DG
and BG, or at G, at the end of the time; and, as it must

move in a straight line, it will move along the diago-

nal ^C.
This is nearly the same as Article 14, only here we con-

sider the cause of the motion, while there the velocities

only were considered.

53. Resolved Forces.—^If a force F would cause a

particle to describe the line AG uniformly in a given

time, it may be resolved into two forces, F^ and F^, one of

which will cause it in the same time to describe the side

AB, aud the other,AD of a parallelogram, of which AG
is the diagonal. Tiiis is the converse of the preceding

article. The result, however, is indeterminate, since AG
may be the diagonal of an indefinite number of parallelo-

grams.

54. Components.—The forces F^ and F^ are called

componentforces ; and F is the resultant.

55. The Resultant of two or more forces which act

upon a single particle, is a force which will produce the

same effect as all the other forces combined.

56. Relation bet-ween two Forces and their Re>

sultant.

Let
I-^AG; Fx = AB = DG; Fi = AD',

a=GAD; B= CAB = AGD;
e = DAB = 180° - ADO.
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The triangle ADG g\ye&

AD DC AC
&mACD~ sin DA C sin ^2> C"

or,

sin /8

F^ F
sin a e'

57. Rectangular Components.—Let the component!!

Fx and F^ make a right angle with one another; and

a and /S be the same as in the

preceding article. Then the

triangle ^Z)(!7 gives

^z=^cos/3;
Fi = F co&a = F sin /S.

Squaring and adding, observing

that sin ^a + cos 'a = 1, we have
Pig. 14.

F' = F^ + Fl

58. If several forces act along the same line upon a

body, whether in the same or opposite directions, their

resultant is the algebraic sum of the several forces.

Let B, = the resultant, then

R='ZF.

EXEECISES.

1, When a body is thrown horizontally into the air, why does it fall to-

wards the earth ? (See the Second Law.)
%. Tlie planets are free bodies in space ; how much force does it require

to deflect them from their conrse ?

S. A stone, whose weight is 500 pounds, rests upon another stone whose
we=f,ht is 3,000 pounds ; what is the reaction of the latter agarasi

the former f
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4. If two boats of equal size, oSering equal resisDaaces to movement on

water, are connected by a rope, and a man in one of the boats pulls

on the rope, drawing the boats toward one another, at what point

between them will they meet ? If a man in the other boat also

draws in the rope, at what point will they meet ?

5. If a person is on ice, which moves in a due easterly direction at the

rate of 1 mile per hour, and he walks on it at the rate of 3 miles

per hour, in what direction must he travel so that his resultant

course shall be due south ?

6. If a ship is saiUng south-east at the rate of 8 mUes per hour, and the

tide is carrying it due east at the rate of 3 miles per hour, what is

its actual course, and its velocity ?

7. A ship is saJUng due south-east at the rate of 10 miles per hour ; what

is its velocity in a southerly direction ?

8. If a baU is placed on the floor of a raUroad car, and is perfectly free

to roU, win it change its position if the velocity of the train is

gradually increased ? Why would it rush toward the forward end

in case of a collision with another train ?

9. The force F^ equals 20 pounds, Fi equals 30 pounds, and the angle

between them is 60 degrees ; required the value of their resultant

and the angle between it and the forces F^ and F^ respectively.

Constant Force.

59. A constant force is one which acts with a constant

intensity.

An incessantforce is one which acts constantly, but with

a va/riable intensity.

60, A constantforce a/pjplied to afree body, and acting

along the line of motion,produces a constant acceleration.

For, according to the fiest law, if no force be applied

the velocity will remain constant, and, according to the

second law, the change of velocity will be proportional to

the force ; and as the force remains constant the change

of velocity must be the same for each unit of time, that is,

constant.

If the forco be applied so as to pniduce an increase of
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velocity, the acceleration will hepositive / but if it causes

a decrease of velocity, the acceleration will be negative.

In the former case the velocity would increase indefinitely,

but in the latter case the body might be brought to a state

of rest. For instance, a body thrown horizontally on ice,

or a train of cars, moving after the locomotive is detached,

would be brought to rest by friction. An active force,

operating to destroy the velocity, may, by its continued

action, produce a velocity in an opposite direction. Thus,

when a train of cars is in motion, the locomotive may be

reversed and push against the train to stop it, and by con-

tinuing its action may finally produce a velocity in an

opposite direction.

61. A constant moving force is one in which the

resultant of all the forces is constant. Thus, when a loco-

motive draws a train of cars, it may exert a constant mov-

i/ng force for a time ; that is, there will be a constant force

for producing motion ; but, as the velocity increases, the

resistance of the air inci-eases, and usually, after a short

time, the whole power of the locomotive is exerted in

overcoming the friction and resistance of the air, and pro-

duces no increase of velocity. In the latter case, although

the locomotive may exert a constant force, it is not called

a constant moving force, for the pulling force of the loco-

motive is exactly neutralized by the resistances of the

train.

62. The movement of a body under the action of a

constant moving force is illustrated by Fig. 9, because

the force produces a constant acceleration, flence, the

formulas of Article 24 give the relations between the

time, space and velocity, when the acceleration is known.
The line of action of the force is supposed to be in tha

direction of motion.
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63. Normal action.—If a force acts constantly normal

to tlie path described by the body, it will not affect the

velocity. Thus, if a body be connected to a point by a

Btring, so that the body will describe the circumference of

a circle, the tension of the string will not change the

velocity. The force of the string and the velocity of the

body may both remain constant.

64. The force of gravity is one of the forces of nature.

It is an attractive force, tending to draw bodies towards

each other. It always manifests itself wherever there is

matter. It is the force which gives weight to bodies, and

causes unsupported bodies to fall to the earth. It holds

the planets in their orbits. It acts through bodies with-

out being diminished in its intensity, and upon the most

central portions of a body with the same intensity as if

the external portions were removed.

65. The Laiw of Universal Gravitation is as follows

:

Two particles attract each other with aforce which varies

directly as the product of their masses and inversely as

the square of the distance between them.

This law was discovered by Sir Isaac Newton in 1666,

but, on account of an erroneous value of the diameter of

the earth which was then used, he was not able to prove

it at that time.. But in 1682 it was found, from new
measurements of an arc of the meridian, that the correct

diameter was about -^ greater than the value which he

had previously used; and with this value he fully de-

monstrated the law.

Let M = the mass of a body A
;

m = the mass of a body B

;

D = the distance between them

;
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then the attractive force between will vary as

mM

66. The force of gravity at any place on the earth

remains constant.—This is shown by the fact that the

weight of a body is always the same at the same place

;

also, that a body always falls the same distance in a

vacuum in the same time at the same place.

It is well known, however, that upheavals are taking

place in some parts of the earth and depressions in others,

and these doubtless produce exceedingly slight changes in

the weight of a body, but no apparatus at the present day

is sufficiently delicate to measure these changes, if they

actually exist ; hence, we may say that the force of gravity

is at {QSi&t practically constant at every place.

67. Determination of the acceleration produced by

gravity on a hody falling freely in a vacuum.—We
speak of a vacuum because it is shown experimentally

that all bodies fall the same distance in the same time in

a vacuuin ; and also because it is necessary to exclude the

resistance of the air in determining the full effect of

gravity. This is a problem the exact solution of which

involves considerable knowledge of mechanical principles

and great skill in making observations. These principles,

so far as they involve the use of the pendulum, will be

explained hereafter, but in this place we can only describe

ih-Q process.

By means of Atwood's machine an approximate value

of the acceleration may be determined.

By means of delicate machinery, and a refined system

of making observations, the space and time may bo

observed directly.
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But the most reliable method, or, at least, that most

commonly nsed, is by means of a pendulum. Any body
vibrating on an axis, under the action of the force of gravity,

is called &pendulum. If the vibrating body has percepti-

ble size, it is called a compound pendulum,. A simpU
pendulum is a material particle suspended on a line

without weight, and hence, is an ideal pendulum, but it

has a real inathematical signification. A simple pendu-

lum may always be found which will vibrate in the same
time as a compound one.

If Z = the length of a simple pendulum
;

t = the time of one vibration in seconds
;

g = the acceleration due to gravity in a ^'acuum

;

TT = 3.141592 = the ratio of the diameter of a circle

to its circumference ;

tihen

from which we find

n^l

To determine t, the number of oscillations for a given

time, say 10 or 20 minutes, is observed, and this number,

divided into the number of seconds in the time, gives t.

The length I is measured directly. These quantities, sub-

Btitnted in the preceding formula, will give the value of g,

which in this latitude is about 32|- feet. In this way the

intensity of gravity has been found at different places on

the earth's surface.

68. The intensity of gravity varies w^ith the lati-

tude.—By means of the experiments indicated in the

preceding article, it has been found that the force of
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gravity is least at the equator, and increases with the lati-

tude both north and south of the equator. The value of g

for any latitude Z may be found ajyproximately by tho

formula

g = 32.1726 — 0.08238 cos 2 Z

;

but no formula will give the exact relation between g and Z.

At the equatorZ = 0, and at the poles Z = 90° ; hence we

have

at the equator g^ = 32.0902 feet, and

at thepoles g^ = 32.2549 feet.

69, Weight variable.—According to the preceding

article, a body will weigh less on the equator than at any

other place on the surface of the earth. But
/°°\ this difference could not be detected by a com-

mon beam balance, for, a diminution of the

weight at one end of the beam would be exactly

the same as that at the other, and if the bodies

balanced at one place on the surface of the

earth they would balance at every other place.

^^ The difference, however, might be detected by

, .V a spring balance. Fig. 15, for the more the body

/ I^W weighed the more it would pull the index down.

Via. 16. If a body be elevated one mile above the sur-

face of the earth, it will, according to Article

65, lose about g^ of its weight. These variations beiug

small, we may, for the purposes of this work, consider g as

constant, and equal to 32^ feet.

70. There are three causes for the VEiriation of

gravity on the surface of the earth.—First, the earth is

an oblate spheroid, the axis of which coincides with the

axis of the earth ; and those bodies on the equator, being

more remote from the centre of the earth than those at
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higher latitudes ^ will be attracted with less intensitj'
5

second, the revolution of the earth on its axis produces a

so-called " centrifugal force " (to

he explained hereafter), which p
tends to throw bodies from the

surface, thus diminishing their

weight ; and third, the heteroge- ^ I

neous character of the substance '

of the earth.

The form of the earth is sup-

posed to be due to the attraction

of the particles for each other

and to the centrifugal force caused by the rotation on its

axis while the substance of the earth was in a plastic state.

71. The atmosphere resists the movement of iodies in

it ; and hence, the velocity of bodies under the action of

any force is less than it would be in a vacuum. The
attraction of the earth being the same on each particle of

a body, a light body would fall as rapidly as a heavy one

if there were no resistances to their movements ; and this

is confirmed by experiment, by letting bodies fall in a

_ vacuum. The resistance of the air varies with the surface

against which it acts, but in falling bodies the ability to

overcome this resistance varies as the weight of the body

;

hence, heavy bodies fall faster than light ones in the air.

l)ut the velocities of heavy bodies, such as iron, stono,

brass , etc., falling 100 to 200 feet, do not differ much from

» As determined by The semi-polar axis is and the equatorial radius ifl

Beasel 20,853,662 feet

;

20,923,596 feet.

Airy 20,853,810 feet

;

20,938,713 feet.

Clarke 20,853,429 feet

;

20,928,161 feet.

The equatorial diameter of the earth is about 26 miles longer than iti

axis
2*
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each other; and for compact masses of such materialH

falling in air we use 32^ feet for g.

Formulas for Falling Bodies.

11. Bodies falling from rest.—The acceleration bein^

constant, we have only to substitute its value in the equa-

tions of Article 24. Making ./'= g and s = A in those

formulas, we have,

'^' = gi\ (1)

h = \gf; .... (2)

.•.h = \vt = ^; . . . (3)

and. = ^ = (^f=?^. . . (4)

73. If a body is projected do-wnAvard with a velocity

Vo, we make/'= g and s == A in Article 25, and have

v = gf + Vo. . . . (5)

k = igf + Vot. . . . (6)

74. If a body is projected upvrard with a velocity,

the acceleration becomes negative, and the equations of

the preceding article become

v — vo — gt. . . . (7)

h = v,t-\g^. . . . (8)

75. Problems.—1. If a lody isjprojeoted upward with,

a- vdoGvty of 100 feet per second, required its height at

the end of 2 seconds.

Equation (8) gives

A = 100 X 2 -i X 32| X 4 = 135f feet.

2. In the precedingproblem what will le the height at

the end of 8 seconds ?

We have
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;i = 8 X 100 - i X 32^ X 8« = - 229i feet

;

that is, at the end of 8 seconds, the body will be 229^ feet

ielow the starting point.

3. In Problem 1, what will ie the greatest Jieight of
ascent ?

When it is at the greatest height v will be zero in equa-

tion (Y) ; hence
^0 = gt-

.: i! = -" = 3.1 + sec.

if

and this in equation (8) gives

A = 100 X 3.1 - i X 32| X (3.1)2 = 156 4 feet.

^. If a body isj^ojected upward with a velocity o/200

feet per second, required its height when the velocity i»

100 feetper second.

From equation (7), we find for the time

200 - 100 600
t =—33i— =

193
seconds,

which siibstituted in equation (8) gives

A = 200 X^ - i X ^ X
( ^-;j = 466.3 feet.0-

EXAMPLES.

1. A body falls from rest through a height of 100 feet;

required its iinal velocity. (Let g = 32
J

feet.)

2. A body falls from rest and acquires a veloeity-of SQO

feet ; required the time.

3. A body is projected upward with a velocity of 200 feet

per second", what will be the greatest height of

ascent?
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4. If ^ = 32^ feet per second, what will be the accelera

tion per minute.

5. A metre is 3.28 feet (nearly) ; if the unit of time wero

2 seconds what would be the acceleratior ?

6 If a body is projected downward with a velocity of 25

feet per second, what will be the velocity after it has

fallen 120 feet 1

7. In the preceding example, what will be the time of

'

descending 150 feet ?

8. At the instant a body is dropped from a point A,

another body is projected upward from a point £,
vertically under A, and they meet at the middle of

AB; required the velocity of projection from^.

Ans. {AB X $/-)».

9. A body is let fall into a well, and 4 seconds afterward

it is heard to strike the water ; if the velocity of

sound is 1130 feet per second, required the depth of

the well.

Ans. 231 feet.

10. A body is projected downward from a point A with a

velocity of v feet per second, and another body is

projected upward from a point a feet below the

former, with a velocity of V feet per second;

required their point of meeting.

EXEECISES.

1. If a boy draws a load on a sled with an increasing velocity, will ho

exert any more force than if he draws it at a uniform rate ?

3. Why wiU a body fall more rapidly at the foot of a mountain than at

its top ?

3. Why may some light bodies fall more rapidly at the top of a moun-
tain than at its foot ?

4. I£ a body, whose weight is 5 lbs., attracts a particle at a distance d
5 feet with a force of tA^ of an ounce, with what force wil'
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another body, whose weight is 25 lbs., attract the same particle at

a distance of 15 feet ?

5. Which will vibrate in a shorter time, a pendulum 10 inches long or

one 15 inches long?

6. If a pendulum vibrates once each second at New York, will the time

of a vibration of the same pendulum be more or less than a second

at the equator ?

7. If a merchant weighs iron in New York and sends it to some port

near the equator ; will it gain cr lose in weight if it pe weighe 1 in

both places with the same beam scales ? WiU it gain or lose il

weighed with the same spring balances ?

P. What is the value of g (33^ feet) in metres per second ?

Attraction of Hotnogeiieous Shells.

76. Problem.—The attraction of a perfectly homoge-

neous, spherical shell is the same upon a particle placed

anywhere within it.

Let ABODE he a section of an indefinitely thin spheri-

cal shell, and any point within it. Draw lines BOD
diU^AOC through the point 6>, mak-

ing an indefinitely small angle with

each other, and consider A OB and ^y
COD as two cones having their verti-

ces at 0, and their bases AB and

CD in the surface of the sphere. The

quantities of matter in each will be ^^ ^^

directly as their bases, but at the limit

the triangles are similar, and the bases will be as A C^ to

00^. Tlie attraction of each varies as the quantity of

matter and inversely as the square of the distance from
;

(see Article 65) that is,

Attraction of AB ^^^^' ^ (AOf'^
Attraction of CD °^

.^^.^ ^ 1 _ ^
'
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hence, the attraction of the bases will equal one another^

and, being in opposite directions, will neutralize one

another's effect. Similarly, conceive that the shell con-

stitutes the bases of an indeiinitely large number of cones,

then, according to the above reasoning, the attraction cl'

all the matter on one side of any straight line drawn

through will exactly neutralize that on the other side^

The same may be proved for any other point.

77. Problem.

—

If tlie earth were a homogeneous, hollow

sphere of uniform thickness, a iody jplaced at amy point

within the hollow would remain at rest.

For, according to the preceding article, the attraction of

any of the spherical shells of infinitesimal thickness upon

any point within it will be zero, and

•V hence, the effect of all of them upon

the same point will be neutralized.

I

It follows from this that if the earth

y were solid and composed of homogene-

^ ous, concentric shells, though they var-
*"

ied according to any law from the centre
Fig 18

o ./

to the surface, the resultant attraction

upon a particle at the centre of the earth would be zero.

78. Problem.

—

If the earth were a homogeneous solid

sphere, the resultant attraction upon any point within it

would vary directly as its distancefrom the centre of the

earth.

Suppose that a particle is at a distance x from the cen-

tre ; then, according to the preceding problem, the result-

ant attraction of the shell outside of x will be zero ; and

that portion of the sphere whose radius is x will attract

directly as its quantity of matter and inversely as the

square of the distance of the particle from the centre of

the sphere.
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The quantity of matter will be directly as the volume,

or as

and hence, the attraction will vary as

^ IT a? -T- x^, or as |- TT a;

;

that is, directly as the distance of the particle from the

centre.

Weight—Mass—Density.

IB. Weight.—The weight of a body has already been

defined, in Article 32, as a measure of the attractiveforce

of the earth upon the lody.

Weight is not essential to matter. According to Arti-

cle 76, if a body were placed at the centre of the earth it

would weigh nothing. Similarly, if placed at a certain

point between the earth and moon it would lose its weight.

According to the preceding articles its weight depends upon

its position ; or more specifically, upon the attraction of the

earth upon it.

80. Mass is a term used to express quantity of matter.

—This, as we have seen, is independent of the weight of

the body ; in other words, it is constant for the same body.

Tho ratio of the weights of two bodies in vacuo, deter-

mined at the same time, whether on the equator, the top

of a mountain, within the earth, or at any place in the

universe, is constant. Hence, if two bodies, one weighing

2 pounds and the other 10 pounds, be balanced on a lever

at any place, they would remain balanced if taken to a

place where the bodies weighed 1 and 5 pounds respect-

ively, or 4 and 20 pounds respectively.

81. Measure ofMass.—The mass of a body eqtials its
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weight at cmy place divided hy the aoceleration dvs to

gravity at the same place.

It must be measured in such a way as to give the same

value wherever determined. As already shown, the weight

varies directly as the force of gravity, and the acceleration

due to gravity also varies as the same force ; hence, the

ratio of the weight to the acceleration will be constant for

all places, both being determined at the same place.

If

M= the mass of a body
;

W = the weight of the body at any place, and

g = the acceleration due to the force of gravity

at the same place

;

then,

M<x —

,

which may be put in the form of an equation by intro-

ducing a constant o, hence,

M=c —-.

Since c is arbitrary, the unit of mass may be so chosen

that will be unity, ii« which case we have

9

which is the value used in Mechanics.

The weight in this case must be determined by a spring

balance, or its equivalent, which must weigh correctly a

standard pound, or multiples thereof.

For ordinary practical purposes it is only necessary to

divide the weight of a body, determined at any place on

the earth with a pair of good scales, by 32^.
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The mass of a body might also be fonnd by weighing it

at any place with a pair of beam scales, using as weights

standard units of mass / that is, 32^ standard pounds of

weight.

82. 21ie mass of a hody is the number ofpounds that a

hody would weigh at that place where the acceleration due

to gravity is one foot per second, the weight 'being deter-

mined hy a standard spring balance.

In the last equation of Article 81 make ^ = 1, and let-

ting TFi be the corresponding weight, we have

One such place is in the earth, at about -^^ of the radius

of the earth from the centre, or less than 125 miles from

the centre of the earth. Another point is about 22,000

miles from the centre ; for if x be the distance, and the

radius of the earth be called 4,000 miles, we have, accord-

ing to Article 65,

(4000)' : a!^ : : 1 : 32|

;

.-. X = 22,686 miles.

Since the weight of the same body varies directly as the

force of gravity, we have

Mpounds : Wpounds : : 1 foot : g feet ;

:.M =—

.

In this expression g may be considered as an abstract

number, being the ratio of the acceleration due to gravity

at two different places.

83. The Unit of Mass %s a tody which weighs 32^

itandardpounds.

For, \iM = 1 in the preceding article, we have

Wpownds = g x 1 pound = 32^pounds.
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The term ^pounds is used in a double sease. We use

^pounds of weight anipounds of mass, but no ambiguity

arises on account of it, for the language of the problem

will always determine which is referred to.

84. Analytical expression for Weight.—From the

last equation of Article 82 we have

an expression which is useful in the solution of many

problems.

85, Density relates to the compactness of matter. li-

the mass of a body be uniform throughout the volume, the

density is the mass of a unit ofvolume.

Let
M= the mass of a homogeneous body,

F= the volume of the body,

D = its density

;

then,

n —
F
M

i? = w. .:M=J)r.

If F=l, then

I) = M.

Substitute the value of M from the last equation of

Article 82, and we have

WD= -—

If the density he variahle the density at any point of a

body will equal the mass of a unit of volume having the

same density throughout the unit as that at the point of

the body considered.

The unit of volume may be taken as a cubic inch, foot,

nr any other standard measure.
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EXEEOISES.

1. If the earth were a homogeneous sphere, and a. body on its snifaoe

weighed 10 lbs. , what would be its weight if placed at a point

half way between the surface and centre ?

3. If a body weighs 10 lbs. on the surface of the earth, what would it

weigh if elevated to a point above the surface equal to the radius

of the earth ?

3. If the earth were a homogeneous spherical sheU of finite thickness,

what would be the weight of a body placed anywhere within the

hoUow ?

(The earth is referred to in these questions because the condi-

tions could not be realized by a hollow sphere on the surface ; for

gravity would exert its full force on a body placed in the hollow

of such a sphere.)

4. In the preceding example, if a body weighed 10 lbs. on the surface

of the earth, at what place in the shell must it be placed that its

weight shall be n lbs. ?

5. If the earth were a homogeneous shell, and a body were dropped

from the surface into the hollow, would the motion be accelerated

or not as it passes through the shell 1 And as it passed across

the hoUow would its motion be accelerated or not, no allowance

being made for the resistance of the air ? "

6. If a person were placed in the hollow described in the preceding

question, and should jump from one side toward the centre of

the sphere, where would he stop ? Could he stop at the centre if

he desired to ?

7. If a person were placed at one extremity of a diameter of the hollow

referred to in exercise 5, and a ball of equal mass placed at the

other extremity, and the person should pull on the body by means

of a string, where would they meet ? If he pulls for an instant

and then ceases to pull, vrill they meet ? If he pulls with a constant

force until they meet, will their acceleration be uniform or

variable ?

8. In the preceding question, if the ball has half the mass of the person,

which will move faster, the ball or the person ?

9. If a person were placed at the centre of the hollow sphere of exer-

cise 5, and not able to reach anything, could he move away from

the centre by his own exertions ? If " he had a ball and should

throw it away, would the person move away from the centre?
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(He could not drop the ball, for it would not move in any iirection

unless started,.') What would be tli«ir relative directions of motion J

Would they move in straight or curved lines ?

10. If a body weighs 100 standard pounds, how many pounds of mass

does it contain ?

11. If a body whose volume is 2 cubic feet weighs 300 lbs., what is

its density ?

13. If a body weighs 5 kilogrammes, what is the mass in pounds ?

13. If the weight of a body whose volume is 1 cubic metre is 3 kilo-

grammes, what is the density in pounds per cubic foot ?

14. If a hole were made through the centre of the earth from surface

to surface, and a ball were dropped into it, would it stop at the

centre ? Where would it stop if the hole were a vacuum ? At

what point would it move with the greatest velocity ?

Dynamic Measure of Force.

86. Value of a Moving Force.—Forces are compared

by their effects. If a force F, acting as a constant pull

or push on a body perfectly free to move in the direction

of action of the force, produces an acceleration _/, and

gravity acting on the same body with a constant force TF,

equal to the weight of the body, produces an acceleration

^, we have
F: W::f:g

.:F^ 'W^=Mf;

that is, a constant moving force of Fpounds equals the

product of the mass into the acceleration in feet per

second.

From the last equation we have

-^ ~ M ~ W^'
87. Effective Force.—Only a portico of the forces

which act upon a body, may be effective in moving it, the
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others neutralizing each other. Thus, when a locomotive

draws a train of cars, a portion of the pulling force is

directly neutralized by the resistance of the air, friction

on the track, and other resistances of the train. If the

pulling force exceeds the resistances, the excess will be the

effective pulling force. When the resistances equal the

pulling force the motion will be uniform.

88, Remark.—To find the space passed over by a body,

and the velocity produced in a given time by the action of

a constant effective force, find the value ofyfrom Article

86, and substitute its value in the equations of Article 24.

89. Problems.—1. If a ^piston he driven aportion of
the length of a cylinder hy a constant steam pressure, at

what point must the pressure he

instantly remersed so that the full

stroke shall just equal the length

of the cylinder, the cylinder heing

horizontal, and the piston moving

withoutfriction ?

At the middle of the stroke.

Whatever velocity is generated by the action through one

half of the stroke will become neutralized by the same

pressure acting in the opposite direction through the

remaining half.

2. In the preceding example, what will he the velocity

at the centre of the cylinder f

Let F= the total pressure of the steam,

W = the weight of the piston,

8 — one-half the length of the cylinder

;

then, from Article 86, we have

Fio. 19.
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and, if the piston starts at one end, we substitnte this

value in equation (3) of Article 24, and find

hFgsY

3. A body whose weight isW is moved horizontally on

a friotionless surface by the pull of a constant force F;
required the sjpacepassed over

s'olis. in a time t, and the velocity

,

^m ^^'Joa'^
acquired.

Fio. 20. Here we have,

F

hence, from Article 24, we find

and '-2W''

i. Jfa body, whose' weight is W on the surface of the

earth, beplaced in the hollow sphere described in Article

Y6 ; required the constant pull orpush necessary to pro-

duce a velocity v in time t.

From Article 86 we have

F

which, substituted in equation (1) of Article 24, gives

from which we find

F=^.
gt
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EXAMPLES.

1. If a piston weiglis 100 lbs., and the constant steam

pressure is 2,000 lbs., what will be the velocity

acquired in moving over 12 inches ?

In the third problem above, if the weight of the body

is 500 lbs., and the constant pulling force is 25 lbs.,

required the space over which the body will be

moved from rest in 10 seconds.

3. In the same problem, if the constant frictional resist-

ance is 10 lbs., what will be the velocity at the end

of 100 feet?

i. In the fourth problem above, if a body weighs 100 lbs.

at a place where ^ = 32 feet, and is placed in a

hollow space at the centre of the earth ; required

the pulling force necessary to produce a velocity of

100 feet in 10 seconds.

90. Problems.—1. Suppose that a 'body is on afriction-

tessplane, and is moved horizontally iy a weight attached

to it hy means ofa stringpass-

ing over a pulley ; required w^
.[^^

the space passed over hy each '

of the, hodies in a tirnie t, there

being no resistances from the

puUey, string or air.
^^^ 21.

W e ave, p _ ^j^^ effective moving force,

F + W = the total mass moved :

hence, from Article 86, we have

P P
-^-TTW-F + w^'

ff
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and this, in equation (4) of Article 24, gives

, P
F + W gf.

(Remake.—If the student finds it difficult to distinguish between
the moving force and the mass moved, let him imagine the whole
system placed in the hollow sphere deserihed in Article 76. Then both

bodies, P and Tf, will be destitute of weight, and no motion can result

from the action of P. Now conceive that a string is attached to the

body /', and passed through the shell to some point on the surface

where a man pulls with a constant force of P pounds ; the result wiU
be the same as that given in the preceding problem, for the man will

be obligeq to move the mass of both bodies. When the system is on
the earth, gravity pulls with a force of P pounds on the body P, and
nothing in the direction of motion of W\ hence the force P must move
both 7' and W.)

2. Regui/red the tension of the string in the ^preceding

prohlem.

Let T = the tension.

Conceive the string to be severed, and a force applied

equal to the tension T, pulling upward on the

A^ body ; then will the effective moving force he

{P — T) pounds.

\p The mass of the body P, will be

p
Via. 22. 1_ .

hence, according to Article 86, we have

pP - T=— f.

9
''

The effectivepullmgforce on W, Fig. 21, is the tensioD

of the string, hence, according to Article 86,

9
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Eliminating _/ from these equations gives

WP
~ w+ p-

3. A string passes over a wheel and has a weight P
attached at one end and W at the other / if there are no

resistances from the string, wheel, or air,

a7td the string is devoid of weight, required

the resulting motion.

The effective moving force F, = {W— P)
pounds ;

W+P
the mass moved =

;

hence, from Article 86,

F= W-P= ^^^f;

Fia. 23,

W

•••/ - W+P ^'

and, from Ai-ticle 24, we have for the space

W-P ^
' = i

and for the velocity,

V =

W+P

W-P
W+P gt.

(Thcsr pioblems axe ideal, since they discard certain elements, sucli

U3 the mass of the pulley, friction, and stiffness of the cord. These,

however, may all be computed, but they make the problem too compli-

cated for this part of the work. The chief object here is to confine the

attention to the relation between forces and the motion produced upon

masses.)
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4. Fmd the tension of the string in the preaedvng-

prohhm.

2PW
Ans. T = P+ W

5. A man, whose weight is W, stands on the platform

of an elevator as it descends the vertical shaft of a mine;

if theplatform descends with a uniform acceleration of

Ig, show that his pressure upon the platform is f W.

What will it le if the platform ascends with the same

uniform acceleration ?

EXAMPLES.

1. In Fig. 21, if P = TT, how far will the bodies move in

5 seconds?

2. In Fig. 23, if TF"= 2P, how far will the bodies -move

in 5 seconds ?

8. In Fig. 23. W = 50 pounds ; what must be the

weight of P so that it will descend 10 ft. in 6

seconds? What, that it may ascend 10 ft. in 5

seconds ?

4. In Fig. 23, if P = 5 ounces, and W = A^ oimces,

and it is observed that P descends 6.8 ft. in 2

seconds ; required the value of g.

5. In Fig. 23, if TF= 10 pounds, required the weight of

P that the tension may be 1 pound ; 5 pounds ; 10

pounds ; 20 pounds.

6. In Fig. 21, if TF = 20 pounds, P = 2 pounds ; re-

quired the time necessary for the bodies to move
10 ft.
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EXERCISES.

1. A spring balance may be inserted in the string of the preceding

problems in such a way as to indicate the tension. Suppose that

such a balance were inserted in the vertical part of the string in

Fig. 81, and the string cut ofE above it, what wUl the balance indi-

cate afterwards ?

2. If a man puUs a weight vertically upward by means of a cord

attached to the body, will the tension on the cord equal or exceed

the weight of the body ;—the weight of the cord being neglected.

Consider the case when the motion is accelerated, and when it is

uniform.

3. If a man stands on the platform of an elevator as it descends a shaft

with an acceleration, how will his pressure upon the floor compare

with his weight ? How if the platform is ascending ?

t If a man slides down a vertical rope, eheoMng his velocity by grasp-

ing it more or less firmly, but with a constant grip, how will the

tension on the rope compare with his weig^ht ?



CHAPTER III.

WOKE FBICTION.

91. Work is the overcoming of resistance continually

recurring along thepath of motion.—Thus a horse, while

drawing a load on a cart, does work by constantly over-

comina: the friction of the axle and the resistances of the

roadway. The same effort, however, may be exerted in

producing motion only, producing live or stored work.

Hence, the following is a more general definition : Work
is the effectproduced hy a force in moving its own point

of application in such a way that it has a component

ny)tion in the direction of action of theforce.

92. Measure of Work.—A horse that draws a load

two miles does twice the work of drawing it one mile, and

one-fifth the work of drawing it ten miles. The woj-k,

therefore, varies directly as the space over which the

resistance is overcome. It is also evident that, if the horse

had drawn a load twice as large, he would have done twice

the work in the same distance ; hence, the work also varies

directly as the resistance. This principle is general, and

applies to all cases in which the force is constant.

Heuce, if

F^ 'A constant force
;

8 = the space over which jF acts, and

C= the work done hy F;
riien

U'=jFi.

93. The -work of a variable force is found hy divid-

ing the space into small parts, so small that the foi'ce
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may be considerea constant over each part, and taking

the sura of all the elementary works.

Let

F= the force acting over any one of the

elementary spaces

;

As = an elementary space
;

then

[7= XFTs.

84. Mere motion is not worTc.—If the planets move in

space without meeting any resistance, they do no work.

95. The Unit of Work is the raising of onepound of
matter vertically one foot, and is called a foot-ponnd.

The resistance overcome by raising matter is tlie force of

gravity. A weight of one pound drawn horizontally is

not the unit, unless the frictional resistance should happen

to equal the weight. It is not the weight moved, but the

resistance overcome, that constitutes work.

96. Work represented by a Diagram.—When the

force is constant the work may be represented by a

rectangle.

„ P 7/

Fio. 24. . Fis. 25.

Thus, in Fig. 24, let the base of the rectangle represent

the space s, and the altitude represent the force F, then

will the m'ea of the rectangle he

Fs,

which is the expression given in Article 92 for the work.

If the force does not follow a kjiown law, we nfay still

find the work approximately by constructing a curve, the

abscissas of which, Aa, ab, he, etc., shall represent tli<?
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Bpacfis, and the corresponding ordinates, am. In, co, etc.,

shall represent the corresponding resistances ; then the area

of the figure will represent the M'ork, for the area will be

XF^s. The area may be fonnd to any degree of approxi-

mation by dividing it into an indefinite number of trape-

zoids, finding the area of each and taking their sum.

If the force varies directly as the space over which it

acts, the work may be represented

by the area of a triangle, of which

the base represents the space and

the altitude, the final force. For,

any ordinate bo will be directly as

its distance from A.

97. The total work is indejoend-

ent of the time required to perform it.—For, the space

may be passed over in a longer or shorter time without

affecting the product of F into s. The horse that draws

a load one mile, does a definite amount of work, whether

it be done in one hour or five hours.

98. Time and velocity are involved in doing work

;

for, the space involves botli. If the space be passed over

with a constant velocity we have

s = vt,

in which
V = the velocity, and

t = the time.

Hence, U=Fs = Fvt;

therefore, if the velocity be uniform, the work will vary

directly as the time ; and if the time be constant, the work

will vaxy directly as the velocity.

99. Dynamic Effect.—If the velocity be uniform and

^ ~ 1, we have , i,,' work = J'v.
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This is the work done iu a unit of time, and is called

Mechanical Powert\ or Dynamic Effect and sometimes

simply Power. It is the rate of doing work, or simply

worh-rate.

100. The unit of Dynamic Effect is called the horse-

power. It is 33,000 pounds raised one foot per nainute.

It was determined by Boulton & Watt by means of trials

with hoi-ses at a colliery in England. It is doubtless much
larger than what the average of good horses can do for

hours in succession, but it may be considered as an arbi-

trary unit, by which the work done by a horse or othei

working power in a given time, may be measured. It is

used to measui-e the efficiency of hydraulic motors, steam

and air engines and other machinery.

101. Work may be useful or prejudicial.—That is

useful which produces the article sought, and that which

wears out the machinery is prejudicial. The former

produces money for the mechanic while the latter costs

money.

Prejudicial work is generally frictional in its character,

but all friction is not prejudicial. Thus, the friction be-

tween the driving wheels of a locomotive and the track is

necessary, and hence, useful. In a similar way the fric

tion between belts and pulleys is useful.

It is not always possible to

distinguish between useful and /L

prejudicial work. The latter -^V-,^^

always ,icc( )mpanies the former, i^-^^^
but we know that, for economy, aw^m^^^^^^̂ ^^ b
the latter should be reduced as pio j^^

much as possible.

102. If the force acts at an angle with the line of
tnoiion it may be resolved into two forces, one of wliicb
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is parallel to the path described by the body and the other

perpendicular to it. Thus, in Fig. 27, the noimal com-

ponent of the force F is

N=BW^FOP;
and the horizontal component is

P = Fco& FOP.

There being no motion normal to the path, the former

component does no work ; and the work done by the latter,

according to the definition, will be

U= Ps = Fs cos FOP.
If a body is moved around a semi-circumference by a

constant force acting parallel to a fixed diameter, the

work will be the product of the force into the diameter.

103. Work in a Moving Body.—A moving body can-

not be instantly brought to rest, and when both resistance

and space are involved in a result, work has been done.

The work which a moving body is capable of doing equals

the product of the mean resistance which it overcomes

into the space over which it works. Thus, if a cannon

ball should penetrate the earth 10 feet, and the mean

resistance were 500 pounds, the work done would be 5,000

foot-pounds. Another mode of measuring it is given in

Article 111.

Friction.

104. Friction is that force or resistance between two

bodies which^events, or tends to ;prevent., one body from
being drawn upon another.

All bodies are rough. However perfectly they may be

polished, an inspection of their surfaces with a glass of

high magnifying power, shows that they are still very

rongL. A smooth surface is a comparative term, implying
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that it is more or less smooth. A perfectly smooth snrface

probably does not exist ; but when the term is used it

means that the snrface offers no resistance of any kind.

It is an ideal surface.

It is certain that if two perfectly smooth plane surfaces

were brought in contact, they would offer a great resist-

ance to being drawn upon one another on account of the

adhesion between the bodies. They would hold to one

another nearly as strongly as if they were solid. When
we refer to smooth surfaces in problems, this force is also

excluded.

105. Experiments in regard to Friction.—M. Morin,

a French savant, was one of the first to determine the laws

of friction. These laws were deduced by experiments

upon a variety of substances under a variety of conditions.

A device similar to that shown in Eig. 29 was used. A
body W was placed upon a long strip of another body, and

it was desired to determine the friction between them.

A strong fine cord was attached to the body, and, passing

over a pulley at the end of the platform, was attached to

a dish in which were placed weights P. The weights P
were made to exceed slightly the frictional resistance, and

thus pull the bod}' W along the other body. The space

over which they moved in a given time was then observed,

and with the data thus obtained the friction was computed

as shown in Article 109.

Weights were added to the body W so as to produce

greater pressure ; also weights were added to the dish and

taken from it, so as to produce a greater or less velocity.

Different substances were used for the body TT, and

also for the horizontal strip on which the body W slid.

106. Angle of Friction.—Suppose that a body W is

placed on an iaclined plane J. (7, one end of which is
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gradually raised until motion begins, or the body is in a

state bordering on motion. The weight Wmay be resolved

into components ; one, parallel to

the plane, which tends to pnll the

body down it, and the other per-

pendicular to it.

Draw Oa parallel to AO, and

ai perpendicular to it; and let

p,o. 28.
^ Ob represent W. Then, according

to Article 52, we have

F^Oa = Wsm ahO ^ Fsin GAB.

This equals the resistance due to friction.

Let
N-= the normal pressure = ah

;

then

N^ Wao&al/O = Wcos CAB
;

hence,

F W&mOAB _^ ^ . „

which is called the atigle offriction, or angle of repose.

107. Laws of Friction.—The following laws have been

deduced from the experiments of Morin and others

:

1. Friction of motion is slightly less than that of rest.

2. The total amount of friction is independent of the

extent of the surfaces in contact.

3. The amount of friction between two surfaces varies

directly as the normal pressure, and with the character of

(he surfaces in contact.

4. Sliding friction is independent of the velocity.

These laws are sufficiently accurate for ordinary veloci-

ties when the surfaces do not abrade, or cut one another.

Lubricants arc employed to diminish friction. Oil is
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the most common lubricant, though water is better in

some cases.

108. Coefficient of Friction.—According to the third

principle of the preceding article, it follows that the ratia

of the total friction to the total normal pressure between

two surfaces is constant. This ratio is called the Coeffi-

cient of Friction.

Let N = the normal pressure

;

F^ that force which is just sufficient to

produce motion when acting par-

allel to the plane of the surfaces

;

/i = the Coefficient of friction
;

then

F

Comparing this with the equation of Article 106, we

see that the coefficient offriction equals the tangent of
the angle ofrejpose.

If tlie body moves on a horizontal plane, the normal

pressure equals the weight , hence,

F
/- = -w

If TT = 1, fj,
= F; hence, the coefficient of friction

equals the friction caused by one pound of the body.

109. To find the value of the coefficient of friction

of motion.

Let W= the weight of the body on the plane,

F = the weight which moves it,

f= the acceleration,

/i = the coefficient of friction

;

then thft total friction will be
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and the effective moving force, neglecting the motion of

the pulley and the cordage, will be

and the mass moved will

be

hence, according to Arti

cle 86,

P+ W

^

/ jP -fiW
ff-P + TF

This value in equation (4), of Article 24, gives

= *^

from which we find

fffP - 2{P + W)s

Knowing the weights P and W, and measuring care

fully the space s and time t, the second member becomes

completely known ; and hence, by reduction, fi becomes

known.

For oak on oak, /t = 0.48 when the fibres are parallel

to the motion, and

0.19 M'hen the fibres ai-e perpen-

dicular to the motion.

Wrought iron on cast iron, /i = 0.18.

Cast iron on cast iron, fx, = 0.15.

M. Pambour made experiments upon the frictional re-

sistance of trains of cars on some railroads in England, and
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found the friction to be 8 pounds per ton gross ; hence,

the coefficient was

_ 8 _ _1_
'* ~ 2240

"~
280

Experiments in this country gave 6^ pounds per ton

gross under favorable conditions.

110. Problems.—1. A piston is moved in a horizontal

cylinder, as shown in Prohlem 1, Article 89, iy a constant

steam jpresswre ofFpounds. At what point must the

pressure he vnstamtly reversed so that the full length of
the stroke shall he a inches, there being a constantfriction

of Fx pounds throughout the stroke?

The effective driving force vfill be ^— Fi pounds.

The effective stopping force will be ^ + Fxpounds.

Let

« = the space over which the former acts, and

«i = the space over which the latter acts

;

then

5 + Si = as.

The work done upon the piston by the driving force

will equal that done by the stopping force ; hence,

{F-F,)s = {F+F,)8x.

Eliminating Sj between these equations, gives

F+Fx
s = ~^^a.

2. A stream ofwaterfalls over a dam \feet high, and

has a section of a squa/re feet at the foot of the fall f

required the horse-power constantly developed.

(The section is taken at the foot of the fall, for the

velocity is measured at that point.)
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The velocity at the foot of the fall will be

and the volume of water which passes over the dam in one

Beer nd will be

aV2gh.

The weight of a cubic foot of water being 62^ pounds,

the weight of the quantity will be

W= 62^a ^2ghpoundsper second,

= 60 X 62|a i\/'^gjipoundsper minute.

The weight, multiplied by the height h, through which

it falls, will give the work it can do in one minute, and

the result, divided by 33,000, will give the horse-power

;

•

33000 ~ aaii4a/i .

3. Find the work necessa/ry to d/i'aw a hody up an in

dinedplane.

In Fig. 28, Article 106, let

l = AC;h=-AB;h = BG, W= the weight of the body.

As shown in Article 106, the normal pressure will be

JV=WcosCAB= \ TF,

and hence, the friction will be

which, multiplied by the length of the plane, giyes the

work necessary to overcome the friction

;

iiNl = lib W.
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The component of the weight along the plane will be

TTsin OAB = ^W,

and the work of overcoming the weight will be I times

this result, or

hW;

hence, the total work will be

fibW+hW;

hence, it equals the work which would be necessary to

draw the body horizontally from A to B, and lift it verti-

cally from B to C.

4-. Required the work necessary to compress a coiled

s^yi'ing a given amount.

It is found by experiment that, as long as the elasticity

of a spring remains perfect, the amount of compression

paries directly as the compressing force. Tliat is, if one

pound compi'esses it one inch, two pounds will compress

it two inches, and so on. Hence, if

_p = the force which compresses a spring

one inch,

P = the total compressing force,

s = the amount of the compression produced

then

F=ps,

and the work is represented by Fig. 26, in which AB = «,

BG= P.

.: U-^^Ps =
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EXAMPLES.

1. How many cubic feet of water will a 50 horse-power

engine raise in an hour fi-om a mine 500 feet deep,

if a cubic foot of water weighs 62| pounds ?

2. Find the work necessary to raise the material in making

a well 20 feet deep and 3 feet in diameter, if the

material weighs 140 pounds per cubic foot.

3. The pressure on a steam piston, moving horizontally, aa

in Prob. 1, Art. 89, is 1,000 lbs., the friction 200 lbs.;

how far must the pressure act before it is instantly

reversed that the full stroke may be 12 inches ?

4. The French unit of work is one kilogramme raised

vertically one metre ; required the equivalent in

foot-poimds. (Take the metre at 39.37 inches and

the kilogramme at 2.2 pounds.)

5. According to Navier it requires 43,333 French units of

work to saw a sqiiare metre of green oak; how

many foot-pounds will be required to saw a square

foot of the same material ?

6. A stream of water falls vertically over a dam 12 feet

high, and has a transverse section of one square foot

at the foot of the fall ; required the horse-power

constantly developed.

7. A hammer, whose weight is 2,000 pounds, falls verti-

cally 8 feet ; how far will it. drive a pile into the

earth if the constant resistance is 10,000 pounds ?

8. If it is found by means of a spring balance that a span

of horses pull with a constant force of 200 pounds

in drawing a plough ; if they travel at the rate of

2 miles per hour, what will be the mechanical power

required to work the plough ?

9. In Fig. 29, let TF = 40 pounds, P = 8 pounds, and il
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is observed that P moves over 4 feet in 3 seconds

;

required the coefficient of friction.

10. In ±'ig. 29, TF= 25 pounds, P = 5 pounds, and the

coefficient of friction = 0.15 ; required the space

over which the bodies will pass in 5 seconds.

EXEECISES.

1. What is the nuit of work ? Is work the same as force ?

3. Is friction force ? When is it nseful and when prejudicial ?

3. In what sense is work independent of the time, and under what cir-

cumstances is it dependent upon the time ?

4. A body placed on a plane, which is elevated at an angle of 15 degrees,

is just on the point of moTing ; required the coefficient of friction

between the body and the plane.

5. A body, whose weight is 35 pounds, is on a horizontal plane ; re

quired the tension of a string by which the body is drawn along

uniformly, the coefficient of friction being \.

S. Define mechanical power. Is it work ?



CHAPTER IV.

ENERGY.

111. Energy is a term to express the ahility ofan ageni

to do work. We have seen, Article 103, that a moving

body is capable of doing work. A slight consideration of

bodies at rest shows that they are also capable of doing

work. Thus, the water in a mill-pond is capable of doing

useful work by being passed through a water-wheel. To

do work the water must be in motion, but the weight of

the water falling through a given height will do a certain

amount of work, and this amount can be determined

while the water is in position. Similarly, the same can

be shown in regard to other bodies at rest. These ideas

have given rise to the terms Kinetic energy and Potential

energy.

112. Kinetic Energy is the energy of a moving lady,

and is the work which the body must do in being brought

to rest. It is visible energy.

The work which a moving body is capable of doing ia

the same as if it had fallen in a vacuum through a height

sufficient to produce the same, velocity.

Let

W = the weight of a body,

V — its velocity,

h, = the height through which the body must fall

to produce the velocity v.
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Tlie work necessary to raise a body a height h will be.

according to Article 92,

Wh.

If the body fall freely through the same height, it will

be capable of doing the same amount of work when it

reaches the foot of the fall. The velocity produced in

falling a height h will be (Article 72),

Substitute this value in the preceding expression, and

making,

M=— (Article 80),
t7

we have,

Wor]e= Wh = W^ = is—v' = Wv' = K.
^9 9

The expression ^Miy^ is called the kinetic energy, and is

represented by K, the initial letter of kinetic. It is also

called the vis viva* or living force of the body. Hence,

the kinetic energy of a moving iody equals the work
stored in it.

113. Potential Energy is latent energy. It is the work

which a body is capable of doing in passing from one

condition or position to another. Thus, the power in a

coiled spring \s,potential ; but, when freed from its restrain-

ing power, it may move the wheels of a watch, or clock, or

drive other machinery, in doing which it is changed from

a condition of tension towards one free from tension. The

* Mifl is often called the sis viva, but its use is not quite as conTenient

as the definition in the text, and there is a growing tendency towards

the general adoption of the definition given ahove. It makes no differ-

ence, however, which is used, provided it is always used in the same sense.
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power in a weight held at a given height is potential,' but,

in descending, it may be made to tnrn machinery and thus

do work, in doing which the body passes from a high posi-

tion to a lower one. The power stored in coal, wood, or

other fuel i'& potential ; but, if the fuel be burned, it may
generate steam and thus do work, in doing which it i?

changed from the condition of fuel to that of ashes, cinders,

smoke, etc. The power in gunpowder is latent y but, if the

powder be exploded, it will do work, and may be made to

throw a cannon ball, or rend rocks, or produce motive

power. The power contained in food is potential; but

the food, by nourishing animals, and thus imparting

strength to them, becomes a source of work. The power

contained in zinc is potential ; but the zinc, when acted

upon by acids, becomes active and capable of driving

electro-magnetic engines. Air compressed and stored in

a vessel contains potential enei'gy ; but, by acting upon

suitable machinery as it expands itself, it will do work.

The power of steam confined in a boiler is potential ; but,

if the steam be passed through suitable mechanism, it will

do work.

The expression. Change of Position, is sufficiently

comprehensive to express all the changes of condition.

Potential Energy has been defined as Energy of Position.

It is represented by the Greek letter H, the initial of

potential.

Seat Energy.

114. General Statement.—It is well known that heat

may be produced hj friction, or i-ather, according to our

present knowledge of the subject, the work of overcoming

friction produces heat. Thus, the boy, by rubbing a

brass button briskly on his sleeve, soon makes it too hot
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for the comfort of his neighbor's hand. Enbbing two
sticks together makes them warm. One of the earliest

methods of obtaining heat was by friction. The heal

produced by the friction of a match, when rubbed on a

rough surface, ignites the phosphorus, which, by burning,

so increases the heat as to set the wood on fire. Axle
bearings in machinery often become so hot from friction

as to set fire to the oil and wood which surround them.

In an experiment made by Sir Humphrey Davy in 1799,

two pieces of ice, rubbed together in vacuo at a tempera-

ture helow 32° F., were melted by the heat developed at

the surfaces of contact.

Iron and other substances may be heated by being

struck rapidly. Compressing air, or other gaseous bodies,

develops heat.

115. The Dynamic theory of heat rests upon the

hypothesis that heat consists of the motion of the mole-

cules of a body, or is the result of that motion, and that to

produce these motions requires a definite amount of

mechanical energy. This hypothesis is confirmed by the

experiments of Joule, who produced heat in a variety of

ways—compressing air, compressing gases, agitating water,

and by friction between cast-iron surfaces.

According to Joule's experiments, if a body weighing

one pound were permitted to fall freely 772 feet in a

vacuum, and all the energy thus acquired could be utilized

in heating one pound of water, it would raise the tempera-

ture 1° Fahrenheit. This is Joule's equivalent, and in the

mathematical theoiy of heat is represented by J. It is

recognized as the mechanical equivalent of heat.

lie. The Mechanical Equivalent of Heat.—There is

a definite relation between the work expended in over-

coming friction and the heat which is produced ))y it,
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The earliest experiments of which we have any historical

knowledge tending to prove this fact were made by CounI

Enmford. In 1798 he published in the Trans, of the Eoyal

Phil. Society some of his experiments upon this subject.

A brass cannon weighing 113 pounds was revolved hori-

zontally, at the rate of 32 revolutions per minute, against

a blunt steel borer with a pressure of 10,000 pounds. In

half an hour the temperature of the metal had risen from

60° to 130° F. This heat would have been sufficient to

raise the temperature of five pounds of water from 32° to

212°. In another experiment the cannon was placed in a

vessel of water and friction applied as before. In two

hours and a half the water actually boiled. The heat

generated in this case was calculated by Enmford to be at

least equal to that given out, during the same time, by the

burning of nine wax candles, three-quarter inch in dia-

meter, each weighing 245 grains.

Fourrier, in the year 1807, gave the laws of the trans-

mission of heat by radiation and conduction, and laid the

foundation for the mathematical theory of heat. Sadi

Carnot, in his work entitled "Eeflexions snr la puissance

motrice du feu," published in 1824, compared the energy

of heat to that of a fall of water from one level to another.

This branch of science, however, made little or no prog-

ress until it was shown that there was a definite relation

between heat and work. Several contemporaneous investi-

gators entertained the view that such definite relation

existed, and labored independently to prove it. In 1842
Dr. Mayer, a physician of Heilbronn, formally stated that

there exists a connection between heat and work, and first

introduced the expression, ''mechanical equivalent of
heat? In the same year Colding, of Copenhagen, pub-
lished experiments on the production of heat by fiiction,
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from which he concluded that the quantity of heat pro-

duced by friction was directly proportional to the work
expended.

But, the most important were the labors of Dr. J. P
Joule, of Manchester, England, who, during the years 1840

to 1 843, by a series of very careful and elaborate experi-

ments, determined a value for the mechanical equivalent

of heat which is considered as the most reliable ever

found. (See Phil. Trans., 1850, p. 61.)

117. Joule's Experiments.—It being impracticable to

change the energy of a body falling ireelj into heat in

such a way as to measure the exact equivalent. Joule

resorted to different devices. One of the most reliable is

the following

:

A copper vessel £, Pig. 30, was filled with water and pro-

vided with a brass paddle-wheel (shown by dotted lines),

which could be made to rotate about a vertical axis. The

Fia. so.

paddle had numerous openings, so as to agitate the watei

as much as possible when it rotated in the vessel. The vessel

was closed so as to prevent the escape of the water, and was
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provided with a thermometer to measure a change of the

temperature. Two weights, E and F, were attached to

cords which passed over the axles of the pulleys C and Z>,

and were connected with the axis A, so that as the weight?

descend the paddle would he made to revolve. The

height of the fall was indicated by the scales G and M,

the total fall in Joule's experiments being about 63 feet.

The roller A was so connected to the axis of the paddle

that, by removing a pin, the weights, could be wound up

without disturbing the axle. In this way the experiments

were repeated twenty times.

The work done by gravity was expressed by {F-\-E) x A.

This was all expended in the following ways: 1st, chiefly

in overcoming the resistance of the water ; 2d, in over-

coming the friction of the several bearings; and lastly,

the kinetic energy in the moving parts at the instant

the motion was stopped. In the experiments the two

latter were reduced as much as possible by the mechani-

cal arrangements, but their effects were computed and

deducted from the work done by gravity.

The remaining work was expended in overcoming the

resistance of the water, and thus developed heat.

Taking as a unit of heat that necessary to raise the

temperature of one pound of water 1° F., the unit of heat

equals 112 foot-pounds ofworJe.

If the unit of heat be that necessary to raise one kilo-

gramme of water 1° C, then a unit of heat equals 424

kilogrammie-metres.

General Principles of Energy.

118. Transmutation of Energy.—We have seen that

kinetic energy may be changed into an equivalent of heat
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energy through the agency of friction. We also know
that heat energy may be changed into kinetic energy, as

is constantly done in the ordinary steam-engine. Other

energies are constantly brought into action, such as elec-

tricity, magnetism, chemical action, forces of polarity, and

indeed any agency by which matter is moved. The rela-

tions between the different kinds of energies are not well

known, except that between heat and visible energy ; but

it is believed that they all consist of some kind of mole-

cular motion, and are hinetic or potential according to

circumstances, and that they are changeable one into the

other.

This transmutation is constantly going on. To illus-

trate it with an example : The energy of the sun's heat is

stored in the plant and there becomes potential. The
plant may be changed to coal, imparting some of its

energy to surrounding objects, but concentrating its

remaining potential energy into a smaller space. Coal is

raised from its bed by means of kinetic energies, and used

in a locomotive engine, for instance, where it is burned

and becomes kinetic. One portion of this energy becomes

stored in the steam in the boiler ; another portion escapes

with the smoke ; still another portion escapes through the

walls of the fire-box ; and another is thrown away with

the live coals which fall through the grate, or are hauled

out of the door of the fire-box.

The steam from the boiler is admitted into the cylinder

of the engine, and a portion of this energy is utilized in

driving the piston, and another portion escapes with the

exhaust steam. The energy of the piston is expended in

producing heat on the track, heating the axles under the

cars, overcoming the resistance of the air, wearing the

couplings between the cax's and the working parts of the

4
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maiihinery, bruising the ends of the rails, crushing the

ties under the track, disturbing the earth or other material

which forms the roadway, and imparting kinetic energy to

the train. The energies which are transmitted to these

several elements finally disappear in heat, which is quickly

absorbed by the atmosphere, beyond which we are unable

to trace it with any degree of certainty.

119. Conservation of Energy.—These prinv.iple6 are

included in a general law called the Conservation of
Energy^ which may be stated as follows :

1. The total amount of energy in the Universe is con-

stant.

2. The various forms of energy may he converted the

one into the other.

It follows from the former of these that no energy is

ever lost. Energy is indestructible.

This law is the result of a long series of observations,

experiments, and generalizations, but it is now considered

as firmly established as any law in naturfe. It is accepted

as a fundamental law in Physical Science, and is as uni-

versal in its application as the law of gravitation.

120. Non-equilibrium of Energies.—Energies work
only as they pass from one condition to another, and this

is done only when they are not in equilibrium. Thus, if

two metals are equally hot, one cannot increase the heat of

the other. A body by losing heat loses energy. When
steam works by expansion, the temperature is reduced. .

The energy stored in coal is developed by being burned,

but the heat thus produced exceeds that which it imparts

to steam or to other bodies. We know of no means by

which heat energy can be changed into an equivalent of

kinetic energy ; for in every attempt to accomplish it

there is an apparent loss of energy, some of it becoming
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potential, or assuming an energy of a lower form. This is

called dispersion of energy. We have, however, seen that

visible energy is readily changed into heat. Should all

the energies of the universe finally become changed into

heat uniformly distributed throughout space, all motion

would cease, and the universe would become virtually

dead. Such a result has been predicted by some writers

upon this subject.

121. Perpetual Motion.—By perpetual motion, in a

popular sense, is not meant ceaseless motion, such as we
see in the earth and other planets, but a machine which,

when put in motion, will continue in motion indeiinitely,

without the application of additional power. But every

machine, when in motion, must overcome the resistance of

the air and the friction of the bearings, and as these

resistances cannot be entirely removed, or annihilated, it

necessarily does work, thus consuming the energy imparted

to it. When all the energy has been consumed the ma-

chine will stop and remain at rest. A jperpetual motion

machine is an impossibility. In order to be possible it

must expend more power than is imparted to it ; or in

other words, it must possess a self-creating power.

EXAMPLES.

1. How many foot-pounds of work is stored in a body

which weighs 25 pounds, and has a velocity of 1 00

feet per minute ?

2, If a body, moving with a velocity of 5 feet per second,

penetrates the earth 2 feet, how far would the same

body penetrate it moving with a velocity of 15 feot

per second, the resistance of the earth being uniforna

along the path of the body in both cases ?
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3. If a train of cars weighs 60 tons, and moves at the rate

of 40 miles per hour, how far will it move before

being brought to rest by friction, the friction being

8 pounds per ton, no allowance being made for tho

resistance of the air ?

4. A train of cars weighing 200,000 lbs., and moving at

the rate of 20 nailes per hour, is suddenly stopped

;

if all its energy be utilized in heating water, how
many pounds of water would bo raised in tempera-

ture from 32° F. to the boiling point, or to 212° F. ?

5. In Fig. 29, Article 109, if Tr= 10 lbs., P = 4 lbs.,

H = 0.2, g = 32^, and the weight TFis drawn 5 feet

by the weight P falling the same distance, when the

latter strilces the ground ; how far will the weight

W move before being brought to rest by friction ?

6. If a piece of iron whose weight is 200 lbs. is moved

at a uniform rate to and fro on another piece of

iron, the coefficient of friction between them being

0.2, what must be the velocity of the moving body

so that the heat developed by the friction would, if

entii-ely utilized, raise the temperature of 5 lbs. of

water 50° F. every 3 minutes.

EXEECISES.

1. Is force the same as energy ?

2. Does kinetic energy mean work done, or ability to do work ?

8. An animal eats food which, mechanically speaking, is potential

energy ; indicate some of the energies which follow the digestion

of the food.

4. Why is not wood heated as much by a ball fired into it as iron is by

a ball fired against it ?

5. Will a ball flying through the. air be warmed on account of the frio

tion of the air ?
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6. What becomes of the energy due to the motion of the water in

rivers ?

7. Why do a person's hands become warm by rubbing them gainst one

another ?

8. If a ton of coaJ, which costs 5 dollars, will evaporate a certain

amount of water, and it requires two cords of wood to evaporato

the same amount, what will the wood be worth per cord for the

same purpose t



CHAPTER V.

MOMENTUM.

122. The equation of Article 86 is

Equation (1) of Article 24 is

and, eliminatingyfrom these equations, gives

Ft = Mv.

The quantity Mv is called the momentum of a bodj

whose mass is M. This, however, is merely giving a

name to an expression, but by compai-ing it with the first

member of the equation we see that it is the effect which

a constant force Fjproduces in a tirne t. We therefore

call it a time-effect, and represent its value by Q.

.-. Q = Mv. . . . (1)

If a body has a velocity v,, when the force begins to act,

and a velocity v after a time t, then

Q = Ft^M{v-v,). . . (2)

123. Momentum of a variable force.—If the fcrce

be variable, suppose that the time is divided into such

small portions that the force may be considered as con-

stant during each portion, then M'ill the total effect be the

sum of all the elementary momenta.
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Let Jit =: Sin element of time,

^= the force during any element of time

;

tlien

In these equations I'^ is the effective moving force.

124. Impulse.—An wn/pulse is the tinne effect of a blow.

Wlien one body strikes another, as a hammer striking an

anvil, its effect is an impulse. The body struck may be

fixed or free to move ; but the problems wliich are usually

considered under this head generally pertain to those in

which the body considered is free to move. Although the

effect will be produced in an exceedingly short time, yet

the result is a time-effect, and is measured in the same way

as any other time-effect. In the case of a blow, the pres-

sure between the bodies will be variable during contact

;

but for the sake of making a practical fornmla, let

F'=- the mean pressure between the bodies,

M= the mass of the body considered,

V = the velocity produced by the blow

;

then

Q = F't = Mv.

125. Momentum is not a force.—The force F is only

one of the elements of the expression. The unit of mo-

mentum is the momentum of one pound of mass moving

with a velocity of one foot per second.

Momentum is sometimes called quantity ofmotion and

sometimes qucuntity of velocity, but neither fully expresses

its meaning The expression time-effect is partly descrip-

tive of its meaning, and is preferred to either of the

others.

126. Instantaneous Force.—^When an eifect is pro-

duced in an imperceptibly short time, the agency which
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prodiiceB it is Bometimes called cm instantaneous force, a

term which implies that the effect is produced instantly,

requiring no time for its action. No force produces its

effect instantly, and hence the term is liable to mislead.

Sometimes it is called am, impulsiveforce, but this is also

objectionable, for it implies that the effect is* a force,

whereas the effect is either momentum or work. Oi'

account of these objections it appears advisable to use th(

term i/mpulse instead of either of the above.

127. Problems.—1. If a iody, whose weight is 25 V)s.,

is drawn along a horizontal plane hy a constant pull of
6 lbs., the coefficient of friction being ^,^what will be the

velocity at the end oft seconds ?

The fricticnal resistance will be

rV of 25 lbs. = 2.5 lbs.

;

hence, the effective pulling force will be

^= 6 - 2.5 = 3.6 U>s:

Ft 3.5 X 193 ^ , , ^
''"^M^ 25x6 ^ mft-per sec.

2. Required the constantforce necessary to impa/rt to a

body, whose weight is 100 U)s., a velocity v during 5

„ Mv 100
g

-

^ =T = 51^321^ = ^^°"^^"^y'

Imfact.

128. Impact is tlie i/mpinging of one body aga/inst

another.

It is direct when the line of motion of the impinging
body if» normal to the body sti-nck, as in Figs. 31 and 32.
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It is central when the line of motion passes through the
•»entre of the body struck, as in Figs. 31 and 33.

It is direct and central when the line of motion passes

through the centre of the body struck, and is normal to

the surface at the point of impact, as in Fig. 31.

/
4r

\L
.^

Fia. SL Fiu. 33.

It is oblique when the line of motion is inclined to sur-

face at the point of contact.

It is eccentric when the line of motion is normal to the

surface of the body struck at the point of contact, but

does not pass through the centre of the body, as in Fig. 32.

Elasticity,

129. Elasticity is thatprojperty of hodieshy which they

gain, or seek to gain, thei/r oi'iginalform after they home

ieen elongated, compressed, twisted, bent, or distorted in

any way. In order to discuss problems involving impact,

it is necessary to know the laws of elasticity. It is found

by experiment that, if a body be pulled by a force in the

direction of its length, as in Fig. 34, it will be elongated
;

and if the elongation be small it will shorten itself when

the pulling force is removed. It is found that all known

substances are more or less elastic. Air and gases are

highly elastic.

If bodies regain their original form after the force is

4*
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removed, they are called perfectly elastio. If they regani

only a part of their distortion, they are called invperfectty

elastic, and if they regain ncue of their distortion, they are

called non-elastic. The perfect elasticity of solids, even

within small limits, has been questioned, but for practical

purposes many of them, such as steel, good iron, glass,

ivory, etc., may be considered as perfectly elastic. Pris-

matic bars of good iron and steel may be elongated about

j^-jf of their length without damaging their elasticity.

130. Coefficient of Elasticity.— Experiments show

that the elongation or compression of prismatic bars of a

solid, within small limits, varies directly as the pulling or

pushing force, and inversely as the transverse section.

The coefficient of elasticity is thepullingforceper unit

of sectim divided hy the elongationper unit of length.

Ji -B c—

n

—

»

Via. 34.

If 1 = AB = the original length of the piece,

\z= BG =^ the elongation,

F=^ the pulling force,

Zr= the transverse section,

E= the coefficient of elasticity
;

then

F
-j^ = the strain on a unit of section, and

\
-J
= the elongation per iiiiit of length

;

and, according to the above definition, we have

F X Fl^ -r- y = -j^ = constant = £.
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Values of E in pounds per square inch.

For wrought iron from 23,000,000 lbs. to 28,000,000 lbs.

For steel from 25,000,000 lbs. to 31,000,000 lbs.

For wood from 1,000,000 lbs. to 2,000,000 lbs.

131. Elongation of a prismatic bar.—Solving the

equation in the preceding article, we have

^- EK'

which is the expression sought. This expression is true

only for snch strains as do not damage the elasticity.

132. Modulus (or Coefficient) of Restitution.—If an

elastic body impinge upon another, the bodies will at first

compress one another, the compression increasing rapidly

for a very short time until a maximum is reached ; after

which, by virtue of their elasticities, they tend to regain

their original form, and thus force themselves apart. The
force which causes them to separate can act only while

they are in contact with one another, but they may con-

tinue to regain their form after separation.

The force between the bodies during compression, and

also duriug restitution, is constantly changing, and the law

of change may be very complex. The ^ect is to constantly,

but very rapidly, change the velocity of one or both the

bodies during contact. If the bodies are composed of' the

same substance, and the impact is not so severe as to

damage their elasticity, the velocity gained by a body dur-

ing restitution, divided by the velocity lost during com-

pression, will be constant, and is called the modulus of

restitution, or index of elasticity. It is represented by e.

If the bodies are moving in the same direction, the body

struck will gain velocity during comp]-ession, and still
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more velocity during restitution. In this case the modulus

of restitution will be found by dividing the velocity

gained during the restitution by the velocity gained during

the compression. In short, it is the ratio of the effect on

the velocity due to restitution to that due to compression

According to these principles a simple expression may

be found for e by assuming that the body struck is at

rest, and so large that it will be unaffected by a blow fi-om

the moving body ; for, in this case, the velocity at the in-

stant of greatest compression will be zero, and lience the

velocity lost during compression will equal the velocity of

approach of the striking body, and the velocity regained

will be that with which it rebounds.

Let
V = the velocity of the impinging body at the in-

stant impact begins

;

«i = the velocity at the end of the impact

;

then.
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Substance.
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Q' = M'ir-v');

wliieh, being time-effects, will equal one another ; hence.

M{v- V) = M'{V-v')

^ Mv + M'v' ,.,,

•• ^-~W+M' •
• • ^^^

Clearing of fractions gives

(Jf + M')F= Mv + M'v' ; . . (2)

chat is, the momentum of the bodies after impact equali

the sum. ofmomenta iefore invpaot.

To find the velocity in terms of the weights, substitute

W W— for M and— for M', in equation (1), and we have
tf if

^ Wv + W'v' ...

w+ w
If the bodies are moving toward one another before

impact one of the velocities will be negative. Making v'

negative, we have

Mv-M'v' ^

M + M' '
'

' ' ^
'

in which if Mv = M'v', we have F= ; that is, if two

inelastic bodies of equal momenta impinge directly upon

one anotherfrom, ojyposiie directions they will be brought

to rest by the imjpact.

134. Loss of velocity.—From equation (1) of tlie

preceding article we find, by subtracting both members

from V
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and similarly, subtracting both members from v' gives,

M

which, being negative, indicates that there is a gain ol

velocity.

135. Impaot of perfectly elastic bodies. — It has

been observed in Article 132 that at the instant of greatest

compression the bodies have a common velocity ; hence,

at that instant, the velocity will be given by the equations

of Article 133 ; and the loss of velocity up to that instant

will be given by the equations in Ai'ticle 134. But if the

bodies are perfectly elastic, the effect ujpon the velocities

during restitution will he exactly the same as durvng com-

pression / hence, the final loss of velocity will be double

that during compression ; therefore, for the striking body,

it will be

^^^,{v-vy, ... (1)

and for the body struck it will be

These subtracted from the velocity before impact will

give the final velocity.

Let

v-^ = the velocity of the former body after impact,

and

v' = the velocity of the latter after impact

;

then,

2-3f' , ,x /ox
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and these may be reduced to

Mv + M'v' M' , ,, ,.,

, Jfv + M'v'
,

Jf , ,, ,„,^^--^>-^=^ + yi:^'(^-^^5 (6)

which, by means of equation (1) of Article 133, become

V=F+;^^,(i;-^'); . . (8)

which show, as they should, that the final velocity equals

the common velocity at the instant of greatest compres-

sion, increased or diminished, as the case may be, by the

velocity due to restitution.

136. Discussions of Equations (3) and (4) ofihejyve-

ceding article.

Ist. Let M -— M', then we have

Vx = v — {v — v') = v'

;

«i'= v'+ {v — v') = v;

that is, they will interchange velocities.

2d. Let «' = andM= M', then

v, = 0;

that is, the first body will be brought to rest and the

second will take the velocity which the first had.
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3d. Let the bodies be of equal masses, and move in oppo-
site directions, then M — M' and v' will be negative, and
we have

Vi = - w'

;

137. Impact of Imperfectly Mastic Bodies.—When
the bodies are imperfectly elastic the force of restitution

will be only the e^ part of the force of compression;

hence, the velocity due to restitution will be the ^ part

of expressions (1) and (2) of Article 134, or

eM' . - ,.

and these, subtracted from the common velocity at the in-

stant of greatest compression, give the final velocity. The
results will be the same as equations (5) and (6) of Article

135, after the last terms of those equations have been

multiplied by e ; hence, we have

Mv + M'v' eM' ,

, Mv + M'v' ^ eM , ,, ,„,'"^= M+M' ^W+M'^''-'"^- • ^^)

Let the body M' be indefinitely large and at rest, then,

making M' = oc and v' = 0, we have

Vi = — ev;

< = 0;
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hence, the former body will rebouud, and by disregarding

the signs, using the numerical values only, we have

e = -
;V

which is the same as equation (1) of Article .132.

Multiplying equation (1) by M and (2) by M\ am'

adding the results, gives

Mvi + M'v\ = Mv + M'l/
;

and, since the index of elasticity has disappeared, the

total momentum of the bodies before impact will be the

same as after impact ; or, in other words, the total Tnomen-

turn of afree system remains GO?istant.

138. Loss of Kinetic Energy due to Impact.—The

total kinetic energy of both bodies, before impact, will be

and is independent of the directions of the movement of

the bodies. After impact the kinetic energy will be

in which substitute the values of v^ and v\ from the pre-

ceding article, and we find

Mv^^+M'v\^ = Ml?+ M'v'^-^^l^ \v-v'f.

Since ^ is always less than unity for solid bodies, 1— e*

will be positive, and the last term must be subtracted from

the preceding; hence, practically, in the impact of solid

bodies there is always loss ofkinetio energy. The loss will

be equivalent to the heat developed by the impact.

Tf the restitution were perfect, we would have e—\,
Bud the expression would become
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hence, in the impact ofperfectly elastic hod^es, no energy

is lost. This result shows the great utility of springs

under carriages, carts, cars, etc., when they are drawn over

rough roadways. A horse will do more useful work by

drawing loads upon a cart, the body of which is supported

by springs, than if the cart were unprovided with springs,

and a locomotive will consume less coal in hauling a train

of cars properly mounted on springs than it would if there

were no springs under them.

To find the loss of kinetic energy for perfectly non-

elastic bodies, make e = in the above equation.

EXAMPLES.

1. If a body, whose weight is 20 lbs., is pulled by a con-

stant force of 5 lbs. for 5 seconds; required the

momentum produced.

2. A prismatic bar of iron, whose section is 0.75 of a

square inch, length 10 feet, coefficient of elasticity

26,000,000 lbs., is stretched by a pull of 9,000 lbs.,

what will be the elongation ?

3. A cylindrical bar of iron, whose diameter is ^ inch,

length 2 feet, is elongated -^ of an mc\\ by a pull of

2,500 lbs. ; required the coefficient of elasticity.

4. Two perfectly non-elastic bodies, whose weights are 10

and 8 lbs., and velocities 12 and 15 feet per second

respectively, moving in opposite directions, impinge

upon each other; required their common velocity

after impact.

5. A ball, weighing 20 lbs., moving with a velocity of 100

feet per second, overtakes a ball weighing 50 lbs,,

moving with a velocity of 40 feet per second, tlieir

modulus of restitution being ^ ; required their velo-

cities after impact. Ans. 354, ^'^^ ^^4 ^^^^-
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6. In the preceding example, suppose the second body to

be at rest ; required the velocities after impact.

Am. — T|, and + 42f feet.

7. In Example 5, suppose that they move in opposite

directions with the velocities given; required tlie

velocities after impact.

Ans. — 50, and + 20 feet.

8. A body falls from a height /> upon ajlxed plane of the

same substance and rebounds ; the modulus ctf resti-

tution being e, required the whole distance it will

move in being brought to rest.
*

AtIS. :z 3 A.

9. In the preceding example find the whole distance when

e = 1, i, i or 0.

10. A body impinges upon an equal body at rest ; show

that the kinetic energy before impact cannot exceed

twice the kinetic energy of the system after impact.

EXEECISES.

1. Is elasticity a force ?

2. If TT is the weight of a body and v its velocity, is Tl'i) the momentum ?

3. Does momentum enable one to determine the amount of resistanoa

which a moving body may overcome ?

4. Suppose that it is required to determine how far a ball would pene-

trate a body if fired into it ; would the solution be effected by the

principles of momentum, work, energy, vis viva, elasticity, or by

simple force ?

5. If two bodies move along rough surfaces, and finally impinge upon

each other, will the formulas of Articles 133 and 185 enable one

to determine the velocities after impact ?

6 Can two perfectly non-elastic bodies of unequal masses approach

each other with such velocities as to destroy their motions ?

7. Can two perfectly elastic bodies have such relative masses and velo-

cities that they wiU mutually destroy each other's motion by th«

Impact of one upon the other ?
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8. Is there any relation between the ooeffioient of elasticity and the

mockilus of restitution ?

9. Explain how the use of springs may prolong the life of cars, and
also the track on railways.

Force, Energy, Worh, Momentum.

139. The office which these several elements perform in

the solution of problems is best shown by an example.

Suppose that two imperfectly elastic bodies impinge one

upon the other. That which gives them motion is force.

That which determines their velocity after impact is

Tnomentum. That which determines their ability to com-

pi'ess, or break, or damage each other is energy, and the

compression is worh done. The permanent compression

remaining in the bodies represents kinetic energy lost,

which has passed into an equivalent amount of heat.



CHAPTER VI.

COMPOSm^N AND EESOLUTION OK PEESSURE8.

140. Remark.—A force which acts upon a body with-

out producing motion results in pressure only. If several

pressures concur they may evidently be replaced by a

single pressure which will produce the same effect as the

combined effort of all the pressures. The single pressure

is called the resultant pressure. It might, perhaps, be

assumed that the value of the resultant for statical pressures

is the same as for those pressures which produce motion,

but many think that it is best to deduce the value for the

former independently of the latter, as has been done in the

following articles. We will find, however, that the result-

ant for more pressures is the same as given in Arts. 52 to 58.

141. If a pressure acts directly opposed to the resultant

of all the other forces in the system, and of the same inten-

sity as the resultant, the system will be in equilibrium. The
resultant of an equilibrated system is zero. Since, in stati-

cal problems, there is always equilibrium, any one of the

forces reversed will he the resultant of all the others.

142. Component Pressures.—In Fig. 36, if H is the

resultant of the pressures F and i'J,

the latter are called component pres-

sures. If the resultant is zero, all the

forces may be considered as compo-

nents. There may be any number of

Fio. 36. components or a single resultant acting

"ipon a particle.

143. If two equal presswres act upon a particle, th«
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direction of the resultant will hiseat the angle hetween

them.

For no reason can be assigned why it should be neare*

one than the other of the components.

144. If three equaljjressures aot ujpon aparticle, making

tngles of 120° with each other, they will he in equilibrium.

For no reason can be assigned why any one should

prevail over the other two.

145. Parallelogram of Pressures.

—

Tf two pressures,

acting on a particle, he represented in magnitude and

di/rection hy two straight lines drawn feom the particle,

tmd a parallelogram he constructed on these lines as

adjacent sides, the resultant pressure will he represented

in magnitude and direction hy that diagonal of the par-

aUelogram vjhich passes through the particle.

The proof of this proposition is given in two parts :

—

first, the direction of the resultant, and second, its magni-

tude. The following is Dnchayla's proof :

146. Direction of the Resultant of Tvro Pressures.

—F^st, let the forces be commensurable.

,B
H

Let F and JP be two forces acting on a particle at A
;

and Ac, Fig. 38, represent F and Ah represent Pt Let

Aa be the common measure of the forces; jF'^ 3Aa, and

P = 2Aa = 2Ad. On Aa and Ad construct a parallelo-

gram, which, in this case, will be a rhombus, and tho

direction of the resultant will be the diagonal Ae, for it
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bisects the angle dAa. Since a force may be considered

as acting at any point in its line of action, the resultant

may be considered as acting at e, and the force Aa be-

comes transferred to de, parallel to Aa, and Ad to the

line ae. Combining the forces de and dh in the same

manner, their resultant will be aloug the line di, and the

three forces, Aa, Ad, dh, may be considered as acting at

i; hence, Ai is the direction of the resultant of these

forces. Now, combining ae (one-half of a%) with ah,

gives af; and ef with ei gives ej, and the four forces, Aa,

ah. Ad, dh, become transferred to^ ; hence, Aj is the

direction of their resultant. Proceeding in this way, we
find the resultant of Ac and Ah to be in the direction of

AS, the diagonal of the parallelogram AcBh. Similarly,

the proposition will be true for m,P and nF, in which m
and n are integers.

Secondly, let the forces be incommensurable. A ratio

may always be found which shall differ from the true

ratio by less than any assignable quantity, and hence the

diagonal AB of the commensurable paj"t will differ from

the direction of the resultant by less than any assignable

quantity. But no reason can be assigned why this diago-

nal should be on one side of the resultant rather than on

the other ; hence, they will coincide.

147. The magnitude cf the resultant equals the length

of the diagonal of the jpa/r-

allelogram, of which the

adjacent sides re^esent the

forces.

Let AB and AG repre-

sent in magnitude and

direction the respective

forces, and AB the di.ection of their resultant. Take
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AE oa. AD produced backward, and of such length as to

represent the magnitude of the resultant on the same

scale as the forces P and F. Then, the forces AJB, A G,

and A E will equilibrate. On AE and AB, as adjacent

sides, construct the parallelogram AJBQE, and the diago-

nal AG will be the direction of the resultant ofAE and

AB.
Hence, AG must be in the same straight line! as AG,

andAGBD will be a parallelogram ; thereforeAD =^ GB.
But BG = AE; .•.AE=AD; hence, the resultant of

J.(7and AB equals AD in magnitude.

In Fig. 39 we have

AD" = AJ^ + AG^ + %AB . AGcos BAG,
or

^ = ^^ + P' + 2FP cos (F, P).

This equation is of the same form as those in Articles

14 and 56.

148. Triangle of Pressures.— Tf three concurrent

forces are in equilibrium they m,ay ie represented in mag-

nitude and direction of action hy the three sides of a
triangle taken in their order.

In Fig. 39, if EA is a force equal and opposite to the

resultant of the forces P and F, and all three act u^on a

particle at A, they will be in equilibrium ; and, according

to the preceding Article, if GA represent P in magni-

tude, and the direction be from G towards A, and AB
represent i'^in magnitude and direction, then will BO
represent the equilibrating force AE.

It should be specially noticed that the sides of the

triangle do not represent ^e position of the forces.

149. Conversely, if three forces, acting uj>on a jparti-

cle, are represented in magnitude a/nd direction hy the
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three sides of a triangle, taken m oedee, they will Tceep

theparticle in equilibrium.

150. If threeforces, acting upon a particle, Tceep it in

equilibrium, they will be pro-

portional to the sines of the

angles between the other two.

Thus, from Fig. 40, if the

forces P, F, R, acting on a

particle at A, keep it in equili-

brium, we have

P:F:B = AO: CB : AB,
= sin ABG : sin OAB : sin ACB,
:= sin {F, li) : sin {P, E) : sin (P, F).

151. Proposition.—Jf the directions of three forces in

equilibrium are given, a7id the magnitude of one is also

given, the nnagnitudes of the other two may hefound.

The truth of this follows directly from the triangle of

forces.

Generally, if three forces, P, F, li, actvng on a pa/r-

ticle, Tceep it in equilibrium, if any three of the quantities

P, F. R, and the angles which they maJce with each othei

are given, the remaining three quantities may be found,

PEOviDED one of the given quantities is a force.

For, the solution consists simply in solving a plane tri-

angle, in which the given parts are a side and any two of

the remaining parts of the triangle.

152. If threeforces, acting on a particle, keep itm equi-

librium, they will be proportional respectively to the sides

ofa triangle formed by drawing lines perpendicular to

the directions of the action-lines of the forces.

For, a triangle thus formed will be similir to the tri-

angle of equilibrium.
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153. If three forces, acting in one j^Zane upon a eigid

BODY, Iceejp it in equilibrium, tlieir action lines either all

meet at a point, or are allparallel.

The lines of action of two of the forces may meet in

a point, and their resultant must pass through that point

and may replace the forces; but, since there is equili-

brium, this resultant must be equal and opposite to the

third force ; hence, the line of action of the third force

must pass through the intersection of the lines of action of

the other two. If they do not meet they are parallel.

154. The polygon of pressures and the parallelopi*

pedon of pressures follow directly from the triangle of
pressures, giving expressions similar to the corresponding

proportions for velocity, as in Articles 16 and 17.

EXAMPLES.

1. If the angle between two forces is right, what is the

value of their resultant ? If it is 0° ? If 180° \

2. If the forces are 3 lbs., 4 lbs. and 5 lbs. respectively,

and are in equilibrium, required the angle between

the forces 3 and 4.

3. What is the angle between the forces when P=F=B'i
4. If P = F= 100 lbs., and 9 = 60°, find E.
5. If B = F + F, required 0.

6. What will be when — H = P — F'i

7. IfP=50 lbs., the angle {P,F)=36° and (P,^)=115°,
what will be the angle {F,R), and the values of the

forces F and li for equilibrium ?

S. A string 7 feet long has its ends fastened at two points

in a horizontal line 5 feet apart ; a weight of 20 lbs.

is suspended at a point 3 feet from one end ; requiied

the tension on the two parts of the string.
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9. Two forces represented by two chords of a semicircle

passing from a point, show that their resultant will

be represented by that diameter of the circle which

passes through the point.

EXEECISES.

1. In Fig. 39, the diagonal joining G and .Hiepresents the lesultant of

what forces ?

3. In the same figure what will represent the resultant of B and S' ?

3. In the same figure, if AD represents a force acting away from A, and

another equal force should act along the line BQ in the opposite

direction, would they be in equilibrium ?

4. Under what conditions will two forces be in equilibrium ?

5. Can a particle be kept at rest by three forces whose magnitudes are

as 4, 5, and 9 ? Or as 8, 4, and 8 ?

6. If Ji is the resultant of P and W, will P and W act when B is acting ?

Resolution of Forces.

155. The resolution of forces consists in finding two or

more components whose united action will equal ^hat of

the given force.

156, Rectangular Components.—Let ^ be a force

whose components F and F form a right angle with each

other. Let

a = the angle between E and P,
fR ^ = the angle between E andi^;

then we have

P = E cosa;

no 41
^^ ^ =i?cosyS = 7?sina;

E^ = F^+F^;
the last of which may be found by squaring and adding

the two former ; or, by observing that E is represented by
the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle, of which the

Bides represent P and F.
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157. To find the angles a and )S.—Since forces may
act at all possible angles, and be applied at points any-

where in space, it is desirable to have a definite rule for

determining the angles which they make with the axes

of X and y.

In the first plaice, draw a line away from the origin of

Fis. 42. Pig. 43.

coordinates 0, parallel to the line of action of the force,

and in the dvreotion of action of the force. If the force

appears to act towards the origin as A 0, Fig. 43, it musi

be prolonged so that it may be represented b}' OF.

Then, secondly, conceive that the angle a is genei-ated

by a line starting from the axis

OX, and revolving about O to the

left, nntil it coincides with the

action-line of the force ; the angle

thus generated will bo + a. In a

similar way, + /3 will be generated

by a line revolving from the axis

OY abo".t 0, to the right. Thus,

in Fig. 42, a is an acute angle, in

Fig. 43, it is nearly 360°, and in Fi^

and 180°
; and jS in Fig. 42 is acute, in Fig. 43, between

90° and 180°, and in Fig. 44, between 270° and 360°. It

is, however, often moi-e convenient to measure the angle

+V?..

FlQ. 41.

44 it is between 90°
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negatively ; thus, in Fig. 43, — a is the angle XOF, and,

in Fig. 44, — /3is YOF.
These rules are arbitrary, but a rigid observance of tlieni

secures uniformity in practice.

158. Problem.

—

To find the rectan-

gular components of any number of
concurrentforces in a plane.

Let be the point of concurrent

action, and through this point draw

two lines, OX and OY, at right an-

gles with each other. These lines, in

Analytical Geometry, are called rec-

tangular axes.

Let Fn, F2, Fs, etc., represent the intensities of the re-

spective forces
;

Oi, oa, a,, etc., the angles which the forces make

respectively with the axis of x

;

As ^^ A) etc., the corresponding angle with the axis

ofy;

X, the sum of the components along the axis of x, and

Y, the sum of the components along y

;

then, according to Article 156, we readily find

X = Fi cos ai + F2 cos a2 + i^ cos 03 + etc. = 5" i^cos a
;

Y=^ i^icosA + F^ cos/32 + ^cos^ + etc. = SFcos^;

in which the expression 5^ cos a means the sum of a

series of terms of the form Fcos a.

It is not necessary that the origin of coordinates beat

tlie particle on which the forces act.

159. Resultant of any 'number of concurrentforces.
Let li be the resultant, then, according to Article 166,

we have
I^ = X^+ Y\
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If the given forces are in equilibrium among themselves

we have
^ = 0.-,X=0 and 3^=0.

160. To find the direction of the resultant we readily

deduce from Fig. 41,

X Y
cos (jff, X) = -n\ cos (jS, Y') = -„

.

KXAMPLES.

.

1. Find the resultant of the concurrent forces in the plane

xy; F^= 20, Oi = 30°
; i^a = 30, 0^=90° ; i'^=40,

03 = 150" ; and t\ ^ 50, a^ = 180°, and find the

angle between B, and x.

2. If the forces i^ = 20, oj = 180°
; F^ = 10, a^ = 270",

are concurrent, find R.

3. If four forces are all equal to each other and concur-

rent, and oi = 0, 02 = 90°, a^ = 225°, a^ = 270°, find

R and the angle which it makes with the axis of x.

161. If the foices are referred to three

rectangular axes, we have

X=: Fi cos ai+JP'2 cos tts+eto. = EFcoB a ;

r= Fi cos P,+F, cos /Jj+etc. = Si?" cos /3

;

Z = Fi cos yi H- Fi cos y^ + etc. = Ei''cos 7 ;

«»eo = ^; 008;8 = ^; sy = Z

FBI. &



CHAPTEE VII.

MOMENTS OF FORCES.

162. Definition.—The moment of a force is a measwrt

of its effect in producing rotation, or of its tendency to

produce rotation.

163. Measure of the Moment.

—

The moment of a

force, in reference to a point, is the product of the force

into the perpendicular distance of the action-line of the

forcefrom thepoint.

Let a particle w or w , Fig. 47, be connected witli a

A. ->r

Fio. 47. Fio. 48.

point O hj a. line without weight, and let a force F act

at any point A of this line and perpendicularly to it.

The effect of the force will vary directly as the distance A
from the point O. Suppose that rotation has been pi-o-

duced, as shown in Fig. 48, the particle having been moved
through an angle A OB. The point of application of the

force will have moved over the space AB, and the work

done by the force will be (Art. 92)

F.AB.
If the point of application were at A\ it would have
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moved over the space A'B' in moving the particle w from

A to B^ and the work done by F would be

F. A'B'.
But,

AB:A'B'::OA: OA';
licncG

F.AB\F. A'B': : OA : OA'
;

that is, the effect of a force, in producing rotation, varies

directly as the perpendicular distance of the force from the

point about which rotation takes place. The effect evi-

dently varies directly as the intensity of the force ; hence,

generally, the effect will vary as the product of the force

into the distance of the action-line of the force from the

point. This is called the moment, as given above.

164. If the line of action of the force is inclined to the

line OA, resolve the force into two compo-

nents, one Fi, acting along the line AO,
the other, F^, acting perpendicular to OA
at the point of application A, of the given

force. The former does not tend to pro-

duce rotation about 0, but the latter acts in

the same manner as in Fig. 47. Hence,

we have, for the measure of the moment in „ ,„' KiQ. 49.

this case,

Fi .OA=FemOAB .OA = F.OA sinOAB = F. OB.

But OB is the perpendicular from O upon the line

AB of the force F.

165, Axis of Moments.—Kotation about a point is

always equivalent to a rotation about an axis which passes

through the point, and perpendicular to the plane of

motion of the particle. This line is called the axis of rota-

tion, and, in reference to the moments of forces, is the

axis ofmoments, or moment axis.

5*
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166. If the axis of rotation is fixed; and the line of

action of the force is inclined to the plane of motion ; in

order to find the moment of the force, the force is re-

solved into two components, one of which is perpendicu-

lar to the plane of motion and the other parallel to it.

The former has no moment in reference to the fixed axis,

and the moment of the latter will be found by Article

164.

167. The point or axis about which the particle or body

rotates may not only move in space, but may also change

its position within a body.

168. Definitions.—The point 0, where the axis of rota-

tion pierces the plane of motion of the particle, or the

plane in which it tends to move, is called the origin of
moments.

The perpendicular OB, let fall from the origin of mo-
ments upon the action-line of the force, is called the arm
of the force.

The Tnoment of a force in reference to a povnt is the

product of theforce into its arm. If a is the arm of the

force the moment will be

Fa.

The moment of the velocity is the product of the velo-

city into the perpendicular from the origin of momenta
upon the direction of motion. The direction of motion

will be in a tangent to the path at the point where the

velocity is considered. Let
J5>

be the perpendicular, then

the moment of the velocity will be

jpv.

The moment of the momentum is the continued product

of the mass, velocity, and perpendicular from the origin of
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moments upon the direction of motion. Le': Q be the

momentnm, then

This principle is important in the solntion of certain

problems involving an aggregation of particles.

The moTnent of a force olUque to the axis of rotation

is the product of the component of the force on a plane

perpendicular to the axis into the arm of the component.

Generally, the moment of a mecJianical agent is a meas-

ure of its importance in producing, or tending to pro-

duce, rotation.

169. The moment of a force may be represented by

twice the area of a triangle, of which the base ^
represents the magnitude and position of the /k

force, and whose apex is at the oj-igin of mo- /
j
\

ments. For, the altitude of the triangle will / \ \
be the perpendicular upon the force, and j; ^

hence, will be the arm of the force.
^"'' ^°'

no. Sign of the Moment.—If a force tends to turn

a system one way, it may be considered positive ; then, if

in the opposite direction, it will be negative. Either

direction may be considered positive, but when chosen it

must not be changed in the solution of a problem.

If a watch be placed at the origin of moments, with its

face in the plane of the force, the moments of those forces

which tend to turn the particle or body in the direction of

the movement of the hands of the watch will be right-

handed, and in the opposite direction loft-Jmnded.

171. The value of a moment niay he rejpresented in

magnitude and direction hy the axis. When the moment

is positive, let the axis be represented above the plane, as

in Fig. 51, and a distance laid off on it to represent its
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magnitude. "When the moment is negative, lay off the

axis below the plane of the force, as in Fig. 52.

-Fa

Fio. 61.

172. Composition of Moments.—Since moments are

fully represented by lines, they may be compounded or

resolved in the same maimer as forces. Thus, if the

forces are all in the same plane, their axes will be paral-

lel, and, if they have the same origin, their axes will

coincide; in which case, the resultant moment will be the

algebraic sum of the several moments.

If Of be the resultant moment, we have

Of = Fa \- F^a^ + F^a^ + etc.

If the forces act in different planes let all their moment
axes pass through A, Fig. 53,

and let

Oi — F^ai = the moment of

one force,

^2 = J^l^h = the moment of

another force,

= the angle between the mo-

ment axes, and

Of = the resultant moment oi

Oi and 6>8

;

then, as in Article 147, we have

(9^2 = 0^^ + 0^ +20^0^ cos 0.

If the axes do not pass through a common point, it maj
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still be proved that the resultant moment may be found

from the preceding equation.

173. Proposition.

—

Ifany numher ofGonGurringforces

are in equilibrium, tlie algebraic sum, of their moments

will be zero.

Let i^, i^, i^, etc., be the

forces acting upon a particle at

A. Take the origin of moments

at any point 0. Draw OA, and

let fall the perpendiculars Oa,

Oh, Oa, etc., upon the action-lines

of the forces ; and let

Oa=-ai; Ob = a^; Oc = a-s, etc.
Fis. 64.

Since they are in equilibrium,

the sum of the components of all the forces perpendicular

to OA (see Article 142) will be zero ; hence,

FisinOAFi + FiSin OAF3 + FsmOAFs + etc. = 0;

or

OA ' OAP^-rTT + ^^~rnr+Fi-Qj^ + etc. = 0.

Multiplying by OA, we have

F^.Oa + Fi.Ob + Fi .Oc + etc. 0;

or

F^Oy + F-fLi + i^as + etc. = tFa = 0.

When there is equilibrium in reference to rotation, any

tne of the moments may be considered as equal in value

but directly opposed to the resultant of the moments of

all the other forces.

174. Unit of Moments.—If the force be given in

pounds, and the arm in feet, the unit will be a foot-pound,

and the moment will be a certain number of foot-pounds
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of rotary effort. It will be observed that this is not the

same as foot-pounds of work.

175. The origin of moments may ie taken anywlisre

in theplane of theforces. This is evident from the pre-

ceding article ; for, the point 0, in Fig. 54, was not only

chosen arbitrarily, but no trace of its position remains in

the result. This is also evident from the fact that if the

forces are in equilibrium their tendency to turn the body

about anypoint is zero. In statical problems, therefore,

the origin may be chosen arbitrarily.

176. The arm of a force in terms of Rectangiilar

Coordinates.—Let ^ be a force, of which Aa is its line

of action. Take the origin of

coordinates at 0, which is also

taken as the origin of mo-

ments ; then Oa will be the

arm of the force.

Take any point A, in the

line of the force, and drop the

perpendicular Ah, and from

its foot drop the perpendicular

ho upon aA, and draw Od parallel to aA.

Let a = dOi
; (8 = the angle between ^and Y^= cAh

y = Ah ; X = Oh.

Then
cb = y cos a; dh = x cos yS

;

.*. aO = ch — dh = X cos /3 — y cos a.

177. The origin of coordinates may be at one place and

the origin of moments at any other, for the positions of

both are arbitrary. Thus, in Fig. 55, the origin of mo-

ments may be taken at d, or h, or any other place, the

origin of coordinates remaining at 0.
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178. Moments of Parallel Forces.—If the forces are

pai-allel their arTns will coincide. Thus, in Fig. 56, if

be the origin of moments, then will the arms of the forces

Fxi ^j ^, etc., be Oa, Ob, Oo, etc., respectively.

^A-

d

^Fa

-Fj

Fia.

O
66.

179. Problems.—1. A weight W is suspendedfrom one

end ofa Jwrizontal iar AC, the other end of which rests

against a vertical wall, the iar being held in position by

« cord DB / required the tension of the cord.

Take the origin of moments at A, where the bar touches

the wall. The perpendicular AE apon the cord BD will

be the arm of the tensile force of the cord, and A O will

be the arm of W. Let ^ be the tension of the cord, then

will t.AE be the moment of the tension, and we have

t.AE=W.AG.

This problem illustrates the mechanical arrangement of

the bones and muscles at the elbow-joint, by means of

which the arm may be held in a horizontal position and

support a weight in the hand. The joint is at A, the

hand at O, and the muscle at DB ; but in the arm the

distance AE is much less in proportion to AC than that

shown in the figure.

2. A weight W is suspended by a cord DB, andpushed
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from a vertical hy a har AB ; reqwi/red th& tension of

the cord.

Take the origin of moments at A, and drop the perpen-

diculars AC and BE. The perpendicular BE will be

of the same length as if it were drawn

^
horizontally from J. to a vertical

through B. If t be the tension, we

have^ t.AC=W.BE.

^^W.
Via. 58. AC

If the length and inclination of AB be given, we have

BE= AB sin 0.

If the length of DB be also known, the angle ABB —
<f)

may be found. Or, if the three lines AD, AB, DB, are

given, the angles ^, Q, ABD, may be found by solving the

triangle.

180. Choice of the Origin of Moments.
—

"When the

forces are in one plane, the problem may be solved by a sin-

gle equation of moments, provided the origin of moments
can be so taken that the moment of one force only will be

unknown. It will be observed that the forces at the

origin of moments have no moments, and hence do not

enter the equation of moments. When there are several

unknown forces, it is possible, in many cases, to find the

value of all of them by taking the origin of moments at

different places, so as to involve only one unknown quan-

tity at a time.

181. Problems.—1. In Fig. 58, suppose that the larAB
rests against a smooth surface DA, and ispreventedfrom
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sliding upwwrd by a string AE; required the tension of
the string and the pressure against the surface.

Let
£'= the tension on AE, and

X^= the pressure against the surface.

If the origin of moments he taken at B, both tlie un-

known forces jPand X will enter the equation, and hence,

neither will be determined. If it be taken at D the mo-

ment of F will be zero. The forces F and X are the

components of the compression along BA ; hence, the

latter will not be considered when the former are.

Taking the origin of moments at D, we have

X.BA = W.EB,

Now, taking the origin of moments at B, there results

F.BE=X.AE;
in which, substitute the value of^ from above and reduce,

and find

F=^W^ DA ^•

The compression along AB will be

The compression may be found directly by taking the

origin of moments at J). Drop a perpendicular from B
upon BA prolonged (which the student can draw in the
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figure), and call it a. Let o = the compression ; then the

equation of moments will be

o.a= W.EB;
but

EB
a — DA sin Q = DA -r^

.

AB

G — W-
AB
DA W,

Fis. B9.

as before.

2. Two forces, P and F, act as a pull wpon the ends

of a iar AB, ioth of which are inclined to tJie ia/r at

known angles, the point O heing

fixed, and the distance CB
known; required the distance

AOfor equilibrium.

Take the origin of moments at

C, and drop the perpendiculars

Ga and Gh ; then the-equality of

moments gives the equation

F.Ca = F.Gb.

The distance Ch is known from the equation

Gh^ GB sin GBb;

and AG from the equation

AG= Ga cosec aA G.

Substitute in this equation the value of Ga found from

the fii'St equation, and Gb from the second, and we find

AG^.^'^^,GB.P sm aAG

The resultant of the forces P and F will pass through
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their intersection D, and also through the fixed point C.

The moment of the resultant, when the origin is at any

point upon it, will be zero. Its value, however, may be

found by taking the origin of moments at A or B.

3, A weight P^ is made to act vertically upward at the

end ofa rigid, ba/r OA, and 1\ vertically downward at B.

on the same bar, the hwr being

free to turn about tlie end ;

required the distance Ob for
eguiliiriuin.

Take the origin of moments

j.io_^_ at 0, and draw the horizontal

line Og, cutting the verticals

through B and A&t b and c respectively ; then will the

equation of moments give

Pi.0o-P^.0b = 0.

..Ob = ^OG.

If the distance be between the weights is given, then

OG=Ob + bG;

which, in the preceding eqtiation, gives

Ob = -j^jp-^bc.

EXAMPLES.

1. In Fig. 57, if Pr= 20 lbs., AG ='2, ft., AB = Q in.,

and AB = 4 in., find the tension on the cord DB.
ti. In the preceding example find the horizontal pressure

against the wall.

3. In Fig. 67, if the surface atA is perfectly smooth, find

the vertical force F applied at A, which will just

prevent sliding.
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4. ]i the cord DB, Fig. 5Y, is inclined 45°, what must be

the distance from ^ to -5 that the tension on the

sti-ing shall equal the weight TF ?

5. In Fig. 58, if DB = 2AB, = 45°, and W=BO lbs.,

required the tension on the cord and the compres-

sion on the bar.

6. A strut BO, free to turn about its lower end, supports

a weight W from its upper end,

^js the strut being held by a cord A C,

^^g one end of which is attached to the

^^ # ^a
Tipper end of the strut and the

^^ M vf other to a pointA in the horizontal

-^ M i> plane: required the tension of the
Fia. 61. 1

cord,

v. In the preceding example, what condition must be ful-

filled that the tension of the cord will equal the

weight W%
8. In Fig. 61, if W= 500 lbs., AB = 6 ft., BD = 4 ft.,

and DC^ 8 ft., what will be the compression upon

CB\
9. In Fig. 60, if Pj = P^ and 5c = 2 ft., what will be the

distance Oh for equilibrium ?

10. In Fig. 60, if 01^2 ft., and P-, = P^, what will be

the distance 5c for equilibrium ?

Oo'wples.

182. Definition.—Two equalpa/raUelforces, acting in

contra/ry directions and whose H/iies of action are not cdn^

cident, constitute a couple.

The last equation of the preceding article is
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in wbict, if Pj = Pi, it becomes

that is, in order that two snch forces shall be in equili-

brium, in reference to rotation, the origin of moments

must be at an infinite distance from the forces ; in other

words, two eqynl parallelforces, whose directions are con-

trary a/nd lines of action not coincident, cannot he in

equilibrium in reference to rotation. Such a system has

received a special name, called a cov/ple.

183. The office of a couple i,s to jproduce, or to tend

to produce, rotation only. For, the only other effect which

it can produce is that of translation ; but, since the forces

are equal and directions contrary, whatever translation is

produced by one force in any direction will be exactly

neutralized by the other in the opposite direction ; hence,

they cannot produce translation.

184. Moment of a Couple.—In Fig. 62, let be the

origin of moments, and P at A equal P at B, one mo'
ment being right-handed and the

other left-handed. The moment fp
will be

P.OB-P. OA (not equal 0). o"™

OB-OA^AB

;

Fia. 6«.

hence, the preceding expression becomes

P.OA^P .AB- P.OA;
or, simply

P.AB;
that is, the moment of a couple is tJie product of one of
the forces into the perpendicular distance hetween the

Imes if action of theforces.

This is independent of the wigin of moments. If the
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origin be at A, upon the line of action of one of the forces,

the moment of the couple will be the same as the moment

of one of the forces.

185. A couple can be eqtdlibrated only by an equiva'

•Wit couple having a contrary moment. For, the only

effect being rotation, such a system of forces must be em-

ployed as will produce a contrary rotation, and this requires

an equivalent couple.

186. A resultant couple is one which will produce the

same effect as the several couples.

If Pi, Pa, etc., be the forces of several couples all in

one plane,

Oi, Oi, etc., be their respective arms,

H, one force of a resultant couple, and

r, the arm of the resultant couple

;

then

lir = P^Oi + P^ + Ps^a + etc.

If the couples are in equilibrium, any one of them may
be taken as equal but contrary to the resultant of all the

others.

187. Proposition.

—

If two coujples, having equal mo-

ments, hut whose directions ofaction are contrary, act upon

a hody, they will equilibrate each other.

This is evident from Article 185, but the

proposition is presented here in order to

show that the forces constituting the

couples may be applied at any point of"

the body, and that the arms of the con-

j,^^ gjj
pies need not be parallel.

Conceive that any point in the body

is fixed, and taken as the origin of moments, then will the

moments of the couples in reference to this point lie

Px.ab — P^.Gd;
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but, since their moments are assumed to equal each other

we have

hence, there is no tendency to turn about 0. The same

may be shown in reference to any other point of the body

;

hence, the body will be in equilibrium in reference to

rotation.

' 188. Proposition.—A force, acting at any point of a

body, is equivalent to an equalparallelforce at the origin

of moments, and a covple whose mo-

ment is the moment of the original i^

force. ^
Let the force F be applied at A,

and the origin of moments be at JB.

At B introduce two equal and oppo- ^l'^

site forces, each equal and parallel to

the original force P. Since the two forces at B neutral-

ize each other, the effect of the three forces will be the

same as that of the siiigle force P. But, by making a

new combination of the forces, we have the force acting

down at A, combined with the equal parallel force at B
acting upward, constituting a couple whose arm is AB,
and the force P a,t B acting downward.

When a body is free to move, a single force acting upon

it mMyy produce both rotation and translation, and it may
be shown that it will produce both, unless the line of action

of the force passes through the centre of the mass of the

body.

189. Proposition.—When several forces have a result-

ant, the sum of their moments will be zero when the

origin of moments is upon the line of the resultant, for

the moment of the resultant will be zero.
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Three Parallel Forces.

190. The relation between three parallel forces in equi-

iibritim may be found by means of the principles of mo-

ments, and the result may be extended to any number of

parallel forces.

In Fig. 65, let the forces i?, F, P, act in parallel lines

and be in equilibrium.

i^ A^

E E B

but,

Fig. 65. Fis. 66.

Taking the origin of moments at D, we have

F.DG= P.DE;

and if the origin of moments be at E, we have

F.CE=R.DE.
Adding these equations gives

F{DG+ OE) ={P + R)DE',

J)G+ UE=DE,
which, in the preceding equation, gives

F^P ^R;
hence, the force F, acting in one direction, equals the sum
of the two forces acting in the contrary direction.

If i^and P are given, we have, by transposition,

F-P = B.

The same principles apply to Fig. 66, in which the

directions ofP and F are the reverse of those in Fio-. 65.
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- By transposing B in the last equation we have

F-F-E=Qx
in which, if F be called the typical force, and the alge-

bi'aic signs be understood, we may write it

and this expression is true for any number of parallel

forces.

191. A rigid body, l)eing acted upon by any number of

parallel forces in one plane, it is necessary and sufficient

for equilibrium that we have

XFa = ;

XF^O;
the former of which will determine equilibrium in refer-

ence to rotation, and the latter in reference to translation.

192. A singleforce cmd a single couple in oneplane are

equiwalent to a singleforce equal

and parallel to the original sin- k.~P

gle force, hut Jiami/ng another

jpoiM of application. j)

If they are parallel, as in Fig.

67, the resultant of the forces in

reference to translation will be Pio. ct

F+P-P=zF.
Call this resultant F', to distinguish it from the F in

the figure. A force equal and opposite to F', acting at

some point J), will produce the couple F'—BG—F, whirli,

for equilibrium, must be equal and opposite to F—AB~ P.
Hence, to find PC, we have

F.PG^P.AB

.'.PG=~AB.
6
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If the forces are not parallel, combine F with P, and

their resultant with — P, and the same result will be

obtained.

i.93. Remark.— The principle of moments, strictly

speaking, is applicable only to problems involving extended

masses ; for, although we speak of the moment of a force

in producing the rotation of a particle, yet, in order to

realize it, it is necessary to assume that the particle is

connected with the point about which rotation takes jplace,

by means of a rigid bar, which is itself a finite body and

not a particle.

194. Proposition.

—

A system offorces acting in one

plane, if not in equilibrium, must he equivalent to a sin-

gleforce or to a couple.

For, the resultant of two forces may be found, and the

resultant of that resultant and a third force, and so on,

and if their lines of action thus intersect each other a sin-

gle resultant may be found ; otherwise a single couple

may be found.

195. Proposition,

—

A system of forces in. one plane,

acting on a rigid iody will he in equilibrium if the alge-

hraio sum of the moments of the forces vanishes in refer-

ence to three points in theplane not in a straight lime.

For, if they are not in equilibrium in reference to rota-

tion, the algebraic sum of the moments could not vanish

for any point in the plane; and if they had a single

resultant, then the moments would vanish only for points

on the line of the resultant.

196. Problems.—1. A prism AF is acted upon by a

couple in theplane of the upper base / required the value

of the couple in the plane of the lower base that will

equilibrate theformer.

The forces in the plane of the upper base tend to turn
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the prism about an axis perpendicular to the base ; simi-

larly the couple in the lower base will tend to turn it about

the same axis ; hence, if their moments are equal aud
contrary, they will equilibrate each other.

This shows that couples of equal moments in parallel

planes are equivalent.

The couples, in this case, twist the body upon which they

Fia. 69.

act. This effect is called torsion. The amount of torsion

depends upon the properties of the material, as well aa

upon the size of the body and the moment of the couple.

The properties of materials are investigated in works upon

the Resistance ofMaterials.
A singleforce applied at the end of a lever, as in Fig.

69, will not only twist the body, but will push it side-

wise. For, as we have seen in Article 188, it will be equi-

valent to a couple whose moment is

P.AB,
and a force

applied at A, the former of which twists the body and the

latter pushes it sidewise. This may be easily illustrated

by the student in a variety of ways, such as turning an

auger by one handle, twisting a long rod by means of a

single-handed wrench, etc.
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2. A door, gate, or frame, supported hy two hinges^

oof^ies a weight / required tkepressure upon the hinges.

When hinges are employed,
"^ ^ =^

—

IT they may be so set that one or

the other will carry all the

I =,P vertical pressures. In Fig. 70,

y^^^
(_) there being no provision for car-

'^ rying any of the vertical pres-

I^ >'|' " .g- sures at the upper bearing, they

^ will all be supported at the lower
Fio. 70. ,

^'

end.

Taking the origin of moments at B^ we have

H.BA^W.DG

..11 ^^ rv.

Similarly, taking the origin at ^, we have

B',.BA = W.I>0

^ ^ BA '

hence,

and as they are parallel they constitute a couple. The

only remaining force is the vertical one at B, and is called

V. This force, combined with W, must constitute the

equilibrating couple ; hence.

The total pressure at the lower end is the resultant oi

V and 5i, and hence is

V__TF^ + TP = ^ W.
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EXAMPLES.

1. If three forces are represented in magnit ide, j)osition

^

and direction of action by tlie sides of a triangle

taken in their order, show tliat they are equivalent

to a couple.

2, Jn Fig. 71. if the forces act along the sides of a trian-

gle, P from B toward G, F from G toward A, and

R from B toward A ; show that for equilibrium in

reference to rotation, B^ P-\- F.

8. Equal weights are suspended at the corners of a trian-

gle ; required the point where the triangle must be

supported that there will be equilibrium.

Fia, 71. Pio. 78,

4. Two men carry 175 lbs. between them on a pole, resting

on one shoulder of each ; the weight is twice as far

from one as from the other ; how much weight does

each caiTy, neglecting the weight of the pole ?

5. If a prismatic block of stone, whose widthAB is 2 ft.,

height -4. <7 is 3 ft., weighs 500 lbs., and it be con-

sidered that the whole weight acts at the centre g,

what force, acting horizontally at 6*, will just turn

the block about the edge B %

6. A man, whose weight is 175 lbs., desires to raise a body

which weighs 4,000 lbs. by means of a lever 8 feet

long ; one end of the lever being placed under the
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body, how far from the end shall the fulcrum be

placed 80 that his weight at the other end shall just

balance the body ?

EXEECISBS.

1. The force being given in pounds, and the arm in feet, is it propei to

say—a moment of a. certain number of foot-pounds ? Foot-

pounds of what ?

2. What is the moaning of foot-pounds of work ?

3. What is meant by foot-pounds of momentum per second f

4. If velocity is given in feet, and the arm also in feet, what will be the

unit of the moment of momentum ?

5. Can a single force acting upon a rigid body produce rotation if there

is not a fixed point in the body ?

6. Will two couples acting upon a rigid body in planes at right angles

with each other produce translation ?

7. If a person supports a weight of 100 lbs. suspended from a rod upon

his shoulder, and he pulls down upon the rod with a force of 25 lbs.

with his hands so as to balance the weight, how much more than

his own weight will be the pressure of his feet upon the earth. ?

8. If a hole be bored by an auger, is the resistance to the cutting

equivalent to a couple ?

0. In Fig. 70, will the pressure S at ATae increased if the weight If

be placed at a greater distance from J) i



CHAPTEE VIII.

PARALLEL FOECES.

197. Parallel Forces are such as act along para.lel linoa.

They may be conceived as concurring in a point at an in-

finite distance, but this would be equivalent to saying that

they do not actually concur. They are forces not acting

upon a single particle, but upon the several particles of a

body.

198. The Resultant of Parallel Forces.—Let B be

the resultant of the parallel forces F^, F^, etc. ; then,

according to Article 191, we have
" >F,B = F,+Fi+F^+etc. = SF.

It will be observed that the value —• >j'^

of the resultant is independent of the — ^

points of application of the forces. "^ ~ ~*~

If the forces are in the plane oay, and

are resolved parallel to the axes x and y, we have, accord

ing to Article 156,

X= {Fi+F2+F3+ etc.) cos a = cos aSF;

T= {Fi+Fi+Fs+ etc.) cos/3 = cos 8SF= sin aSF.

Squaring and adding, gives

B^ = X^ + T^ = (XFf (cos^ a + sin" a)

= {^Ff
..B = SF;

which is the same as given above.
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If the given forces are in eqnilibrium, we have

^ = 0;

..SF=0; X=0; 1^=0.

199. The expression for the moments of parallel forces

is given in Article ITS, and the condition for equilibrium

in reference to rotation, in Article 191. These expressions

are independent of the points of application of the forces

;

l)ut when these points are given the equation of momenta

is not only simplified, but it is fouiid that there is always

a point on the line of action of the resultant, called the

centre of parallel forces, which possesses an important

property.

200. Centre of Parallel For 383.

—

The centre ofpar-
allelforces is thatpoint through which the resultcmt will

constantlypass as theforces are rotated about their points

of application, the forces remaining constantlyparallel as

they are rotated.

To illustrate, let the parallel forces P, F, and B be in

equilibrium, having their points of application at P, A,
and C in the straight line PC.
The point G will be the point of

application of the resultant of P
and H. Draw OE perpendicular

to the lines of action of the forces

;

then, since there is eqnilibrium,

we haveFia. 74.,

P.EG=. B.DG. (1)

Conceive that the forces are revolved through an angle

of 90°, retaining theii- relative dii-eetions of action. The
force R will then act at A, parallel to EG and to the

right (or left), and P will act at the point P, also parallel
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to EC and to the left (or right). In the new position the

arm of R, in reference to C, will be DA, and of P, will

be EP ; hence, if there is equilibrium, we will have

P.EP = R.DA. . . . (2)

For, from the similar triangles GDA and GEP, we have

EG:DG:\EP:DA.
T) A

.:J)G=-!^EO;

which, substituted in equation (1), gives

P.EP = B.DA;

which is the same as equation (2) ; hence, the resultant in

the new position will pass through G.

In a similar way it may be shown that it will pass

through O for any amount of rotation of the forcesP and

P.; hence, G is the centre of the parallel forces P

Similarly, A is the centre of the parallel forces F and

P,\5. G and P are the points of application of the re-

spective forces. But if E be the point of application of

P, and C oi F, then A will not be the centre of those

forces.

The centre of two parallel forces will be on the line

joining their points of application ; and by combining

their resultant with a third force in a similar way, the

centre of three forces may be found, and so on for any

number of forces.

201. To find the Centre of any Number of Paral-

lel Forces.—Let the forces be in, the plane xy, their

points of application being at A, G, E, etc. The centre
6*
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of the forces Fi and i^ will be at B, where their resiiltani

intersects the line A G. Let

aji, yi be the coordinates of A,

and

«^',y"

u

u

X, y be the coordinates of the centre of all

the forces, which, being on the result-

ant, is called thejooint of application

of the resultant.

oW-

Draw Aq and -2?' parallel to OX, Am, Bn,, etc., paral'.el

to Y, and Oe perpendicular to the lines of action of the

forces. The triangles AqB and BrO are similar, and ^va

AB:BC::Aq:Br
: : On — Om '.Op - On

OS
(//J • ty2

' X .
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But, in reference to the point S, we have

and because og and AO are cut by parallel lines, we have

ab:lc::AB:BC',

which, by means of the preceding proportion, gives

db'.bowx' —x^:x2—x'

;

and this, in the above equation, gives

I\{x' -x,) = Flx^ - x')
;

or,

^cb' - ^cBi = ife - i^'

;

wliich, by transposing, gives

{F^^I^^ = F^x^ + F^^;

:. R^x' — FiXi +Ffi!i.

, In a similar way we would find

B^"=Iij,x'+FiXs

= ^851 +F^ +F^ ;

and, finally,

Bx = F^Xi + FfSi + etc. = tFx ;

and similarly,

Ey = F{yi + F^^ + etc. = XFy.

From these equations, we have

-_'SFx

y- B

'

202. If the System lie referred to Three Rectangu-

lar Axes, X, y, z, in which a, /8, and 7 are the angles which
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the liues of action of the forces make with the respectivo

axes ; then the equations for equilibrium will bo

X=^ cos aSF= li cos a
;

Z"= cos^'SF= Ecos,^;

Z= cos 75"^= li cos 7

;

li = ^F;

Bxz=-ZFx; I^='S,Fy\ R3 = XFz;

The last three equations are the moments of the forces

in reference to the respective coordinate planes.

If the given forces are in equilibrium in reference to

translation, we have

and, if they are also in equilibrium in reference to rota-

tion, we have

^Fx = Q; SFy = Q; SF2=0

__ __0 __

hence, the centre of an equilibrated system is indetermi-

nate.

203. Centre of a Mass.

—

The centre of the mass

which constitutes a hody, is apoint so situated that, if its

distance from any axis he multvplied hy the entire mass,

theproduct will equal the sum of the products obtained

Tyy multiplying each elementary mass hy its distancefrom
the same axis.

This point will be determined when its position in

reference to three rectangular planes is known.
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Let M = the total mass of the body
;

m = an elementary mass

;

X, y, z, the coordinates of any element, and

X, y, z, the coordinates of the centre of the mass

;

then, according to the definition, we have

My = ^my,
Mz = Smz.

These equations are applicable to several bodies. If

the origin of coordinates be at the centre of the mass, we
have

x = 0; y = 0; z =
.". Smx = ; Smy — ; Smz = 0.

EXAMPLES.

1 Two parallel forces whose magnitudes are 6 and 11,

acting in the same direction upon a rigid line, have

their points of application, A and J3, 5 feet from

each other ; required the point of application of the

resultant.

2. In the preceding example, find the point of application

of the resultant if the forces act in contrary direc-

tions.

3. If the weights 2, 3, 4, and 5 lbs. act perpendicularly to

a straight line at the respective distances of 2, 3, 4,

and 5 feet from one extremity, what will be their

resultant and its point of application ?

i. Let the weiglits 3, 4, 6, and 6 act perpendicularly to a

straight line at the points A, B, O, and D, the dis-

tancesAB = 3 feet, BO =4: feet, andAD = 5 feet

;

required the resultant, and the distance from A to

the point of applicaticm ^ of the resultant.
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5. If two parallel forces, P and F, act in contrary direc-

tions at the points A and B, and make an angle ^
with the lineAB ; find the moment of each in refer-

ence to the point of application of the resultant.

EXEEOISES.

1. Has a statical couple a centre of force ?

2. Will several parallel forces always be in equilibrium if the sum of

their moments is zero ?

3. When may the resultant of parallel forces be zero, and the system not

be in equilibrium ?

4. If a system is in equilibrium why may the centre of force be at any

point ?

6. If the mass of a body is homogeneous, will the centre of the mass be

at the geometrical centre of the body ?

6. If, in a sphere, the density varies directly as the distance from the

centre in all directions, will the centre of the mass be at the centre

of the sphere ?

7. State different laws according to which the density in a sphere may
vaiy, and have the centre of the mass at the centre of the sphcrs.



CHAPTER IX.

CENTKE OF GEAVITT.

204. The lines of action of the force of gravity con-

verge towards the centre of the earth ; but the distance

of the centre of the earth from the bodies which we have

occasion to consider, compared with the size of those

bodies, is so great, that we may consider the lines of action

of the forces as parallel. The number of the forces of

gravity acting upon a body may be considered as equal to

the number of particles composing the body.

205. The Centre of Gravity ofa iodyraa,j be defined

as the centre of the parallel forces of gravity acting upon

the body ; and hence the centre of gravity of bodies may
be found in the same way as the centre of parallel forces.

206. The Resultant of the Force of Gravity equals

the weight of the body ; or

207. If a body be supported at its centre of gravity, and

the body be turned about that point, it will remain in

equilibrium in all positions, for it will be equivalent to

turning tlie forces through the same angle.

208. Proposition.

—

If a hody he suspended at any

point, then, for equilibrium, tlie vertical through the cen-

tre of gravity willpass through thepoint of support.

Let the body be suspended at the point c, the centre of

gravity being at a. If the vertical through a does not

pass through c, join the points c and a by the line ca, draw
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the vertical c5, and the horizontal ah. The weight [Fmaj

be represented by the line c5, of which the components

are ha and ca. The component ha will cause the body to

turn about c, causing the centre a to approach the vertical

cb. If a be in the vertical c5, either above or below tlie

support, there will be no horizontal component, and the

body will be in equilibrium.

Fig. 78.

209. stable Equilibrium.—In stable equilibrium, if

the body be turned slightly from its position of rest, it

will tend to return to its former position. - Thus, the body

represented in Fig. 77 is in stable equilibrium. It appeal's

also from Figs. 76 and 77, that when the equilibrium is

stable, and the body is turned about the support, the centre

of gravity will be raised. In this case, therefore, the cen-

tre of gravity is the lowest possible. The measiire of the

stability is the amount which the centre of gravity is raised

in overturning the body.

210. Unstable Equilibrium.—A body is in a condition

of unstable equilibrium, if, when it is turned slightly from

its position of rest, it departs, or tends to depart, farther

from that position. This is illustrated by Fig. 78. In

this case the centre of gravity will fall, when the body ia

turned about its support.
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211. Indifferent Equilibrium is that condition, in which
a body will remain in equilibrium after being slightly dis-

turbed. A sphere or cone resting on a horizontal plane

is an example of indifferent, or neutral, equilibrium.

212. Trial Methods.—The preceding pi-inciples enable

one to determine, in an experimental manner, the centre

of gravity of bodies. Thus,

in Fig. 79, let the body be

carefully balanced upon a

knife-edge, and, when bal-

anced, the line of support be

carefully marked upon the

body. Then balance it in a

similar way along another

line ; the intersection of the lines will be vertically under

the centre of gravity, and, if the body be a thin plate, we
say that the centre of gravity is at their intersection.

213. If a body be suspended at a point a, the centre of

gravity will be vertically under it. Draw the vertical

line ah upon (or within) the body; then suspend it at

Fio. 79.

Fie. 80. Fio. 81.

another point c. Fig. 81, and mark the vertical line cd.

The centre of gravity will be at g, the intersection of the

lines ah and cd.
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EXEECISES.

1. If a carriage stands upon a side hill, -what condition must be fulfilled

in order that it shall not overturn ? What must be the condition

that it shall overturn ?

S. A man stands upon a floor ; how far can he lean forward or backward

and not fall over ?

3. When a man moves his head forward, what other motion must hiti

body have that he may remain in equilibrium upon his feet ?

4. Why will not a table be as stable when standing upon two legs as

upon three ?

5. Why is it more difSoult to overturn a body like Fig. 77 than it is

one like Fig. 78, the bodies being of equal weight ?

6. If a book be suspended at one corner, why will its edges be inclined

to a vertical ?

7. May a body be in a state of neutral equilibrium in reference to a

disturbance in one direction, and stable in reference to another ?

FIG. 82.

8. Explain how the toy shown in Fig. 83 may be in stable equilibrium.

9. Explain how the toy horse shown in Fig. 83 stands upon the post

without falling off.

Centre of Gravity ofHeavy Particles.

214, Centre of Gravity of two Particles.—Let P
^ /T

^^ *^® weight of a particle at A, and
O A Q TT, that at G. The centre of gravity

*^"'- 84. ^^ jjg g^j. some point i?, on the line join

ing A and C Hence,
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but,

P.AB = W.BC',

AB + BG=AG;
which, combined with the preceding equation, gives

WAB =

I±

then

W+P

F = W,

AB = ^AO.

AG.

215. Centre of Gravity of several Heavy Parti-

cles.—Let w^, W2, "Wg, etc., be the weights of the particles.

Join Wi and w^ by a straight line and find their centre of

gravity A, as in the preceding article. Join A with w^

and find the centre of gravity B, which will be the centre

of gravity of the three weights w^, Wi, w^. In a similar

way find G, the centre of gravity of the four weights. In

this way the centre of gravity of any mimber of weights

Fia. 85. Fia. 86.

may be found. It is not necessary that the weights be in

one plane ; they may be distributed in any manner in

Bpace.

216. If the Positions of the Particles are referred

to Three Rectangular Axes, let
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Wi, W2, W3, etc., be the weights of the respective

particles,

^} yiy % tbe coordinates of w^ and similarly for w^,

, ?«3, etc.,

X, y^ 3 the coordinates of the centre of gravity of

all the weights, and

Wthe sum of all the \yeights

;

then, we have

Tr= lOi + W3 + Ws + etc. = 2iw
;

and, according to Article 202, we have

_ _ ^wx
_ _ _ ^vjy

_ _ _ 2:wz

EXAMPLES.

1. Two particles are joined by a straight line ; if one is n

times as heavy as the other, iind the position of the

centre of gravity.

2. If three equal particles are at the vertices of a triangle,

find the position of the centre of gravity.

3. If the weights of three particles are as 1 to 2 to 3, and

are placed at the vertices of an equilateral triangle,

find the position of the centre of gravity.

4r. If four equal weights are at the vertices of a triangular

pyramid, find the position of the centre of gravity.

Centre of Gravity of Lines.

217. Straight Iiines.—By a line, we here mean a mate-

rial line, whose transverse section is very small, such as a

very fine wire.

The centre ofgravity ofa uniform straight line is at

its middle point.
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For, we may conceive it to be composed of pairs of

particles, each of which is at the same distance from the

middle point; and as this point will be the common centre

of gravity of all the pairs, it will be the centre of gravity

of the line.

218. Centre of Gravity of the Perimeter of a Tri-

angle.—LetABG be the triangle. The centre of gravity

of the sides will be at

tlieir middle points, D,
E, F. Join these points.

The weight at E will be

tl) that atD as the length

of GB is to the length

of A C. Divide the line

DE at the point G, so

that

DG\GE::BG:AG,
then the point G will be the centre of gravity of the two

lines AG and GB. Similarly, / will be the centre of

gravity oiBG and AB, and H, that ofAB and A G. The

construction gives

J)F= \BG; nE= iAB ; FE= \AG;

hence, the preceding propoi'tion gives

DG\GE\'.\BG:\AG
.:DF'. FE.

Therefore, the line drawn from F to G will bisect the

angle F; and, similarly, for Z^/and EM.
The centre of gravity of the three sides of the triangle

ABG, will be in the line GF; and, similarly, it will be in

the lines Z>/and HE; hence, it will be at their intersec-

tion, which will be the centre of the circle insarihed in the

triangle DEF.
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219. Symmetrical Ijines.—The centre of gravity ol

lines which are symmetrical in reference to a point, will

be at that point. Thus :

—

The centre of gravity of the circumference of a circle,

or an ellipse, is at the geometrical centres of those figures :

The centre of gravity of the perimeter of an equilateral

triangle, or of a regular polygon, is at the centre of the

inscribed circle

:

The centre of gravity of the perimeter of a square, rec-

tangle or parallelogram, is at the intersection of the diag-

onals of those figures.

220. Centre of Gravity of a

Circiilar Are.—Let ABC be an

arc of a circle, its centre, B its

middle point, and AC its chord.

The centre of gravity will be on

the radius BO, at some point c,

such that (see Ai'ticle 234),

Arc ABC : radius BO:: chord AC :0c.

BO. AC

A^' --

Fio. E8.

Og = ABC

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the position of the centre of gravity of the edges

of a rectangular box.

2. Find the position of the centre of gravity of the edges

of a regular pyramid having a square base, and

whose altitude equals the length of one side of the

base.

3. Find the centre ot gravity of the semi-circumference

of a circle. 2r
Ans. 0a = —

.
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i. In Fig. 88, if the angle AOO= 60°, find the position

of the centre of gravity of the arc ABC
Ans. Og = —

.

IT

6, Find the distance from the centre of a circle to the

centre of gravity of a quarter of the circumference

of the circle.

Ans.OG = '2i'\/2-'
IT

Centre of Gravity of Surfaoes.

221. Definition.—A surface here means a verv thin

plate or shell.

222. The Centre of Gravity of a Plane Triangle

is in tJie Unejoining the vertex with the middle point of
the hase, and at one-third the length of the Unefrom the

Let ABC be a triangle. Consider the triangle as com-

posed of an indefinitely large number of straight lines

parallel to the base AB. The centre

of gravity of each of these lines is at

its middle point ; hence, the centre of

all of them will be at some point in

the line passing through their centres;

which point will be the centre of grav-

ity of the triangle. LetB be the mid-

dle point of AB
;
join C and I), then

will the centre of gravity of the tri-

angle be in the line CJD. Similarly, it ^ ^^ gg

will be on the line AE, drawn from A
to the middle point of BC; hence, it will be at g, the inter-

section oi DC and AE. To find the distance Cg, draw

DE, then will the similar triangles DEg and AgC ^vjq
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gravity of the former, o that of the latter, and o the centre

of gravity of the part remaining after removing the area

CD. The point g will be on the line through o 0. Take

A as the origin of monients. The weights are directly

proportional to the areas, and the moment of the whole

equals the sum of the moments of all the parts, hence

AreaAB xA0~Area CD x ^o + (^Area AB—Area OJJ)

-aAg

AreaABxAO — Area CD x Ao
.Ao =

Area AB—Area CD

The same formula will apply to lines and volumes by

simply substituting line or volume for area.

225. Irregular Figures.—Any figure may be divided

into rectangles and triangles, and, the centre of gravity of

each being found, the centre of gravity of the whole may

be determined by treating it as if it were an aggregation of

particles, as in Articles 215 and 216.

226. The Centre of Gravity of a Zone ^s at the mid-

dlepoint of the line joining the centres of the ujpjper and

lower bases of the zone.

It is proved in Geometry that, on the same or equal

spheres, zones are to each other as their altitudes ; hence,

if the zone be divided into an indefinite number of paral-

lel zones, and all be reduced, or contracted, to the axis of

the zone, it will form a line of uniform weight; and

hence, the centre of gravity will be at the middle point of

the line.

EXAMPLES.

1. If a line be drawn parallel to the base of a triangle,

dividing it into equal areas, will it pass through the

centre of gravity of the triangle \

1
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2. If a line bisects the vertical angle of a triangle, in what

cases will it pass through the centre of gravity, and

in what cases will it not ?

3. If the bases of two triangles are in the same line, and

their vertices are in a line parallel to the bases, show

that the line joining their centres of gravity will also

be parallel to the bases.

4. In Fig. 90, if the circles are tangent to each other in

ternally at A, find the distance from A to the centre

of gravity c, after the smaller circle has been re-

moved. Let R ^ A0\ r = Go.

Ans. Ac
m-T"'

5. Find the centre of gravity of the remainder of a square

after one- quarter of it has been removed from one

comer.
5

Ans.AB= 7:A0.

c
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7. Find the centre of gravity of the surface of a right

cone having a circular base, including the base.

Let r be the radius of the base and h the altitude
;

find the distance from the apex.

Ans.—
,

— h.

Centre of Gravity of Vohmies.

227. Triangular Pyramid.

—

The Gen.tre ofgra/oity of
any triangula/r pyramid is on the line joining a/iiy

a/pex with the centre of gra/oity of the appositeface, and at

apoint threefowrths the length of the line from the apex.

Let A-BGD be a

triangular pyramid.

Suppose that it is di-

vided into infinitely

thin slices, hcd, parallel

to the base, ^610. The
centre of gravity of the

pyramid will be on the

line passing through

the centres of all the

slices. Let F be the

centre of gravity of the

base, then will the cen-

tre of gravity of the pyramid be on the line AF. Simi-

larly, it will be on the lineBG drawn from the apexB to

the centre of gravity of the opposite face, and hence, at

their intersection K. Join jp'and <?, and the similar tri'

angles FGE anA. AEB give

EG _ FG
AE~ AB'

FiQ. 93.
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Br.t. £:G = iAE;
.: FG = iAB.

The similar triangles, FGH^and AHB., give

FG _ FE
AB ~ AH'

in which, substitute the value of FG, and it gives

zFh= ah.
Add FH= FH,

and we have ^FH= AF;
.: FH= lAF

228. The Centre of Gravity of any Pyramid or

Cone is on the linejoining the apex with the centre of
gra/vity of the base and at onefourth the distance from
the iase.

That it will be on this line is evident frona the preced-

ing Article. The' pyramid maj' be divided into triangular

pyramids, and the centre of each will be in a plane paral-

lel to the base and at one-quarter the altitude from the

base ; hence, it will be at the point where this line inter-

sects the plane. The position for the cone is found in the

same way, for, the cone may be

considered as composed of an in-

definite number of pyramids.

229. Problem. — Find the

centre of gravity of a spherical

sector generated by the revolu-

tion of the circular sector AGO
about the axis GG.

It will be on the axis GC. If

we consider that the spherical

sector is composed of an indefinite number of cones, having

their bases in the surface of the sphere, and their apices at
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the centre Cof the sphere, the locus of the centre of gravity

of all the cones will be in a spherical surface DEF, having

C for a centre and radius CD = f of OA. The centre of

gravity g of this surface will be the centre of gravity of

the spherical sector ; but, according to Article 226, Eg is

one-half of the altitude EK of the spherical surface

DEF. JBut, from the figure, we have

EK= IQ3;
.:Eg = \QH',

and
Qg= GE+Eg
= IGG + %GS:
= i{GG+^GE).

But,
Cg =GG-Gg
^OG-lGG-\GE
= f(2(7<?- GR).

230. Problem.

—

Tofind the centre of gravity ofa seg-

ment ofa sphere.

Let AGB, Fig. 94, be the segment of a sphere, and a

point ^ on the line GH be its centre of gravity. Taking

the origin of moments at the centre G, we have

Vol: ofSeg. x Cg'. = Vol. of sectorAGB C-x. Gg
- Vol. of cone ABGx.lGH;

or,

ir{GEf{GG-\Gn) . Gg' = ^-KiCGf.^.\GG . Gg

—ir{AEf.\GE.lCH;

„ , BjGGf. GE. Gg - ^AHf.GW
•• ^^ - l^GEfiGG-^GE)

•
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EXAMPLES.

1 Find the centre of gravity of a hemisphere.

It will be on the radius perpendicular to the base

of the hemisphere, and, according to Article 229,

at a distance f the radius from the centre.

2. Find the centre of gravity of the remainder of a sphere

whose radius is li, after another sphere, whose radius

is r, is taken from it, the two spheres having a com-

mon tangent plane.

3. Find the distance from the centre of a sphere to the

centre of gravity of a segment of the sphere of one

base, the chord of the segment being \ the radius.

4. A cone is suspended at a point in the circumference of

the base ; required the inclination Q of the axis to

the horizontal. Let the radius of the base be 2

inches and the altitude 8 inches.

5. In the preceding example, what will be the relation

between the radius of the base and altitude of the

pyramid, if the axis is inclined 30° ?

Centrdbari-c Method.

231. The two following theorems are by some accredited

to Guldinus and by others to Pappus, one or the other of

whom is supposed to have discovered them.

232. Theorem I.—The swrface, generated hy the revo-

lution ofa Ivne about an axisfixed in theplane of the Iwie,

is equivalent to theproduct of the length of the line into

the ciroumferencepassed over iy the centre of gramity of
the line.

Let AI^ be a plane curve, and YY the fixed axis in

the plane of the curve. Draw any number of equal
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chords, AB, BO, etc., and from their middle points, a^, a^,

etc., draw the perpendiculars Oiii, a^^, etc., to the axie

YY. The revolution of

the curve about the axis will

generate a double curved

surface, and the polygon,

several frustra of cones in-

scribed within the former

surface.

The surface generated by

AB will be (see Geometry)

27r(Xi5i X AB.
Similarly, the entire sur-

face generated by the polygon will be

27r(ai5i xAB+ (jJaSg xBG+ etc.).

Let g be the centre of gravity of all the lines AB, BO,
etc., and gc, a perpendicular to YY, then will the mo-

ments of the lines in reference to the axis YY be

gc{AB+BO+etc.) = J.^.fflA+ -^^-«a'^s+etc.

Multiplying both members of this equation by 27r, gives

2'7rgc{AB+BC+ etc.) = 2ir{AB. aA+B0. (h\ + etc.),

the second member of which is the surface generated;

hence,

^irge y.perimeter of the polygon = surface generated,

in which ^irgo is the circumference described by the cen-

tre of gravity of the perimeter.

Inscribe in the curve another polygon of double the

J lumber of sides, and so on Indefinitely ; the limit cf the

polygons is the arc, and the limit of the surface is the

double curved surface ; but, the preceding equation is

true for any number of sides, and hence, will be true of
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1

the limit. Let g^ be the centre of gravity of the arc, and

gxCi the perpendicular upon the axis ; then the equation

becomes

^'trg-fixX.length of arc = surface generated by the arc.

The theorem is evidently true for a single line, or for

several lines of unequal length. Q. E. D.

233. Theorem n.—The volum-e, generated hy the revo-

lution of aplane area about a fixed axis in its plane, is

equivalent to a prism whose base is

the area revolved, and altitude, the

length of the civcumference passed

over by the centre of gravity of the

area. The plane area must lie wholly

on one side of the axis.

Let LAB . . . FQ be a plane area,

l^T'the fixed axis in the plane of

the area. Divide LQ into equal

parts, LM, MN, etc., and draw the

ordinates LA, MB, etc., perpendicu-

lar to YY, and from A, B, etc.,

draw parallels to YY, forming rectangles, as shown in

the figure. When the figure revolves the rectangles will

generate cylinders, and the curve, a double curved surface.

The volume of the cylinders will be

-kAB. LM+irBM\ MJSr+eic.

Let g be the centre of gravity of all the rectangles, and

the ordinate to the centre of gravity of each being equal

to one-half the length of the side of the rectangle, we
have for the moments of the rectangles in reference to the

axis YY,
gc X area of all the rectangles = AL . LM . ^AL+

BM.MIf.^BM+GtG.

FlQ.
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• 2'7rgo X area of all the rectangles = irAI} . LM-\-

n-BMMflf+ etc.

= Vol. of all the cylmders.

If now the divisions in Z^ be increased indefinitely,

the limit of the rectangles will be the area of the curve, and

the limit of the cylinders will be the volume of revolution.

Let gx be the centre of the plane area, then we have

Vol. of reoolution = Stt^jCi . area of the ^lane

curve,

— the area of tlie cv/rve x by

the distance described by

the centre of gra/vity of
the area. Q. E. D.

Aj[>plications.

234. Problem.

—

Tofind the centre ofgramty ofa cvr-

ctdwr a/rc.

Let ABC be a circular arc whose centre is O; the

centre of gravity will be at some point c on the radius OB
drawn to the middle point, B, of the arc.

Through C>di-aw the axis ZJTparallel to the

chord AG, and conceive the curve to be

revolved about this axis, generating a zone. ^HH-i>-4o

The area of the zone will be (see Geometry)

2itOB.AG.

According to Theorem 1, we have

Arc ABC. 2vOo = Area of the sone = 2'n-OB.AG;

A C. OB'^^- ABC '

7*
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235. Problem.—Find the distancefrom the centre of a

circle to the centre of gravity of a sector of the circle.

Let AQBG be the sector generated by the rotation of

the line A G about the centre C. Let d be the angle A GG,

and r the radius AG\ then will

the arc AOB=2r6. Accord-,

ing to Theorem 1 we find that

the area of the sector will be i^9.

If the sector be divided into

an indefinitely large number of

sectors, each may be considered

as a triangle whose centre of

gravity is at two-thirds of its alti-

tude from the centre G. With

a radius DG, equal to fr, describe the arc DEF \ this

arc will be the locus of the centre of gravity of all the

small sectors ; and the centre of gravity of all of them, or

the sectorA GB will be at g^ the centre of gravity of the

arc DEF. According to Article 234 we have

Gg.
2 X fr sin .\r r sin ^

2x|?'6' e

EXAMPLES.
r

1. If AGBG is a semi-circle, prove that Gg is |- -.

2. If g', Fig. 98, l)e the centre of gravity of the circular

segment AGB, find the distance Gg'.

3. Find the volume of a sphere.

4. Find the volume generated by the revolution of the

circular segment A GB aboiit an axis through G and

parallel to the chord AB.
5. Find the volume generated by the circular sector GA GB^

about an axis through G and parallel to AB.



CHA.PTEE X.

SOLtlTlOK OF PEOBLEMS AOCOEDINO TO THE PEIKCIPLBS 0*

BNEEGY.

Problems in which the SoluUons defend wpon

Potential JEnergy.

236. Energy represented by the Three States of

Equilibrium.—According to Article 210, when a body is

in the condition of unstable equilibrium, the centre of

gravity is in the highest position. In this condition its

potential energy is a maximum, that is, it is in a condition

to do the most work. When the centre of gravity is

lowest, the body is in a condition of stable equilibrium

(Article 209), and its potential energy is a minimum, that

is, it is in a condition to do the least work. In neutral

equilibrium, the potential energy, for successive- positions

of the body, remains constant.

237. To find a curve such that a heamj ha/r AE, rest'

ing against it and agai/nst a vertical

plane DE, will he in equilibrium in

allpositions, there being nofriction

on the surfaces. ^ /
Let g be the centre of gravity of ^r 1—Ty

the bar. If the bar is prismatic and \^ \/
homogeneous, g will be at the middle jj^

of the length, but, in other cases, it
^^^ gg

"

may be at any other point along the bar.

This is a case of indifferent equilibrium, and hence, the

centre of gravity is neither raised nor lowered by a change
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of position ; in other words, its locus will be in a horizon-

tal line. Thei-efore, if the centre of gravity g be moved

along the line CIS, and tlie end E be kept constantly

against the vertical BE, the end A will trace the curve.

But this is eqxiivalent to the well-known method of con

siracting an ellipse by means of a trammel. Hence, the

curve GAD is an ellipse.

[Let
AE— I and Ag = ^\

X = BF, y = FA\
then,

and
FA^ + Fg-^-Ag^;

which is the equation of the ellipse.

vstU be found by letting Ag = n. Eg. ]

A more general solution

238. Bequired the form of a curve such that a hea/vy

bar resting against it and against a smoothpin above the

curve, will be in equilibrium in all positions.

Let AD be the bar, D the

position of the pin, andABC
the required curve.

This is also a case in which

the potential energy is con-

stant / hence, the centre of

gravity will be found in a

hoi-izontal line gg', passing

through the centre of grav-

ity, g, of the bar in the vertical position. The curve rnay

therefore be constructed by drawing any number of radial

lines DB, DA, etc., through D, intersecting them by the

horizontal line gg', and laying off on the radial lines belov
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the horizontal the constant distance gB=: g'A, etc. Tlie

curve is called the conchoid of Nicomades.
[Let

Ag' = Bg-a; gD = e\ ADB=e\ AD — p;
then,

AD = A^+g'D

= Ag^+DgBaoB\
or,

p = a + c sec S

;

which is the polar equation of the curve.]

239. A cord of given length is suspended at 1/wojpointi

in the sa/me horizontal / requi/red the form of the curve

when the centre ofgravity is the lowest.

The cord, being perfectly flexible, will naturally assume

the position of stable equilibrium,

and its potential energy will be a

minimum ; that is, its centre of grav-

ity will be the lowest possible. The
curve assumed by such a cord is called a Catenary. If the

cord be of variable density, it will still assume the position

in which the centre of gravity is lowest.

[The equation of the catenary is found by higher mathematics.

If M = the weight per unit of length of the cord ; to = the ten-

sion at the lowest point of the cord ; t = the base of the Naperian

system of logarithms ; x horizontal and y vertical ; the origin of

coordinates being taken at the lowest point, then

I— wx _5£2T ^

240. A curve ofgiven length is revolved about the lint

passing through its extremities / required the form of

the Gu/rve such that the surface generated shall he a

maxi?num.
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The area will equal the length of the curve multiplied

by the distance passed over by the centre of gravity of the

curve. The curve being of constant length, the area

will therefore be greatest when the distance of the centre

of gravity of the curve from the axis of revolution is

greatest ; hence the curve must be a catenary.

241. Two oylinders of unequal radii, hut of the same

materialand length, areplaced in a larger hollow cylinder;

find theirposition when m equilibrium.

Their position will be that in which the potential energy

is least ; hence, their centre of gravity will be lowest.

Let g be the centre of

gravity of the cylinders when
in contact. If they be rolled

in the hollow cylinder, re-

maining in contact with each

other, the centre of gravity

will describe a circle MgN_
about tlie centre G of the

hollow cylinder, and when
they are in the position of equilibrium, the point g will

be vertically under the centre C.

To find the angle EOg, let B = AG, r^ = FB,

n = AE.
Then, EF= ri-\- r^^ the sum of the radii of the two

cylinders ; and the equation of moments gives

W,.Eg=W,.gE;

and from the figure we have
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and,

POTENTIAL ENERGY.

Eg + gF= ^ + /-^

159

242. Required the effort necessa/ry to maintain a body
on a smooth, inclined plane, the effort hevng exerted par-
allel to theplane.

Let the effyi-t be exerted by a body acting vertically, as

in Fig. 103 ; then will the centre of gravity of the two
bodies be in the same horizontal line for all positions of

the body on the plane.

Let ^ 6' be the inclined plane, on which the weight P
is held in position by the weight W, all without friction.

Let a and d be the centres of the

bodies respectively in one posi-

tion, then will their centre of

gravity be at some point g, on

the line joining their centres.

If the bodies are moved into an-

other position, having their cen-

tres resj)oetively at h and e, their

centre of gravity will be in a

horizontal line through g.

Since the energy is constant, the potential energy gained

by raising the weight P will equal that lost by lowering

W, or, in other words, the product of P into the vertical

distance through which it has been raised, equals W into

the vertical distance through which it has been lowered.

Fio. 108.
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Drawing the horizontal line he, and the vertical line aOf

we have
P. ao ~ W.de;

but,

ac = ab sin cba

= ab sinA
= de sin A

, BG
= ^AC'^ '

which, gubstituted in the preceding equation, gives

P.BO= W.AC;
or,

P:W'.:AG: BG;

that is, the effort is to the resistance as the height of the

•plane is to its length.

243. Determine the conditions of equilihrium of a

single jpulley.

In one position let the weight W be at d, and ^, at a

;

and in another position, P at 5, and W at c.

The centre of gravity will be at the same point

g, in both positions ; hence, we have

P.ab^W.dc;
* but,

V W ab = dG;

.:P=W;
that is, the effort equals the resistance when there is no

friction.

244. Determine the conditions of equililriAmi of the

straight lever.

LetAB be a bar in a horizontal position, having weights

P and W suspended at its extremities ; it is required to

find tlie point 6', upon which they will balance. Their

c
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Fio. 105.

centre of gravity, g, will be in the line joining the centres

of the bodies, and vertically under the required point O.

Let the arm be turned

into the position a6,

the perpendiculars da
and eb from a and 5

be dropped upon
AB; then will the

weight W have been

raised a lieight equal

to 5e, and P will have

fallen a distance ad.

Since there is eqnili-

rium, we have
P.da= W.eb.

The si>nilar triangles adO&nA. heG, give

da _ aC _-A.G
~eb~ w~mj''

and, by combining these equations, we find

P.AG=W.JBG;
or,

P\W::BG:AG;
that is, the effort is to the Tesistanae inoersely as the arm

of the effort is to the arm of the resistance.

In this problem the centre of gravity of the bodies re-

mains at g for all inclinations of the arm AB ; for the

similar triangles odG and Geb, give

dG: GewaG: Gh;

but <?<7and Ge are the arms of the forces in the new posi-

tion ; hence, they are proportional to the original arms.

When the support is not in the line of the points of attach-

ment of the weights, the centre of gravity will change its
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FlQ. 106.

position as the arm is rotated, as will be seen in the fol-

lowing problem

:

245. Tojkid the conditions of equiUbrium of the hent

lever.

Let AG and BGhe the arms of the lever, the support,

or fulcrum, being at G, and the weights suspended as

shown in the figure.

,1) The centre of grav-

ity of the weights,

when in equilibri-

um, will be in the

line joining the cen-

tres of jP and W,
and at a point g,

vertically under the

point of support G.

Let the lever be

turned through a small angle, then will the end A de-

scribe the arc AA', and B, the arc BB', and the weights

will be found in the positions I^' and W. The centre

of gravity will be raised to a point g'
; hence, when the

bodies are left to themselves they will return to their

former position.

We may, however, determine a practical formula fo' ,his

case by assuming that they remain in equilibrium when
the lever is turned through an exceedingly small angle.

For this case, we consider the arcs AA' and BB' as

straight lines. Draw the horizontal lines A'a and B'b,

then will the potential energy of P be increased by an

amount equal to

F.Aa;
and that of TFwill be diminished by an amount equal to

W.Bb;
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hence, according to the hypotheses, we have

F.Aa = W.Bb.

Through G draw the horizontal CD, meeting the verticals

through A and B at the points O and J). From the simi-

lar right angled triangles AA'a and A GG, we have

Aa _ GG
AA! ~ GA'

Similarly, the triangles BB'i and BGD give

Bl _ GD
BB' ~ GB •

But the arcs ^^' and AA' are proportional to the radii

GB and GA ; hence,

AA' _ BB'
GA ~ GB '

and, by combining these three equations so as to eliminate

Aa and Bb, we find

F.GG^W.GD;
*^'^'

F:W::GI):GG;

that is, the weights are mversely as thei/r arms y a result

which agrees with the preceding problem.

Problems involving Kinetic Energy.

246. A bodyfallsfreely through a height h ; what will

be the Jcimetio energy stored in it ?

A body whose weight is W, at a height h above a given

point, has a potential energy of

Wh;

and when it has fallen through this height its energy will
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be changed to kinetic energy. Substituting for h its value

in terms of v (see Eq. (3), Art. 72), gives

as given in Article 112.

If the body had fallen through a portion of the height

Ai, leaving a height h^, through which it may afterwards

fall, we have the kinetic energy

K= Why = \m:v^,

and the potential energy

hence, the total energy will be

Z"+n = Tr(Ai+^)

= TrA,

which is constant for that height.

247. Two lodies of unequal weights a/replaced on two

unequally mclvned planes, and connected hy a Jme inex-

tensible cord, which passes over a pulley so placed above

the angle of theplanes that the cord will be parallel to the

planes / required the equations for their motion, there

being nofriotional resistances, nor resistance of the air.

Let AC and £0 he the inclined planes, TT and P the

positions of the bodies

when motion begins. Af-

ter a time t let them be

in the positions represent-

ed by P' andW ; the dis-

tances over which they

have moved being p^^ jg^

dc = ah.

In the initia. position, the centre of gravity of the bodies
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will be at some point g, in the line joining their respective

centres of gravity ; and after a time t it will be at some

lower position g'. Through g and g' draw horizontal lines

;

the vertical distance ye between them, will be the heiglit

through which the common centre of gravity of botli

bodies wiU have fallen.

Let
ge = h',

then, the potential energy lost will be

(PH- W)h,

which is a gain of kinetic energy equal to

Let
8 = db = dG',

then will the vertical height through whichP has fallen be

5 sin j5
;

and the height through which W has been raised will

be
8 sin^

;

and the total potential energy lost will be

(Psin^-TFsin^)s;
hence, we have

(P +Tf) 1^ = (Psin^ - Fsin^)5;

from which we find

^^Psin|_-^sin^2,..
. . (1)
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|

In this problem the acceleration will be constant ; hence,

according to Article 24, we have

wl\ich, substituted in the preceding and reduced, gives

V = FsinB -WsinA
gt. (2)P + TT

Eliminating v from the two preceding equations, gives

P + TT
tV[:Psin^-TFsin^ (3)

248. If one of the hodies as JP, in the precedi/rig prdb-

lem, moves vertically, while the other moves on the plane,

required the formulas for
their motion.

This problem may be solved

in the same way as the pre-

ceding one; but the results

may be obtained directly from

^%p' the preceding formulas by

making B = 90°. The re-

sults are

Fio. 108.

'V[
P— TFsin A
P + TF

TFsin J.

2^,^
P + TF

gi\

sad,

- / r P + 'T 2£'l

~V L^— TTsin^-^J

249. If, in the preceding problems, hoth hodies move

vertically, required theformulasfor the motion.
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Making A — 90°, in the preceding formulas, we find

the formulas of Problem 3, Article 90.

250. A vessel is filled with a liquid ; required the velo-

city with which it will discha/rge itself through an orifice-

near the iase.

Let ABE be the vessel, F the position of the orifice.

Suppose that a small portion, equal to the horizontal slice

ACB, has been discharged. The
centre of gravity of the mass will

have been lowered from some point

g to another point g', and the poten-

tial energy lost is equal to the weight

of the liquid above the orifice, mul-

tiplied by the distance gg'. But a

more simple way of considering

the problem, is to assume that the centre of gravity of the

part below the slice ACB remains at g", and hence, that

the change in the position of the centre of gravity has

been produced by the transference of the sliceAOB to the

level of the orifice F. Assuming that there are no fric-

tional. resistances, nor resistance from the air, then the

whole energy will be expended in producing the motion

of the liquid.

Let
8= the horizontal section of the vessel at AB,
h = the section of the orifice at F,

X = the thickness of the thin slice AB,
A = 2)C= the vertical height oi AB above the

orifice,

t = the time of the discharge of a quantity of the

liquid equal to that in the slice AB,
w = the weight of a unit of Tolume—say one cubic

inch of the liquid, and
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0 — the velocity of the discharge.

Then,

8x = the volume of the slice,

wSx = the weight of the slice, and

{wSx)h = the work accumulated in the slice when It has

fallen through the height h.

The quantity which will flow through the orifice in a

time t will be
kvi,

the weight of which will be

wkvtf

the mass of which is

wkvt

and of which the kinetic energy, due to the flow, will be

9

hence,

But the weight wSx = whvt, and by cancelling and re

ducing we have

which is the same as that of a particle falling freely

through a height h.

This result is modified in practice on account of the re-

sistance of the air, friction, and viscosity of the liquid. If

there is a pressure upon the top of the vessel, we ascertain

what height of the liquid will produce the same pressure

per square inch of the upper surface, and add the height

to the value of A, given in the problem. The height

which induces the flow is called a head.
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EXAMPLES.

1. If, in Fig. 107, P = 25 lbs., Tr= 30 lbs., the angle

B = 60°, and A = 30°, determine which will move
down the plane, P or W, and how far they will

move in 5 seconds.

2. Determine the relations between the weights P and W,
and the angles A and B for equilibrium in Fig. 107.

3. If the angle A = 30° and B = 45°, find the relation

between P and W so that the acceleration of the

bodies will be ^ that of a body falling freely.

4. In Fig. 102, if the radins CA is 3 feet, AE 1 foot, and

FB 6 inches, and the internal cylinders of the

same material, what will be the angle EGg for

equilibrium ?

5. Solve the problem in Article 248, when there is a con-

stant frictional resistance on the plane equal to

/J, TTcos A.

6. In the problem of Article 241, find the angle JSOg,

where the cylinders S and F have the same diame-

ter, but TP\ = 2 TFj.

7. A vessel is filled with a liquid and kept constantly full

;

required the time necessary for the discharge of a

quantity q from an orifice whose section is k, the

distance of the orifice below the surface of the liquid

being A feet.



CHAPTEE XL

CONSTEAINED EQUILIBEICM.

251. A body is said to be constrained when it is pre-

vented from moving in a particular direction on ai^count

of a point or line of the body being fixed, or on account

of the interposition of a body which is considered as imr

movoMe. By the term fiaed is not meant that the resist-

ance offered by a point, line, or surface, cannot be over-

come by any force, but that it will not be equaled by any

force which may be involved in the problem. The term

immovable is also considered in the same restricted sense.

When only a point of the body is fixed, the body will be

free to rotate about it in all directions ; and when a line

is fixed the body may rotate about it or slide along it.

252. Normal Resultant.—If a body be in equilibrium

on a smooth surface, the resultant of all the forces which

act upon it must be in the direction

of the normal to the surface and act

towards the surface. For, if it be not

normal, it may be resolved into two

components, one of which will be

normal and the other tangential, the

j,jg jjQ
latter of which would produce mo-

tion.

253. Equilibrium of a Body on a Smooth Inclined

Plane.—Let AC he the inclined plane, o the centre of the

body, i^the resultant of all the forces which act upon the

body, and IF the weight of the body. Resolve the weight
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W into two components, one, ch, parallel to the plane, and

the other, oi, normal to it ; and, similarly, resolve tho

force I'' into the normal com-

ponent de, and the component

oe parallel to the plane. The
excess of oi over de need

not be considered, since the

plane must resist it ; but, that

there shall not be movement
along the plane, the compo-

nent cb must equal oe.

From the figure we have

ch = oa sin eoh

Fio. 111.

and
WsinA

;

oe = od cos doe

= JP'cos
<f>,

where ^ = doe, the angle between the action-line of the

force and the plane, hence

^cos = TTsinA
;

W
.: cos<f> — -^ sin A.

254. EquiLLbrium on a Rough Inclined Plane.

—

Let the notation be as in the preceding article. The

amount of friction will be, according to Articles 107 and

108, the normal pressure multiplied by the coefficient of

friction, or,

/i{oi — de)

= /*( TTcosA — i^sin (/>).

If the body is in a state bordering on motion down the

plane, the upward pull of F along the plane, and the

friction; will equal the downward pull of W; or,
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^coa ^ +/*( Wcoa A—Fsin (f>)
= TTsiu A ;

from which we find

BmA—ficosA
F--

cos ^

—

iL sin ^
W.

If the value of F is such that the body is in a state

bordering on motion up the plane, the component of F,

parallel to the plane, will equal the component of W, also

parallel to the plane, jj^ws the friction ; or

.^008 = TFsin J. +/*( TTcos J.—i^sin ^)

cos^+/tsin^

255. Determine the conditions of equiUhriv/m of a
homogeneous disc, homing a hole cut in it near 07ie edge,

the disc heingplaced vertically on an inclinedplane which

is sufficiently rough to prevent sUding.

This problem is essentially the same as if one side of tlie

disc were loaded with a heavier substance, or if, from any
other cause, the centre of gravity

is not at the centre of the disc.

Let g be the centre of gravity

of the body. The point of sup-

port for equilibrium must be at

d vertically under g, which will

also be a point of tangency of

the circle and plane.

With c as a centre, and radius

eg, describe a circle ; then if the centre cf gravity be at g'

vertically over d, the body will also be in equilibrium. In

the former position the equilibrium will be stable ; in the

latter, unstable. In the latter case, if the body be dis

Eia. 112.
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turbed, it may appear to roll up the plane, but the centre

of gravity will really be falling until it assumes a position

of stable equilibrium. If the vertical through d falls out-

side the circle gg' , it will not be in equilibrium in any

position ; if tangent to it, tlie body will be in equilibrium

in only one position.

256. To fiiid the inclination of the plane so that the

unbalanced disc of the -preceding prohlem will just he on

thepoint ofrolUng down the plane.

According to the conditions given in the preceding arti-

cle, the vertical through d nnist be tangent to the circle

gg". Through c draw a horizontal line, and a right-angled

Fio. 113.

triangle cgd, will be formed, in which the angle cdg, Fig.

113, will equal CAB ; hence.

sin -4 = sin <? =
cd

dist. of centre of gravityfrom centre of circle~
radius of the ci/rcle.

257. A small prismatic l>a/r rests upon two smooth in^

dinedplanes ; determine the positionfor equilibriu^n.

Let AJS be the beam, and JE its centre of gravity. The
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reactions at A and B must be perpendicular to the respect-

ive planes ; and since these reactions, and the weight W,

are the only forces which act upon the body, their lines of

action must all meet in a common point. Hence, the

perpendiculars AD and BD must meet the vertical

through ^ at a common point. If a string ADB be

attached to the extremities, A and B, of the bar, and

hung on a smooth pin at D, vertically over the centre of

gravity E, there will be no tendency to slide on the pin,

and the bar will remain at rest in the inclined position.

If the inclinations of the planes are given, a formula may
be found for the inclination of the bar.

258. A jyrismatic har rests upon the edge of a smooth

hemispherical howl, one end being against the inner sur-

face of the iowl/ required thepositionfor equilibrium.

Let E be the centre of gravity of the bar, and G the

centre of the bowl. At A the reaction will be normal to

the surface of the bowl ; and

hence, its direction will coin-

cide with the radius and pass

through the centre G. At F
the reaction will be perpen-

dicular to the bar ; hence,

when the radius through A
prolonged, meets the perpen-

dicular ED, at a point D ma.
vertical through E, the bar will be in equilibrium.

259. A weight Wis on the a/ro of a vertical circle whose

centre is 0, and is held in position by a weight P sus-

pendedifrom a cord, which passes over apin at G, vertir

caUy over ; required the position for equilibrium,

there being nofrictional resistances.

lia. 115.
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The tension upon the string will be equal to the weight

P ; hence, the body TF will be held by a force equal to 1

'

acting in the direction gC, the force of

gravity acting vertically downward,

and tlie normal reaction of the curve.

The normal to the circle coincides with

the radius passing through the pomt,

and hence, passes through the centre of

the circle.

Draw a vertical ca to represent the

weight W, and ai, parallel to gC, to re-

present P ; then the position must be

such that the extremity b, of the line

ab, will fall on the normal gO. The

triangles abc and OGg are similar, hence, we have

W: P::ca:ab

::00: Cg;

Cg = -^oa.w

260. A pa/rticle W, attached to one end of a string, is

placed on the Gonvex side of a smooth _pa/rabola, and held

in position by a weight P attaehed to the other end of

the stri/ng, the string passing over a smooth pin at the

foGus of the parabola ; required theposition for equili-

briur/i.

Let the axis of the parabola be vertical, G the focus,

and G the position of the weight W. Construct the tri-

angle of forces cba as before, oe being the normal to the

parabola. Since ea is parallel to the axis Ce, the normal

will bisect the angle Cca ; hence.
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CfcJ = hoa ;

but, from the construction,

ahc, = Od)
;

.*. abo = hoa
;

therefore, the trianajle aho must be isosceles, and we have

ah = ao.

or.

W=P,
which establishes a relation between the given quantities.

It does not determine any particular point, but it showf

Fia. 117.

that, in order that the weights shall be m equilibrium at

any point, they must equal each other, in which case they

will be in equilibrium at all points on the curve.

261. Instead ofa parabola, let the curve he an ellvpse., the

major axis heing vertical and thepin at the upperfocus.
Construct the triangle of forces cab as before, ce being

the normal. Then,

W'.P::ca:ab
::de : dc.
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Let e be the eccentricity of the ellipse, then it is shown

in Conie Sections, that

hence,

or,

W

that is, when the ratio of TT to P equals the eccentricitj

of the ellipse, they will be in equilibriam for all positions

of TTon the curve ; and if they have any other ratio they

will not be in equilibrium at any point, except at the ex-

tremities of the axis, A and £.

[In " Oonio Sections " the proportion involving «, given in thii

article, may not be given in this form. If a be the senii-major

axis, and x the abscissa of the point c in reference to the centre,

then the following equations are usually given, viz. :

the radius vector, de, = a ± ex;

the distance from the focus to thefoot of the normal,

de, = e(a ± ex)

;

tbaplus sign being used for the distance e'd, and the minus sign

for ed. These values readily give

de a ± ex '

hence, the proportion given in the text.]

262. Zei the <mrve he an hyperbola^ thepvn hei/ng in the

tipperfocus.

Proceeding as before, we find

~p — ^5

but in this case e exceeds unity ; hence Wmust exceed P,

while in the former case TFmust be less than P
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263. Suppose, in the preceding case, that the pvn over

which the stringpasses is at the centre of the hyperhola.

Let a be the semi-major axis, 5 the semi-minor axis, the

axis of X horizontal, and y vertical. The- axis of the hyper-

bola being vertical, the equation will be

aV-5y=-a«6l . . . (1)

Construct the triangle of forces cab, in which ai wil' be

parallel to cC; draw cD horizontal, and we have

W:P::ca:al)
wGe: Cc;

which, according to the principles of Conies, beiioiio<*3

W-.P-.-.^.CB: Cc;

or, observing that GB = y, and Dc — x, we have

W: P : -.^y : 4/^M^
;

" -nee

'W^\P'::<^f:f+i}^;

which reduced to an equation, gives

rV+ TFV = PVj^. . . (3)
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According to Conies we also have

179

(3)

Eliminating a and x from these three equations, we find

y = = 0D

A/i_, .P"

EXAMPLES.

60°, what

Fia. 121.

1. In Fig. Ill, if Tr= 50 lbs., A = 30°, Fof
must i'^be for equilibrium ?

2. In Fig. 121, if GAB = 45°

Tr= 60 lbs., what must F
be, acting horizontally, for

equilibrium ? (The value of

i''may be found from the

equation of Article 253, observing that <^ will be

- 45°.)

3. Find the value of F, Fig. Ill, for equilibrium when it

acts parallel to the plane. (Deduce it from the

equation of Article 253.)

4. Similarly, find the value of F, for equilibrium, when
it acts horizontally.

5. In Fig. Ill, if J. = 30°, Tr= 50 lbs., coefiicient of

friction /* = 0.2, the angle ^ = — 5°
; what will

be the value of ^so as to just prevent motion down
the plane; also so that it shall be just on the point of

moving it up the plane 'i
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6. In the same figure, if ^ = 45°, W— 100 lbs., fi =
0.15, what will be the value of JF] acting parallel

to the plane, so as jnst to prevent motion down the

plane.

7. In Fig. 113, if the diameter of the small circle equals

the radius of the larger one, and the remainder of

the larger one be homogeneous, what will be the

greatest inclination of the plane A G that the body

may remain at rest, there bfeing no sliding ?

8. The weight W being 20 lbs., P 15 lbs., in Fig. 116,

the radius of the circle 2 feet, the distance C, from

the centre to the pin, being 4 feet ; required the

angle OGg for equilibrium?

9. In Fig. 116, if 00= Cfc = the radius of the circle,

what will be the relation of P and TF, and the angle

COg, for equilibrium.

10. In Fig. 120, if TF = 100 lbs., P = 25 lbs., 5 = 3 feet,

and 6 = 2, what will be the distance CD for equili-

brium.

EXBEOISES.

1. If a force, equal to the reaction of the plane, be substituted for the

plane, will the body remain in equilibrium ?

2. If a plane is perfectly smooth, can a body remain at rest on it if the

plane has any inclination ? If the body were pressed normall/y

against the plane, would it remain at rest ?

3. In Fig. 112, what will be the position of the disc so that the poten-

tial energy shall be greatest, and what, so that it shall be least ? In

Fig. 113, is the potential energy a maximum, u, minimum, or in-

different ?

4. Is the potential energy of the bar in Fig. 114 a maximum or a mini-

mum ? Similarly, in regard to the bar in Fig. 115 ?

5. When the relations of P to W are such as to secure equilibrium ia

Figs. 117, 118, and 119, will the potential energy be a maximum,

a minimum, or indifferent ?
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6. In Article 363, when Hhe bodies are in eciailibxinm, will the potential

energy be a maxitmim or a minimum ?

7. In Article 262, can the bodies be in equilibrium on the curve, if P
exceeds TF?

S. In Fig. 118, if Wexceeds P, can there be equilibrium at any poiul

of the curve ?

9. In Fig. 115, what is the longest bar that can rest on the bowl and

have one end, A, in the bowL
10. If the planes are equally inclined in Fig. 114, what will be the posi

tion of the bar when in equilibrium ?

11. If the plane AO, Fig. 114, were horizontal and perfectly smooth

what must be the position of the bar for eqnilibiinm i



CHAPTER XII.

AJJALTTICAL METHODS.

264. Analytical Mechanics is generally understood to

refer to that system of analysis in which the equations of

equilibrium, or of motion, are established in reference to

a system of coordinates, and the results obtained by opera-

tions upon those equations. The coordinates most com-

monly used are Rectangular or Polar.

265. Before establishing the general equations, we ob-

serve that when the forces are in a plane they may be

Fia. 132. Fio. 123.

reduced to a single resultant, or to a single couple. Article

194. If they are not in one plane, let P, Fig. 123, be a

force applied at £, and i^ another force applied at A. At
any point A, of the force 7^ introduce two equal and oppo-

site forces, each equal and parallel to P, and as they mutu-

ally destroy each other they will not change the mechanical

condition of the problem. Now, combining P at B with

— P at ^, we have a couple, whose moment is

P.AB;
and the other forces, Pand + P, at A, will have a single
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Fig. 134.

resultant. A similar operation may be performed when
tliere are several forces ; hence, we 'kifer that, when the

forces are not in a plane, they miy be reduced to a single

force and a single couple. This result, however, may be

proved from the following equations.

266. General Case.—Forces may be applied at any or

all the points of a body, and act in all conceivable direc-

tions. The angles which the

action-lines of the forces make

with the axes may be determined

as in Article 157. The origin

of coordinates may be taken at

any point, and the rectangular

axes have any position in refer-

ence to the body or the forces.

The axis of x will be considered

as positive to the right, y posi-

tive upward, and s positive in front of the plane yx.

267. Forces Resolved.—Let the .coordinate axes be

rectangular, and the forces resolved parallel to them.

Let Fi, i^, i^, etc., be the forces,

«i, 02} ''sj 6tc., the angles which the lines of the

forces make respectively with the axis

OX,

A> '^2? /Sg, etc., the corresponding angles with OY,

7ij 78> 73) fitc, the corresponding angles with OZ,

X, Y, Z, the algebraic sum of the components of

the forces parallel respectively to the

axes of X, y, and z,

R, the resultant of all the forces, and

a, h, and o, the angles which it makes with the axes

X, y, z, respectively.
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The components of the forces parallel to the axis of so

will be, according to Article 156,

Jf[ cos Oi, Fi cos 02, Fz cos as, etc., and

E cos a.

These components constitute a system of parallel forces,

which are not confined to one plane, bat are simply paral-

lel to the axis of x. The resultant of any two of the forces,

since they are in one plane, will be their algebraic sum,

Articles 190 and 198 ; or,

Fj, cos Oi+i^ cos Og.

This resultant and a third force will be in one plane,

and, hence, the resultant of this resultant and a third force

will be their algebraic sum ; or,

Fi cos tti+ i^ cos oa + i^ cos Og.

Continuing this process, we finally have for the result-

ant of all the components parallel to the axis of x,

X = F^ cos ob^-VF'i cos o.^ +i^ cos Oj+ etc. = SFcos a

;

which value must equal the tc-component of the result-

ant of all the forces ; hence

X^ Bcosa =SFcoa a.

Proceeding in a similar way with the y and s compo
nents, we have

Y=BcoBb = SFcoB y3,

Z = H cos c = SFaos y.

Squaring and adding, we have

Ii:^ = X-'+Y''+Z^

= (SFcoa of+ {SFcoa ^f+ {XFcos yf.
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The direction of the axis may be determined from the

equations

^ T Z
co8a=-^, cos5 = -g, cosc = -^.

If there is equilibrium we have

B = Q',

.-. X=0; Z = 0; Z=0.

These equations are the same as those for concurrent

forces, Article 161 ; hence, the tendency of a system of

forces, having given intensities and directions of action,

to produce translation will be the same whether they con-

cur or not, and will be independent of the points of appli-

cation of the forces.

268. Moments of the Resolved Forces.

Let

»!, yi, Si be the coordinates of the point of applica-

tion of i^, and a corresponding notation for

the forces JFl, ^, etc.

The component of F^, parallel to the axis of x, will tend

to turn the point of application either to the right or left

about the axis of s (unless it be in the plane xz), and the

arm of the component will be y^ ; hence the moment will

be. Article 164,

Fi cos ffli . j'l

;

and the component of F^, parallel to y, will also tend tc

turn the point of application about the same axis^ z, and

the moment will be

Fi, cos /Si . OBi.

In Fig. 125, the component Fi cos a, tends to turn the



F^oos/.
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and similarly for the others. Hence, we have for equili'

brillnj

Ocos, d = Zy — Yz,

Q cos e = Xz — Zx,

Q cosf= Yx —Xy.

If the given forces are in. equilibrium in reference to

rotation, we have

G = 0;
.-. Zy = Yz,

X3 = Zx.

Yx = Xy;

the last of which may be deduced from the two preceding

by eliminating z.

In many cases it is advisable to find the moments of the

forces directly instead of the moments of the components.

Problems.

269. A cord is secured at thepoints A and C, and sus-

tains a weight attached to it at B / required the tension

of each jpart of the cord,

the weight of the cord he- f '^'-•.c;;:^—-----j--"------;^;:;;^-^*/

ing neglected, and the ^
parts AB and BO hevng O^
unequal. fm. 126.

Let t = the tension of AB,
ti = the tension of BO, and

W = the weight of the body.

Taking the origm of coordinates at any point as B^

V horizontal, and y vertical, and resolving the forces

horizontally and vertically, we have
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X= t COS BAB - ti cosBCD = 0,

Y^t^w. BAD + 4 sin BOD - Tr= 0.

There being only two unknown quantities, the equation of

moments will be unnecessary. If the origin of momenta

be at B, all the moments will vanish.

From the first of these equations we have

t cos BAD = tx cos BCD ;

hence, the horizontal components of the tensions are equal

to each other. From the last equation we have

^ _ cos BCD ^

'^- COB BAD*'''

which, combined with the second equation, gives

_ sec BAD „
- tanBAD +ta.n BCD '

_ sec BCD ™
^ ~ tanBAD -h tan BCD

270. A weight W is attached to a cord DB of given

length andpusliedfrom a vertical wall hy a strut BA of
known length / required the tension, t,

ofthe string, the compression, c, of the

strut, and the ujpward push, F, on

the vertical wall, when there is equili-

hrium.

Let AD be known, and the angles of

the triangle ABD computed.

Take the origin of coordinates at A,

X horizontal, and y vertical, and posi-

tive upward. Eesolving the forces acting at B, we have

(see Article 157),

J>
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X= zi cos (90° +
<f,)

+ c cos (270°+ 0) + Wcos 270°=
;

T= t sin (90° + ^) + c sin (270° +6)+ TTsin 270° =
;

and taking the moments of the forces directly, we have

These reduced, give

— ^ sin ^ + c sin ^ = ;

+ ^cos ^ — (3 cos ^ — Tr= ;

^ . :4Z) sin ^ — IF. J.^ sin ^ = 0.
An

These equations solved, observing that sin ^ = -jy and

. . EB .

«^G = -j^, give

AD sm ^ ^^ '

'=AD^-
In a similar way, resolving the forces c, F, andX at -4,

and we find

F= c cos ^ = =4^ TT:

^°^ '

EB
X=csine = -7-^Tr.

271. T^too braces, or rafters, secured at their lower ends

by a horizontal tie rod, carry a weight W at the povnt

where they meet ; required the vertical action at the sup-

ports, the tension oftlie horizontal tie, and the compres-

sion of the braces.

First, consider the parts as rigid, and determine the re-

lations between the external forces.

Let the braces be equally inclined, then will D, verti-
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cally under W, be midway between A and -B. Also, let

Vi be tlie vertical action of the support at A, and V that

at Ji. . Take the origin of coordinates at A, x horizontal

and y vertical, and we have, from Fig. 128,

Z = Fi cos 90° + TFcos 270° + Fcos 90° = j

r = Fi sin 90° + IFsin 270° + Fsin 90° = ;

UFa ^Vi.O-W.AD + V.AB = 0;

and these give

X=0;
T=V,+ V-W=Q;

SFa = r.A£ -iW.AB = 0',

which readily give

v=iw=ru
hence, each support sustains one-half the load W; a result

readily deduced from the principle of the lever.

A F
Fig. 128.

Secondly, to find the stresses which are transmitted

along the pieces, conceive that a plane JS2'' is passed

through two of the pieces, cutting them at the points F
and JFl Let the part AEF, between the end J. and the

plane section, be removed, and let the forces c and t,

equal to the compression and tension which previously ex-

isted, be substituted. The frame in the new condition

will be in equilibrium, the forces c and t being the unknown
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quantities to be determined from the equations of equili-

brium. The direction of action of these forces is repre-

sented by the arrow lieads, Fig. 129.

The origin of coordinates remaining at A, we have

X = Fcos 90° + Wcos 270° + t cos 180°

+ GcosOAI> = 0,

Y= Fsin 90° + Wsm 270° + t sin 180°

+ csin CAD-0,
2:Fa = r.AB-W.AI)+t.0+ c. = 0;

which give, observing that V= ^W,

— t + ccos, GAD = 0,

-iW+c sin OAD = 0;
and these give

= i TFcosec CAD,
t = ^WcotCAD;

or,

c cos CAD = t,

c sin CAD = iW;
from which it appears that the horizontal component of
the compression on A C equals the tension of the horizon-

tal tie AB, and

The vertical compoTient of the compression on AG
equals the vertical action at A.

In a similar way the stresses on any frame may be de-

termined, provided the plane section does not intersect

more than three acting members. There being three

equations.for equilibrium for forces in one plane, two for

forces, and one for moments, only three unknown quanti-

ties can be determined from them.

272. Remark.—These solutions are given that the stu-

dent may learn the process of establishing the general

equations, and not because the solutions are the shortest
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or the most simple The solutions here given are appar-

ently longer than are necessary, for those quantities and

terms which reduce to zero need not be entered in tht

equations ; but it was thought best, for practice, to enter

every force in each equation. The Analytical method is

not used becajise it makes the solution of a particular

problem shorter than by special methods, but because it

establishes a uniform, method of 'procedure, and also fur-

nishes apowerful method of investigation in more diffi-

cult problems.

273. The preceding problem may be solved by the

following shorter method. Let Cb represent the weight W,

and ba be drawn parallel to BG,
and ad horizontal ; then will ab

represent the compression on

GB, aG = ab = the compres-

sion on GA, and ad the tension

onAB. Gd=db —^W; hence,

we have

Gd cot Gad
;

Fig. 130.

or.

and

or.

ad -

t = I Fcot GAB

;

aG= Cd cosec Gad,

= ^ TTcosec GAB.

EXAMPLES.

In Fig. 126, if W= 100 lbs., AG=5 ft., AB = BC
= 3 ft., what will be the tension of the cord ?

In the same figure, if the length of the cord is 10 ft.,

AG, 5 ft., what must be the length of AB that the

tension of it shall be twice that of BGi
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3. If AB be horizontal, in Fig. 126, and BC inclined, find

the tension on AB and BC.
4. In Fig. 128, ifAB is 20 ft.,DO 10 ft, and 7F500 lbs.,

find the tension on AB and the compression on AV.
5 Esquired the inclination of the rafters, so that the stress

on each will equal the weight W.
6. Required the inclination of the rafters so that the stress

on AB shall equal the weight W.

KXEBCISES.

1 In Fig. 132, if the resultant of F and Fi equals R, and another force

eqnal to M be introduced at the point of concurrence, and another

force equal and opposite to R acting on another part of the body

be also introduced, will the four forces have a single resultant ?

8. If the force R, at the concurrence of F and Fi be removed, will the

three remaiaing forces have a single resultant ?

3. In Fig. 135, if the point of application of the force be in the second

angle, both components will turn the point of application right-

handed ; does the expression for the moments need to be modified

for this case ?

4. In Fig. 1 36, can the cord be drawn into a, straight line when the

weight B is upon it ?

5. If the parts of the cord .4Sand BG are vertical,"what will be the

tension on each part ?

6. If the points of supportA and (7 are not in the same horizontal, while

the inclination of the parts AB and BO remain the same, will

the tension remain the same ?

7. If the weight be moved to and fro on the cord, in what curve will be

the locus of the point B ?

8. In Fig. 138, if the lower ends of the braces, A and B, be moved to-

wards each other, will the compression on the braces be increased

or decreased ? Will the thrust at the lower ends be changed ?

\ What will be the effect upon the_ stresses if the apex be lowered by

lengthening the cord AB?
10. If a vertical strut OD be placed under C, will there be any stress on

the rafters ?



CHAPTEK Xlll.

BTEENGTH OF BAE8 AISTD BEAMS.

274. Strength of Prismatic Bars.—^It has been ob

jerved, Articles 129 and 130, that, if a solid be pulled in

the direction of its length, it will be elongated. We also

know that if the pulling force be sufficiently great, the

bar will be broken.

The strength of solids is determined by experiment.

The most common way of doing it is to take a bar whose

O

Fio. 132.

cross- section is somewhat larger than the section which it

is desired to test, and then turn down a portion near the

middle of the piece to an exact cylinder of definite dia-

meter. The piece is then placed in a powerful machine

and pulled asunder. The total pulling force being mea-

sured, the stress per unit of section is easily computed.

By experimenting upon pieces of different diameters and

lengths, and with different materials, certain generalfacta

or laws have been determined.
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275. Results.

—

The strength ofprismatic bars varies

directly as their cross-section. This is the law assumed

in practice, and it appears to be nearly evident without

experiment ; but, like all other physical laws pertaining

to solids, it is not rigidly exact. It is found that,when
the reduced portion db is very short,the piece is stronger

than when it is longer, but no law for this increase of

strength is known. Bars of small cross-section generally

a/pjpear to be stronger in proportion than those of larger

cross-section, but the difference may be more apparent than

real, for it may be due to the difficulty of producing a pull

exactly in line with the axis of the larger piece, and cross-

strains will generally break a piece more easily than a

direct pull. If, however, the pieces are made small by

being so forged before they are turned, instead of being

turned down from larger pieces, the difference in strength

may be due to the process of manufacture.

When a piece is elongated, its cross-section is contracted.

When the material is ductile, the contraction may be con-

siderable before fracture takes place. Thus, in some ex-

periments upon wrought iron, the cross-section has been

reduced in this way to one-half of its original area.

When the part db, Fig. 132, is very short, the contraction

is much less than when it is longer. The shoulders of the

larger portion appear to aid in resisting the contraction

of the smaller part, and this may account for the increase

of strength above referred to.

276. Modulus of Tenacity.

—

The pull, in pounds,

which will break a bar whose cross-section is one square

inch, is a measure of the tenacity of the v\aterial and is

called The Modttlus of Tenacity. It is represented

byr.
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Mean Values of T.

For wrought iron 45,000 lbs. to 60,000 Ib.i,

For steel 70,000 « to 190,000 "

American cast-iron 20,000 " to 45,000 "

English cast-iron 13,000 " to 25,f 00 "

ABh.{EngUsh)' 15,000 " to 17,000 "

Oak {English) 9,000 " to 15,000 "

277. Formxila for the Tenacity of Solids.

Let

T = the modulus of Tenacity,

P = the pulling force,

S = the area of the cross-section

;

then we have

P = TS.

278. Strength of Beams.—In order to make a formula

for the strength of beams, it is necessary to know the law

of action of the forces within the beam. Within the elas-

tic limits this law is quite perfectly known, but, when a

state bordering on rupture is reached, the law of action is

quite complex, and is not accurately known. But the same

law of resistance is assumed for both cases, and the error,

if any, which results from the assumption is corrected

by means of a constant factor.

279. La-w of Resistance.
—
"When a beam is fixed at

one end and loaded at the free end, as in Fig. 133, the

fibres on the upper side are elongated and on the lower

side, compressed, and there is a surface between the ex-

tended and compressed elements which is neutral, and

is called a neutral surface. It is assumed that the stress

on the fibres varies dii'ectly as their distance from the
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neutral surface. The intersection of the neutral surface

with a vertical, lon^tndinal plane is called the neutral axift.

Fio. 133.

280. Modulus of Rupture.

—

The Modulus of Hup-

ture is the stress at the instant ofrupture on a unit of
a/rea of the cross-seetion which is most remote from the

neutral axis. It is represented by li.

281. Expression for the Moment of Resistance of

Rectangular Beams.—In Eig. 133, let pr be the neutral

axis. Take In = mo ^ ab = do = B. Pass the planes

po and pc, then will the \i!edge pq-noml represent the

total pulling stress, and pq-abod the total pushing or

compressive stress.

Let

b = Im = the breadth of the beam, and

d = la = 'its depth ; then

^bd= Area, j>lmq, and

^libd = the volume of the upper or lower wedge.

The mom,ent of this resistance equals the total resistance

into the distance of the centre of gravity of the wedge

from the neutral surface. The centre of gravity of the
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wedge is at the same distance from the neutral surface as

that of the triangle j?nl; that is ^pl; heuce, the arm of

the resistance is %j>l= %y.^d—^d and the moment is

IBbd.id^^Bbd'^;

and the total moment of resistance of both the upper and

loM er stresses will be twice this value, oi

This expression is true for all rectangular beams whoso,

sides are vertical, whether the beam be fixed at one end,

supported at its ends, or otherwise, and whether the beam

be loaded at one point, several points, or uniformly loaded,

282. Problems.—1. Let a rectangular learn hefixed at

one end, to find a load P, placed on the free end, which

willjust TyreaTc the heam.

In Fig. 133, let l^^^pr = the length of the beam ; then

the moment of P, in reference to the fixed end as the

origin of moments will be

PI;

and this must equal the moment of stress ; hence,

PI = \BW

..P = b'§.. ... (1)

From this equation we find

from which the value of B may be easily computed when

the breaking weight.P and the dimensions of the beam

are known. The value of B has been determined for a

variety of substances, and the results given in tables in
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works on the Resistance of Materials. It is a remarka'

ble fact that the value of R is not the same as T for any

substance.

Equation (1) is true for any stress less than that which

will break the beam. It is customary, in practice, to use

a fractional part of R, called the factor of safety, when
beams are to be proportioned. About \ to \ ofR is used

for wrought iron, -^ for wood, ^ to ^ for cast iron,

which giye for the safe value of R per square inch about

10,000 lbs. to 12,000 lbs. for wrought iron,

1,000 lbs. to 1,200 lbs. for wood,

6,000 lbs. to 6,000 lbs. for cast iron, and

12,000 lbs. to 20,000 lbs. for steel.

Any one of the quantities of equation (1) may be found

when all the others are given.

2. L^t the heam he fixed at one end and uniformly

loaded.

Let W equal the total load ; then will the lever-arm of

the load be the distance from the fixed end B to the centre

of gravity of the load, which

is ^l ; hence, the moment is

and the equation for equili-

brium becomes

3. Zet the heam he sujpported at its ends and loaded in

the middle.

The point where a beam is most liable to break is called

the dangerous section. If the beam at this section ia

strong enough to support the load the beam will not break.

In this problem the dangerous section is at the middle of
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the length; hence, the equation of moments should be

established for this point.

The reaction of each support will be iF, and the arm

of this force, in reference to the middle point of the beam

as an origin of moments, is il, and the moment is

iP.¥,

and the equation becomes

4. Zet the beam be sujpported at its ends and wniformly

loaded.

Each support will sustain one-half the load, or

which acts upward and tends to turn the beam one way.

The arm of this force is ^l in reference to the centre of the

beam taken as the origin of moments, and its moment will be

The load between the middle of the beam and one of the

supports, which is also ^ W, acts downward, tending to

turn the beam in the opposite direction to that of tlie

former force ; and the arm of this force is the distance

from the origin of moments to the centre of gravity of

this load, which is J? ; hence its moment is —^ W. ^l ; and

the resultant moment will be

and the equation for equilibrium becomes
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EXAMPLES.

[It is best to reduce all the linear dimensicms to inches.]

1. A rectangular beam, whose depth is 8 inches, length 8

feet, H = 1,400 lbs., is supported at its ends ; re-

quired the breadth so that it will carry 500 lbs. per

foot of its length. Ans. h = 3^ inches.

2. A rectangular beam is fixed at one end and is required

to carry 1,000 lbs. at the free end ; if ^ = 8 feet,

H = 1,200 lbs., and the depth is four times the

breadth, required the breadth and depth.

3. A rectangular beam, whose length is 12 feet, breadth

2 inches, modulus of rupture 10,000 pounds, is sup-

ported at its ends ; required the depth so that it will

support 8,000 pounds placed at the middle of the

beam.

4. If a beam whose length is 10 feet, breadth 4 inches,

and depth 9 inches, is supported at its ends, and

broken by a weight of 20,000 pounds placed at the

middle of its length, what is the value of ^ ?

5. A beam whose breadth is 1^ inches, depth 3f inches,

is supported at its ends and loaded at the middle

with 10,000 pounds ; what must be its length so

that the stress on the outermost fibres shall be 20,000

pounds ?

6. A beam whose length is 15 feet, breadth 6 inches, and

depth 12 inches, is supported at its ends ; required

the load, uniformly distributed, which it will safely

support, calling the safe value of i? 12,000 pounds.

7. Au iron beam, two inches square, projects horizontally

from a wall ; what must be its length to break it-

self at the wall, the value of li being 30,000 poundSj

and the weight of the material being J pound pet

cubic inch?



CHAPTER XrV.

MOTION OF A PABTICLE ON AN INCLINED PLAHB.

283. Tofind theformulasfor the inovement ofajpartv

ale down an inclinedplane hy the action of gravity, ali

resista/nces heing neglected.

Let

AO he the plane,

W= the weight of the particle,

jP= the component of the force of gravity par-

allel to the plane,

5 = the distance over which the body moves in

the time t,

V = the velocity acquired in the time t, and

= 0A£ = the angle of elevation of the plane.

The force of gravity resolved parallel to the plane gives

^= TTsin ^,

which, being constant, will, ac-

cording to Article 60, produce a

constant acceleration, the value of

which may be fonnd by Article

86, and is
.. isi.
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This value ofj^ in the equations of Ai-ticle 24, gives

v = fftsm4>, . . . (1)

« = V2ffs sin <}), . . . (2)

8 = igf sin
<f>,

. . . (3)

^=\/^- •••(*)^ gsin<l>
^

Let 8 = AC, then, from the figure, we have

ssin ^ = ^0,
which, substituted in equation (2), gives

v = V2g.B0,

which equals the velocity acquired in falling through a ver-

tical height £C. Since a similar result will follow from a

plane having any inclination, and hence, from several suc-

cessive planes having different inclinations, it follows that

the velocity acquired by a particle in falMng from one

jpoimt to another when there are tio resistances, will he in-

dependent ofth-epath over which it moves, and will equal

the velocity acquired infaJMng vertically through a height

equal to the height of onepoint above the other.

This result also follows directly from the principles of

Kinetic Energy, for the energy imparted by gravity equals

the weight of the body into the height through which it acts.

The formulas of this article may be deduced from those

of Article 247, by supposing that one of the bodies van-

ishes.

284. Initial Velocity.—If the body is projected down
the plane, or, in other words, has an initial velocity v^ at

the instant t begins to be reckoned, we have,

V = Va+ gt sin 0,

8=^Vat + \gf sin ^

;

f^ = v^-T ^gssin
(f>.
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and, if the body be projected up the plane with a velocity

Vq, we have

V ^Vo — gi sin 0,

s = Vat — ^gf sin ^.

t? =.v^ — 2gs sin ^,

Problems.

285. The times of descent down all chords ofa vertical

circle, which pass through either extremity of a vertical

diameter, are the same.

Let AOB be the circle, and AG any chord drawn

through A. According to equation (4) of Article 283, the

time of descent down AG will be

t = V;
'iAG

gsm<j)

Draw GB, then will the angle

AGB be right, for it is inscribed in

a semicircle. The angle ^ is the com-

plement of CAB ; hence,

sm 6 = cos J. = -ttt*^ AB^
which, substituted in the preceding equation, gives

/2Z5'=v—.

which is not only constant, but is the time of falling

vertically through the diameter AB.

286. Find the straight line from a given point to a

given vnclimsdplane, down which a hody will descend in

the least time.
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Let^ be the point and 5C the plane. Through A draw

a vertical line AO, and on it take at such a point that

a circle described with the radius OA shall be tangent to

BG; then will the chord -.li?, drawn from the upper ex-

tremity A of the diameter, to the point of tangency D, be

the required line. For, all other lines drawn from A tc

the right line will be secants of the circle, and, accord-

ing to the preceding article, the times of descent down

the internal portions will be the same, and hence, the time

of descent down the whole line will be greater than that

down AD.

[To find the centre of the circle, draw a horizontal line AB,
which line will be tangent to the circle, and bisect the angle B by

the line OB ; the point of intersection, 0, of the Unes A and

BO, will be the centre required. Prom the property of tangents,

B-4wiU equal P2J.]

287. Tojmd the straight line of quickest descent from
one ci/rde to miother, the centres of the circles being in the

same vertical Une, and one tangent to the other internally.

LetA be the point of tangency. Draw any secant A.D (7j
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and draw BG. On aB as a diameter, draw the circla

jhB, and draw the chord ah. The angles G and 5 will be

right, for each is inscribed in a semicircle, and ah will ba

parallel to BG. The time of descent from Bio G will bo

the same as from a to h, which is the same as from aio B;
hence, the time of descent from any point of the circle

whose centre is O, down the external portion of the secant

drawn from A through a point B to the external circle, is

constant and equal to that down the vertical aB. If B
is a given point on the circle ABa, then Z>6'' will be the

line of quickest descent. If the common tangent is at the

lowest point of the circles, at B, and G the given point

;

draw the secant BG, and Gb will be the required line.

288. Tofind the straight line of quickest descent from
a given circle to a gimen line.

Let AEB be the circle, and GB the line. Through A
draw the horizontal line A G, make GB equal to A G, and

draw AB ; the line required will be EB.

Fio. 138.

289. Tofind the line ofquickest descentfrdm a straight

line to a given circle.

Let GB be the line and AEB the circle. Draw the

horizontal tangentA G; make GB = AG; draw BA, and

BE will be the required line.
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290. Fiiid the time of descent down a rough, inclined

•plane.

Let the forces be resolved as in Fig. 131, and /i be the

coefficient of friction. The normal pressure will be

JSf— PTcos^,

and the resistance due to friction wiU be

At TTcos ^

;

hence, the eff(«'.tive moving force will be

TF"sin ^ — fi Woos ^
= (sin (^ — /i cos ^) W;

and the conntant acceleration will be

/=(sin^-/icos^)^;

which, scbscituted in the equations of Article 24, gives

V = (sin ^— /i cos ^)gt, .... (1)

V = V'2(sin ^ — /A cos <f>)gs, ... (2)

s = f(sin <f>
— fi cos ^)gf. ... (3)

291. Approximate Formulas.—Substitute the values

of the E/ine and cosine in the preceding value of^ and we

have

rBG AB\. (BO AB\

but, when the angle A is small, AB may be considered as

equal 1o -4. 67, and ^C' -f- ^6' will be the grade (a term

which is in common use in Railroad Engineering). Let 7

"je ths grade, and the formula becomes

en«' ve have
v = {y - it')gt, (1)

«='/2(7-/.)^s, .... (2)

« = K7-/*)i7^'- (3)
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292. Formulas adapted to the movement of cars on

planes of small inclination.

The grade is commonly given in feet per mile. Let h

be the elevation per mile, then

_ h
'^ ~ 5280

'

and the friction may be taken at 7.6 lbs. per ton gross

;

hence,

- JA. - J_

.

'^ - 2240 ~ 300 '

and the formulas become, vdth sufScient accuracy,

v = ^^{h-l7.e)t,. . . (1)

« = 1\/(A-17.6>,. . . (2)

* = 3F8(^-1^-^)^- •
• (^)

if the body has a velocity, the distance it will move on

a horizontal plane, in being brought to rest, may be found

by making h= o, in the second of these equations, and the

time of the movement, from the first, after making A = o

in that equation ; hence we will have for this case

t = 9-^ (nearly), . . . • (4)

s = 4.6^* (very nearly). . . (5)

EXAMPLES.

1. A smooth inclined plane is 100 feet long ; what must

be its inclination that the time of descent of a parti

ele down it shall be 5 seconds ?
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2. A body is projected up a smooth plane whose slope (that

is its inclination with the horizontal) is 45 degrees,

with a velocity of 50 feet per second ; find its posi-

tion at the end of 3 seconds; five seconds; ten

seconds.

3. A body starts from rest at the top of an inclined plane

whose length is 100 feet, and height 20 feet ; with

what velocity must a body be projected .up the plane

from its foot in order to meet the former one at the

middle of the plane ?

4. Find the line of quickest descent from a point with-

out a circle to the circumference of the circle.

5. A train of cars starts from rest on an inclined plane

and runs down it by the force of gravity only ; the

grade being 40 feet to the mile and the coefficient of

friction -j^, what will be its velocity at the end of

one mile ?

6i A car starts from the upper end of an inclined plane

whose length is one-half of a mile, and grade 50 feet

per mile, coefficient of friction 3^,), and runs down

the plane ; how far will it go on a succeeding hori-

zontal plane before being brought to rest, the coeffi-

cient of friction remaining constant ?

7. In the preceding example, required the time of the

movement down the plane; also the time on the

horizontal plane.

S. Kequired the height of a plane which is 1,200 feet long,

so that a car starting at rest from the upper end of it,

and running down shall go just 1,000 feet on a suc-

• ceeding horizontal plane, the coefficient of friction

being ^h-
9. Suppose that there is an available height of 25 feet foi
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an inclined plane, required its length so that a body

descending it shall go just 800 feet on a succeeding

horizontal plane, the coeflBcient of friction being ^^

[The examples from 5 to 9 inclusive may be solved by the for

mulas of the last article. The resistance of the air, and the

effect of the rolling mass in the wheels, is neglected. In tlio

formulas of the preceding article, t is in seconds, v in feet pei

second, a id « in feet.]



CHAPTEE XV.

PBOJECTELBS.

293. A Projectile is a body thrown into space anJ

acted upon by gravity. It is important in the art of Gun-

nery ; but the solution of problems in that Art pertain-

ing to the flight of the projectile, to be of any value, in-

volves the resistance of the air, and this element so com-

plicates the problem that its solution will not be attempted

in this work. Some interesting properties may, however,

be easily 'determined by assuming that the body moves in

a vacuum ; and it will be found that the formulas thus

deduced are of practical value in the science of Hydro-

dynamics.

294. The path of a jprojectile is the line which it de-

scribes. This assumes that the body is a particle, but if

the size be considered, we would say that it is the line dcr

Bcribed by the centre of its mass.

The horizontal range of a projectile is the distance

A B, Fig. 139, from the point A, where the body is pro-

jected, to the point £, where the path crosses the horizon

tal plane passing through A.

295. The path described by a projectile in a vacu-
um is a parabola.

Let A be the point from which the projection is made,

AB the line of projection, and v the velocity of projection.

In a certain time, t, the body will have moved a certain

distance, AB, under the action of the impulse only;

hence,
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AB = Vt.

In the same time it would have moved a distance AD =-,

5C under the action of gravity only ; or

When both motions are simultaneous, it will be at the

point C, at the end of the time t. Eliminating t from

these equations, gives

2?/
AE":

9
AD.

Let h = the height through which a body must fall in

E
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according to the last equation, is the parameter of the

parabola to the diameter AB. Let EO be the directrix

of the parabola, then will the velocity be equal to that

due to a fall through a vertical height EA ; or,

'o=\/^.EA.

291. To find the position of the focus. LetE be the

focus, and AZ be drawn horizontally. According to a

property of the parabola, the tangent AB makes equal

angles with the diameterAD and the line AEdvavn from

the focus to the point of tangency ; hence,

BAE= JAD
= EAB = 90°-£AZ;

therefore the angle between the tangent to the path, and

the line from the point of tangency to the focus, is the

complement of the angle of elevation of projection.

The distance AE— EA, is, according to the preceding

article,

hence, when the velocity of projection and the angle of
elevation are given, thefocus can befound.

298. To find the equation

of the path when referred to

rectangular axes.

Let A be the point of pro-

jbction, and P the position of

the body at the end of a time t.

Take the origin of coordinates

at A, X horizontal, and y vertical,

coordinates of P being

EA =

Let a = EAF. Tho
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AF=x, FP = y,

we have,

AE= vt,

AF=^ vt cos a = oj, (1)

EF= vt sin a,

EP = \gf,

.:FP=vtsm.a — ^gf = y ... (2)

Eliminating t from equations (1) and (2) gives

y = 0! tan a — f ,
zy* cos^ a

a?= a; tan a — -rj a— (3)

which is the required equation.

299, To find the range AB. Making y = in equa

tion (3), we have

x = 0,

and
ic = 4A cos a sin a= 2A sin 2a = AB.

- 300. To find the Time of Flight. Substitute the

value of AB, given in the preceding article, in equation

(1) of Article 298, and we find

4A sin a v sin a
t = = n •

V g

301. To find the greatest height m the path.

—

It will be vertically over 1), the middle point of AB.
From Article 299 we find

AB = 2A cos a sin a

;

which, substituted for x in equation (3) of Article 298,

gives
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802. Greatest Range.

—

Tofmd the angle of elevation

of the projectile which will give the greatest range.

This requires that the value of AB, in Article 299.

Bhall be a maximum ; hence,

sin 2a = 1

.-. a = 45°.

303. Greatest Height.

—

Tojmd the angle of elevation

of projection which shall give the greatest height. This

requires that the value of CD, Article 301, shall be a

maximum; hence,

sin^ a = 1

.-. a = 90°

;

that is, the projection must be vertical.

304. Equal Ranges.—Since the sine of an angle equals

Fig. 141.

the sine of its supplement, the value of AB^ Article 299,

will be the same

for sin 2a, as for sin (180° — 2a)

;

hence, the range will be the same for the angles

o, and 90° — a
;

that is, if the angles of elevation of two projectiles be tho

complements of each other, and have the same initial

velocity, their ranges will be equal to each other.
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305. Range on an Inclined Plane.—i^ an inclined

plane, OB, passes through the point of projection, it ia

required tofind the range on the plane.

Let the angle BO C= <fi, then will

CB = y ^^x tan <j),

and this value of y, substitiited in equation (3) of Article

298, gives

^ „ 2v' cos a sin (a — A)m= 00= )
—

;

^ cos 9
therefore,

OB = OCsec 4>
= 2^cosasin(a-.^)_

gcosr<p

When the projectile is moving in a vacuum, gravity is the

only force which acts upon it.

306. Problems.—1. I'H.nd the equation of the path

when the hody isprojected horizontally.

Y In this case a = in equation (3) of

Article 298 ; hence we have

If y be taken positive downwards, we
have

Fia. 142. "^ ^= ^y.

2. When the hody is projected horizontally, fi/nd thi

range BC on a horizontal plane helow the point of p^'O-

jection, and the time offidght.

Let AB = 2/i. Substitute yi for y in the preceding

equation, and solve for x, and we find

B0=x = 2Vhyi.

The time of flight will be that necessary to move the
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horizontal distance ^Cwith the velocity v. Let t be the

time, then

V

3. To Jmd the velocity a/nd angle of elevation so that a

projectile shaUpass through two points whose coordinates

are known.

Let sc^ and yi be the coordinates of one point, x^ and y^

the coordinates of the other, and. these substituted for

X and y respectively in equation (3) of Article 298, give

y, = a^tana-j^^;

y,= .^tana-^^^.

Eliminating h gives

t^n a =y^^^y^
!
— «l)'

Eliminating tan a, gives

4: cos' ai^iPCi — y^)'

hence,

v= V2gh = - a/
" 2 cos a Y

2goaia)2{oii2 — a^)

EXAMPLES.

1. A body is projected with a velocity of 5g at an angle of

elevation of 45° to the horizon;- determine the

range and greatest height.
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2. A Dody is projected horizontally with a velocity equal

to that acquired by a body falling through a height

of 15 feet; required the range BG^ Fig. 142, on a

plane 12 feet below the point of projection.

3. The horizontal range of a projectile is 1,000 feet, arnl

time of flight 15 seconds ; required the angle of

elevation, velocity of projection, and greatest alti-

tude.

Ans. a = 74° 33' 9".

V = 250.29 feet.

A = 904.69 feet.

4. A body projected at an angle of elevation of 45° has a

horizontal range of 25,000 feet ; required the velocity

of projection, the greatest altitude, and time of flight.

Ans. V = 896 feet.

A = 6,250 feet.

^ = 39 + seconds.

5. The horizontal range of a projectile is four times its

greatest height ; required the angle of elevation.

6. A body is projected from the top of a tower 150 feet

high, at an angle of elevation of 45°, with a velocity

of 75 feet per second ; required the range on the

horizontal plane passing through its foot.

7. The eaves of a house are 25 feet from the ground, and

the roof is inclined at an angle of 30° to the horizon,

the ridge being 32 feet from the ground ; find whore

a smooth sphere sliding down the roof will strike the

ground.

8. A body passes through two points whose coordinates

are x^ = 400 feet, y^ — 60 feet, ajj =- 600 feet, and

2/2 = 50 feet ; find the velocity, angle of elevation,

horizontal range, and time of flight.
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The effect of the resistance of the air may be illus-

trated by the fact that a certain ball being pro-

jected with a velocity of 1,000 feet per second in the

air, its range was found to be about 5,000 feet, instead

of 31,250 feet, as it would have been in a vacuum.

EXERCISES.

1. A body is projected verticaJly upwards ; what will be its range 7

3. A ship is sailing due east at the rate of 5 miles per hour ; if two

bodies are projected from the ship at the same angle of elevation,

one in au easterly direction and the other in a westerly direction,

will the range of the projectiles be the same ?

3. If a ship sails at the rate of 15 miles per hour, and a body be thrown

from it in au opposite direction with a. velocity of 11 feet per

second, required the actual velocity of projection.

4. Considering the rotation of the earth, wiU the range of a projectile

be the same if it be fired in a westerly direction that it will if

fired in an easterly direction ?

6. If a projectile be struck horizontally, when at its highest point, by

another body, will it reach the horizontal plane in the same time

as if it had not been struck ?

6. If two particles be projected from the same point with the same

velecity, but the angle of elevation of one is as much above 45° as

the other is below it, will their ranges on a horizontal plane be the

same?

7. If two bodies are projected from the same point on a smooth hori-

zontal plane, with different velocities, and in different directions,

show that the straight line which joins them alwayi moves paral-

lel to itself.
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CENTRAL FORCES.

307, A Central Force is one which acts directly to-

wards or from a point. The point is called the centre ol

the force. The body may move directly towards or from

the centre, or it may move about it in a curved path, called

the oriit. The latter is the one commonly understood

when central forces are referred to. Thus, the centre of

the sun is considered as the centre of the attractive force

which acts upon the planets, and the planets move in orbits

about the sun. Similarly, the centre of tJie earth is con-

sidered as the centre of the force which acts upon the

moon, and causes it to move in its orbit. When a stone is

whirled in a sling, the centre of the force which continu-

ally pulls upon the body is at the point where the string

is held by the liand.

[In the case of the sun and planets, the centre about which

they revolve is not the centre of the sun, but a point which is at

the common centre of the system, and which is relatively near

the centre of the sun.]

308. Centripetal Force is a name given to that central

force which acts towards the centre. It is either attract-

ive, or of the nature of a pull. Thus, the attractive force

of the sun upon the planets, and of the primary planets

upon their secondaries, is centripetal. The pull of the

string upon the body whirled in a sling is centripetal.

The cohesive force of the metal in a fly-wheel, which
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prevent;^ the rim from flying away from the centre, is of

the same nature.

309. "When a body moves in an orbit, the centrvpetal

force constantly draws the body away from the straight

line in which it tends to move. According to the fiest

LAW of motion, the body would move in a straight line if

it were not acted upon by any force, bnt by the constant

action of the central force, it moves in a curved line. The

straight line in which the body tends to move, is a tangent

to the orbit, as DG, Fig. 143.

310. The Orbit.—If a body at rest.be left to the action

of a central force, it will move directly towards or from

that centre. The same will be true if it be projected

directly towards or from the centre. In such cases the

orbit is a straight line passing through the centre of the

force.

Thus, if there were a hole through the earth so that a

body could move from surface to surface, a body placed in

the hole, or thrown direct-

ly towards or from the

centre of the earth, would

move under the action of

a central force, and the

path would be a straight

line.

But if the body be pro-

jected at an angle with

the line joining the body

and the centre of force,

it will move in a curved path. The orbits of ah tne

planets are ellipses, with the sun at one of the foci.

Thus, if ADB be an ellipse, representing an orbit of a

Fig. 143.
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planet, C and C the foci, then will the sun be at one of

the latter points in reference to the orbit. It is generally

assnmed that comets move in parabolic orbits, the sun be-

ing at the focus. This is done so as to simplify the com-

putations for determining their positions.

311. To find the orhit it is necessary to know the law

of action of the central force, and the position, velocity,

and direction of motion of the body at some point in the

orbit. In the solar system the force varies inversely as

the square of the distance from the centre. See Article

65. The complete investigation of this subject properly

belongs to higher mathematics, and we shall consider, in

this chapter, onlj' that case in which the orbit is a circle.

312. Centrifugal Force.—This is a name given to a

force which is equal and opposite to that which deflects

the body from a tangent to the curve. If the body moves

in the arc of a circle it will be equal and opposite to the

centripetal force. If the orbit is not a circle the central

force will act at an oblique angle to the tangent at nearly

every point of the path. In Fig. 143, let the body be

at D, and the centre of the force at G. Let DF repre-

sent the magnitude of the force, and let it be resolved

into two forces, one, EF, parallel to the tangent, the

other, DE, perpendicular to the tangent. If the body is

moving in the direction DG, the component EB^ will re-

tard the motion ; if in the opposite direction, the motion

will be accelerated ; but in either case the component DE
pulls the body directly away fr(jm the tangent. Then will

the centrifugal force be equal and opposite to the normal

component DE.

[The idea is often conveyed that the centrifugal and doflectijig

forces act upon the moving body at the same time, but such i»
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not the case ; for, if they did, they would exactly neutralize each

other, and the body would move in a straight line. Thus, when
a train of cars runs around a curve, the forces under which the

body moves are the propelling force of the steam and the deflect-

ing force of the track. The deflecting force is eentrvpetal. Tha
BO-called centrifugal foi-ee is exactly equal and opposite, and is a

measure, in the contrary direction, of the pressure exerted by the

rails of the track. If we consider the deflecting force as acting

between the rail and wheel, then wiQ the action of the force upon

the wheel be centripetal, and the reaction, or pressure outward

against the rail, be centrifugal. Some have also stated that the

centrifugal force is that which causes the body to fly away, or

to tend to fly away, from the centre, as if there were an active

force radially outward, due to the revolution. But there reaUy

is no such force in this case. The body tends to go in a straight

line, tangent to its path. Cut the string of a sKng, or let go of

one string, and the body starts off in a straight line. The term

centrifugal is not so objectionable as the idea which it has been

made to represent.]

Motion in the Circumference of a Circle.

313. To find the value of the central force when

the hody describes the arc of a circle. Conceive that the

body is held by a string fastened to a fixed point at the

centre of the circle ; it is proposed to find the tension of

the string as the body moves along the circumference.

To solve this problem, first consider the conditions by

which a body may be made to move over the successive

sides of an inscribed regular polygon with a uniform

velocity, liei ABCD, etc., be a regular inscribed poly-

gon. If a particle moves over the side AB with a uni-

form velocity, it is required to determine the direction

and magnitude of an impulse applied at B, that shall

cause the body to move along the side ^Cwith the same

velocity that it did along AB.
Since the velocity is to be uniform, the sides AB and
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BG will be proportional to the velocities along those

sides; and the velocity along the chord ^(7 will be the

resultant of that along AB, and

of that produced by the re-

quired impulse. On AB and

BC, as sides, construct the

rhombus ABCF; then will

the diagonal BF be propor-

tional to the velocity which

must be produced by the re-

quired impulse, and will also

represent the direction in which

the impulse must act. See Ar-

ticles 14 and 15.Fia. 144.

Let

I= AB = BO^ the length of a side of the poly-

gon;

8 = BF; r = OB = the radius of the circle

;

t = the time of moving over a side of the polygon

;

V = the velocity with which the particle moves

;

m = the mass of the particle
;

Q = the value of the impulse ; and

Vi = the velocity imparted by the impulse.

The diagonal ^i'' bisects the angle ABC and passes

through the centre of the circle. Prolong it to G, and

draw the chords GG and AG. The similar right angled

triangles BGG and BFG give

BE_BG
BG~ BG'

Oi,

I ~2r'
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.:s = -.
r

Multiply both sides of this equation bym and divide by

(?, and it may be written

s ?

t r '

which gives

—- = m-. . . . (1)

According to Article 122, the first member of this equa-

tion is the force which, acting during a time t (the time of

moving over one side of the polygon), will produce the re-

quired velocity v^ ; that is, we have

/'=—• . . . (2)

But, in order that the motion shall be along the straight

line £C, the velocity Vi must be produced in an instant.

Let ^' be the force which will produce the velocity Vi in

an element of time At ; then, according to Articles 122

and 124, we have

F' = ^^ = -^. ... (3)MM
If this force acts upon the particle at all the angles of

the polygon, the particle will describe the successive sides

of the polygon with a uniform velocity.

The second member of equation (1) is independent of

the number of sides of the polygon, and, hence, for the

same circle and a constant velocity, the ratio of Vi to t in

the first member will remain constant. If the number of
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sides of the polygon be increased, the velocity remaining

constant, the time of describing a side will be diminished,

hence, Vi, equations (2) and (3), will decrease, and F', in

equation (3), will also decrease. Let the number cf sides

of the polygon be increased until the element of time jj,

during which F' acts, is the same as that occupied by the

particle in describing one of the sides of the polygon, and

let Avi be the velocity which it will produce in that time;

then will the value of F' be

At

and since At, Av^, and v are simultaneous quantities, equa-

tion (1) becomes

F' = m^=^m-. . . (4)
At '>'

Under these conditions the particle describes the sides

of a polygon of an indefinitely large number of sides with

a^ uniform velocity. But the limit of the polygons is the

circle ; the limit of the fraction—^
is, according to equa-

tion (4), the constant quantity — ; and the limit of F' is

some constant, whose value equals the limiting value of

the second member of equation (4). But what is eon-

ttantly true of a value as it ap2)roaches a limit indefin-

itely, is true of the limit ; hence, calling f the limiting

value of F' , we have, for the value of f, lohen the motion

is in the arc of a circle,

which is the constant force which acts towards the centre
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It follows from this equation that the deflecting force
varies directly as the mass of the hody and the squa/re of
its velocity, and inversely as the radius of the circle.

314. Tojmd the value of the central force in terms of
the Angular Velocity,

Let CO = the angular velocity, then

V = ro);

and equation (5) becomes

f= mr^.

315. Tofind the value of the Centripetal Force in terms

of the time of a comjoiete revolution.

The time of a complete revolution is called the Periodic

time of the motion.

Let T =^ the periodic time ; then

vT='2i'irr;

''" = ^;
which, substituted in equation (5) of Ai'ticle 313, gives

316. Centrifugal Force of Bodies of finite size.

—

Let m^, m^, etc., be the masses of the particles of the body,

/"i, r^, etc., be their respective distances from the axis of

rovolution, Mih.e total mass of the body, and r the point

at. which, if the whole mass of the body were concentrated,

the ccntrifuga'j. force would remain the same ; then m d

have
Mra> = (rn^ri + mir^+ etc^m— a^mr;

_ _ Smr
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hence, according to Article 216, the centrifugalforce will

he the same as if the whole mass of the iodj/ were concen-

trated at its centre ofgravity and revolved with the same

angular velocity.

Problems.

317. Find the centrifugal force on the equator due to

the revohition of the earth on its axis.

The time of the revolution of the earth on its axis is

T= 86,164 seconds of mean solar time ;* the equatorial

radius of the earth is 20,923,161 feet ;t and tt = 3.14159.

These values in the equation of Article 315 give

/= 0.1112m.

The force of gravity exceeds this value ; for it is found

that a body on the equator weighs (see page 32),

W—mg = 32.0902OT;

hence, if the earth did not rotate, and other things re-

mained as at present, a body would weigh

Wi = F +/= 32.2014OT.

We also have

/_ _ 0.1112m _ 1

Vi ~ 32.2014m ~ 289
°®^^^^

'

hence, the rotation of the earth causes a diminution of the

weight of bodies ; the diminution on the equato- being -^^

of their original weight.

318. I?i what time WMst the earth revolve so that lodics

on the equator will weigh nothing f

* The earth makes a complete revolution in leas than 24 hoars metis

time,

f See foot note on page 33.
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Let 7\ be the required time, then will^ in Article 315,

equal Wi, and we have

and dividing the equation of Article 315 by this equation,

calling T the periodic time of the revolution of the earth,

we have

Wj, r« 289

•'• ^'^^m ^=^^=^^- 2*"^- *2Asec.

319. Tojmd the central {oentrijpetal) force necessary to

Iceep the moon in its orbit.

The mean time of the periodic motion of the moon is

T= 2,360,585 seconds ; and the mean distance of the

moon from the centre of the earth is 60.361 B,, in which

R is the mean radius of the earth. Calling It = 20,897,-

500 feet and substituting these quantities in the equation

of Article 315, gives, for a unit of mass,

f= 0.0089.

320, What is theforce of gravity at the moon ?

The force of gravity varies inversely as the square of the

distance from the centre of the earth. (See Article 65.)

Calling tlie mean value of g at the surface of the earth

32.246, we have

32.246 _nooRo

If the data in the two preceding problems were correct

in every particular, the results should be exactly alike,

that is, /'= g'. In this way Sir Isaac Newton tested the

law of ITniveesal Gravitation.
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321. A locomotive wJiose weight isW ions runs around

a horizontal curve whose radius is rfeet, with a velocity

of V miles per hour ; required the centrifugal force y

that is, the pressure against the outer rail.

These quantities, reduced to the units of equation (5),

Article 313,—that is, to feet, pounds, aud seconds—and

substituted in that equation, give

/=
2,000 W /J280_

\^

\60x60 /

,„. W(intons)xVHi7im.pr.h.).,-,= 130
Y-.
———— i lbs., nearly.

r \in feet)
' '

322. To find the elevation of the outer rail so that

the resultantpressure ofa locomotive, as it passes around

a curve, will he perpendicular to theplane of the track.

Let DS represent the weight,

W, of the locomotive, aud EFihe
centrifugal force ; then will DF
be the resultant of these forces.

The elevation of the outer rail

must be such that Z>i''will be per-

pendicular to the line joining the

tops of the rails, which, in prac-

tice, will be parallel to the line A O. Draw AB horizontal

and CB vertical.

Let 5 — AB; h^= BG; ?• = the radius of the curve;

and V = the velocity of the locomotive.

Then the similar triangles DEF and ABC give

DE:EF::AB:BC\
or.

W:f::h:h;
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•••*=4*.

Sabstitute the value of yj equation (5), Article 313, and
W= mg, and we have

, v" h

g r'

in which v and g are both measured in feet per second, and

b and r in feet. In practice, the elevation is usually so

small that b is taken equal to AC, the gauge of the track.

It will be seen that the elevation is independent of the

weight of the body, and that it varies as the square of the

velocity.

323. To determine the motion of a Conical Pendu-
lum.—A conical pendulum is a heavy body revolving

about a vertical axis. The governor of a

steam engine is an example. The forces

which act upon the body B are the force

of gravity, which equals the weight of the

body, the tension of the piece BA, and

the force which produces the rotation-

Let the body be at rest and a force, equal

to the centrifugal force, act upon the

body ; then will the relation of the parts

be the same as before.

Let TF = Bh, and resolve it into two forces, one, Bo,

horizontal ; the other, be, parallel to BA ; then will the

former represent the centrifugal force, and the latter the

tension on BA. Let 7n = the mass of the body and v its

velocity, then, accoi-ding to Article 313,

^ 1?

BC AB sm ^

Fig. 146.
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EXAMPLES.

1 . A body revolves about a point in a horizontal plane to

wbich it is attached by means of a cord ; required

the velocity of the body so that the tension on the

cord shall be twice the weight of the body.

2 In the preceding example, if the radins of the circle is

2 yards, what must be the number of revolutions per

minute so that the tension on the string will be three

times the vreight of the body ?

3 A. body is attached to a point by means of a cord 2 feet

long, and revolves uniformly in a vertical circle ; re-

quired the number of revolutions per minute so that

the tension of the cord shall be zero when the body

is at the highest point of the circle.

4. In the preceding example, what will be the tension of

the cord when the body is at the lowest point of the

circle ?

5. A body is placed on the inside of the rim of a wheel

which revolves about a vertical axis ; if the weight

of the body is TT, the radius of the wheel B, and the

coefficient of friction fi, what must be the number of

revolutions of the wheel per minute so that the fric-

tion due to the centrifugal force will just prevent

the body from sliding vertically downward ?

6. A body is in a radial groove in a horizontal disc, ana

attached to the centre of the disc by means of a

string 30 inches long. The disc is revolved about a

vertical axis through its centre at the rate of 2&0

revolutions per minute ; the coefficient of frictiim

between the body and disc being 0.15, what will b<?

the tension of the string, the groove being radial.
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7. A car runs around a curve whose radius is 2,500 feet

;

if the rails are in a horizontal plane, and a body rests

on the floor of the car between which and the bodj'

the coefficient of friction is 0.10, what must be the

velocity of the ear in miles per hour so that the body

will be just on the point of sliding outward ?

8. What must be the elevation of the outer rail so that a

car, moving on a curve whose radius is 3,000 feet,

with a velocity of 30 miles per hour, shall press

equally upon both rails, the distance between the rails

being 4 feet 8 inches.

9. A. weight is suspended from a point in the roof of a

car by means of a string 6 feet long ; the car runs

around a curve, whose radius is 4,000 feet, at the

rate of 40 miles per hour ; how much will the string

deviate from a vertical on account of the deflecting

force ?

10. In Fig. 14f), if J.5 is 15 inches, and the body makes

100 revolutions per minute, find the angle BA C,

and the distances ^6' and BG.
11. In Fig. 146, if the resistance which the centrifugal

force has to overcome is 4 lbs., acting horizontally

when reduced to the point B, the weight of ^ 5 lbs.,

and the length AB, 14 inches ; what must be the

number of revolutions per minute so that the resist-

ance will be overcome when the angle BAG is

1 degrees ?

12. If a grindstone whose diameter is 4 feet, thickness 4

inches, tenacity 600 pounds per square inch, revolves

about an axis through its centre, how many revolu-

tions must it make per minute to produce rupture

along a diameter, no allowance being made foi

the eye.
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EXEECI8ES.

I. If a body moves in a curved line wUch is not the arc of a oirclo

under tli§ action, of a central force, will the deviatirg force be the

same as the central force ?

8. Why wUl the water in a rotating vessel be highest around the out-

side of the vessel ? Will this be true of anything besides water
;

as grain, or pebbles ?

3. If the rotation of the earth were to cease, about how much would

the water in the ocean be raised at the poles, and how much would

it be depressed at the equator, the earth being considered as fluid ?

4. Does the centrifugal force have any effect upon bodies or particles

below the surface of the earth, as in a deep mine, for instance ?

5. If the earth were a hollow sphere and water were thrown into the

hoUow, where would it come to rest ?

6. If the earth were to revolve on its axis once in 84 minutes, what

would happen to bodies on the equator ? Would the cohesion of

the parts prevent their being thrown off ?

7. If the moon retained a circular orbit, but should revolve around the

earth every 15 days, would it be nearer or more remote from the

earth than at present ?

8. Why do those planets near the sun go around it in less time thai

those more remote ?

9. Does elevating the outer rail destroy the centrifugal force of a mov-

ing train ?

10. Water is put on the face of a grindstone and the stone revolved so

rapidly that the water flies off ; does it go off radially or tau-

geutially ?

II. Do the centripetal or centrifugal forces have anything to do with

the velocity with which the stone leaves the sling ?

13. Clothes may be partially dried by placing them within a perforated

vessel which is made to revolve very rapidly ; explain the principle.

13. Are bodies at the poles of the earth affected in their weight on ac-

count of the rotation of the earth ? Show why they weigh more

there than they would if the earth ceased to rotate ?

1^ If a train of cars runs around a circular track in which both raila

are in the same lionzontal plane, is there any danger of the can

being overturned by the centrifugal force ?



CHAPTEE XVII.

BOLTJTION OF PEOBLEMS IN WHICH THE INTENSIIT OF THH

FOECE VAEIES DIEECTLT AS THE DISTANCE FEOM THF

CENTEE OF THE FOECE, AND IS ATTEACTIVE.

324. When a perfectly elastic solid is pulled or com-

pressed, or distorted in any manner, the force which resists

distortion varies directly as the amount of distortion, if the

elastic limits are not exceeded. See Article 131. This

law, in which the force varies directly as the distance,

holds good in several other problems.

Oeneral Formulas.

325. To find the Velocity.

—

Ifa iody sta/rtsfrom rest

and is acted upon iy aforce which varies directly as the

distancefrom the centre of the force / required the velo-

city of the hody when it reaches the centre of the force,

and also the velocity at anypoint of the path.

Let A, Fig. 147, be the origin of the force, JB the point

where the particle starts, and the

line AB the path along which the

particle moves. Erect ^SC to re-

present the intensity of the force

at B, and draw the straight Unc

AC; then will any ordinate be

represent the force acting npon

the particle when it is at i. The body, starting fi-om rest

at B, will be constantly accelerated until it arrives at A

,

Pio. 147.
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hut the rate of acceleration will continually decreasefrom
B to A, because the force decreases in intensity.

To represent the velocitj' approximately by a geometri-

cal construction, divide the space AB, Fig. 148, into equal

small spaces, Bf, fg, gh, etc., and erect ordinates, fa, go,

he, etc. Consider the force as constant while the particle

is passing from B tof, and represented by the arithmeti-

cal mean between BO &nAfa. This force will produce a

certain velocity, which represent by Bm. Draw non par-

allel to AB, and at n, where it intersects af prolonged,

Fio. 148.

draw no to represent the velocity produced by i(a/+ eg),

and draw op parallel to AB, to meet eg prolonged at p,

and so on. The points B, n, jp, etc., will be the vertices

of a polygon ; and by reducing the spaces Bf, fg, etc., in-

definitely, the polygon will approach a curve, BD, as a

limit. Any ordinate to this curve, as hd. Fig. 149, will

rejpresent the velocity of the particle when it has reached

the point h of its path.

Tofind aformulafor the velocity, ler

11 = the intensity of the force at a unit's distancd

from the centre of the force

;

«^ = AB = the distance of the particle from A
when motion begins

;
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5 = Ah = any distance from A
;

V =: the velocity of the particle at b
;

Vi = the velocity of the particle at A ; and

m = the mass of the particle
;

then will

r}Sa= BG ^= the intensity of the force at B; and

rjs =-ic = the intensity of the force at i.

The work done by the force npon the particle while

moving it from B to A, will be represented by the trian-

gle ABG, see Article 96, and hence, will be

which will impart to the body an amount of kinetic energy

expressed by

and

^^i=\/^so; • • . (1)

hence, the velocity at the centre of the force will vary

directly as the distance over which the hody moves, and

directly as the square root of the intensity of the force at

a units distancefrom the centre of theforce.

The work done while moving from hio A will be

heiice, the work done in passing from B toh will be the

difference of these, or,

^{sa' — s')= ^1^

;

,.« = \/^i/.^^=7, . . (2)

which gives the velocity at any point of the path.
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The last eqxiation may be -written

WA? + r]S^ := tjSq^'; . . • (3)

and since v and s are variables, and all the other quanti-

ties constants, it is the equation of an ellipse. Hence, the

curve BDE, Fig. 149, is an ellipse, of which the semi

axis AB is So, and that of AD is found by making s =: o,

and finding the value of v. This value of v becomes Vi,

and is

AB /5,m
as given in equation (1).

After the particle arrives at A it will, by virtue of the

kinetic energy of the body, pass that point and move on

until the force at A overcomes the energy, when it will

stop and return. The distance ^^will equal AB. The

entire distance BE is called the amplitude. This motion

is called oscillatoi-y or vibratory.

326. To find the time of the movement of a particle

from, any distance to the centre of the force, when the

force varies directly as the distancefrom the centre.

Equation (2) of the preceding article may be written

s^ — ^ = — i?\

which may be represented by a right-angled triangle, in

which So is the hypothenuse, s one side, andy — v, the other

side. If with ^ as a centre, and a radius AD = s^, a

quadrant be described, then will BD, the sine of the arc

CD to the radius of the arc, and AB, the cosine of the
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same arc, constantly represent the relation between the

space s, and the \ — times the velocity v.

The velocity is constantly varying ; hence, at any instantj

we have, according to Article 10,

At =—1

V
(1)

in which ^s i^ ^^^ increment of space passed over in the

corresponding increment of time. In Fig. 151, let AJJ

Iq, HB = s, and AB = V.

V

On the line DB, take Di to represent As, and draw ia

parallel to A£ to meet the tangent Da drawn through Z>.

The triangles Dba and AjBD are similar, having the sides

of the one perpendicular respectively to the sides of the

other. Hence, we have

AB-.AD-.-.m-.Ba;
or

/m
\/ — v:so::A3:Da;
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,.m = ^ls,^; . (2)

which, combined with equation (1), gives

^«= \/^«o-2?;

hence,

— Da

'"/J^o. ... (3)

If Da be diminished indefinitely, it will approach the

arc as a limit ; hence, an element of the time equals an

element of the arc divided by v/ — Sq 5 and the time of

passing from O to A will equal the quadrant CDE,

divi'ded hy y HL Sg. Let ^ be the required time, then
TO

Hence, this remarkable result, that the time of the tnove-

ment ofa particlefrom anypoim.t to the centre oftheforce,
when the force varies directly as the distance from the

centre, is independent of the distance. The times, there-

fore, are isochronous.

Hence, also, the time will be the samefor all distances

from the centre y and for the same body it will vary in-

versely as the square root of the intensity of the force at

a units distancefrom the centre of theforce.

Let t = the time of moving through the amplitude
;

then /—
t^^t.^-rrt!^. ... (5)
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Problems.

327. Simple Pendulum.

—

A simple peTidulum is a

material particle, suspended by a mathematical line, and

swinging under the action of gravity.

Let O be the point of suspension, P the position of the

particle, and w = m,g the weight of the particle. Resolve

the weight w into two components, one, ha, parallel to

OP ; the other, Ph, perpendicu-

lar to OP, which will also be tan-

gent to tlie arc BA. The line

OA being vertical, the angle

haP will equal that at 0. The

component aib will be resisted by

the tension of the cord OP, and

the motion will be produced by

the component hP- We have

hP = w sin a,

= mg sin O,

AP

when the angle O is small. As OP is a constant radius,

it follows that, for small angles of oscillations, the moving

force varies directly as the distance AP, of the particle

from the lowest point A. Hence, the time of an oscilla-

tion may be determined from equation (5). For this pur-

pose we must find the value of t). We have

AP

•vw
Fio. 153.

bP
mg OP _ mg

'^- AP AP ~ OP
which, substituted in equation (5), and making OP = I,

gives
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^ 9

which is the value given in Article 67. In practice a

compound pendulum is always used.

328. Compound Pendulum.—Any body of finite size,

vibrating under the action of gravity, is a compound pen-

dulum. It is shown, both by analysis and by experiment,

that there are always two points in a compound pen-

dulum, about which the body will oscillate in the

same time, and the distance between these points is

the length of an equivalent simple pendulum.

Thus, if the body be suspended at A, and the num-
ber of vibrations be noted, then there is another

point, B, at which, if it be suspended, it will vibrate

in the same time, and the distance AB will be the fio. isa

length of the equivalent simple pendulum. The
point A is called the centre of suspension and J? the cen-

tre of oscillation. It requires very accurate measurements^

and very close observations to determine the length of the

pendulum which oscillates in a certain time, but it has been

foimd many times in different places and the results have

been recorded. Having found this result, the length of a

pendulum which will oscillate once in a second may be

found as follows

:

Let Zg = the length of the pendulum which will oscillate

once in a second ; then, according to the equation of the

preceding article, we have

v/5.
1 sec.

9

Dividing this equation by the former one, and solving

for l„ gives
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:

From the preceding eqiiatioa we have

g — tr'l,;

by means of which the acceleration due to gra-vity may bo

found.

329. Length of the Second's Pendulum.

Table giving the Length of the Second's Pendulum ai

DIFFERENT PlAOES ON THE EaETH, AND THE AcOELBE-

ATION DUE TO GeAVITY AT THOSE PlACES.
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Let the clock on the surface of the earth indicate mean

solar time, then in one day it indicates 86,4:00 seconds

;

when taken to a height above the earth, the vibrations of

the pendulum will be slower, because the force of gravity

will be less.

Let iV"= 86,400, Ni = the number of seconds indicated

by the clock when at a height h,t=^ the time of one vibra-

tion on the surface, t^ = the time of one vibration at the

height h, and r = the radius of the earth. The length of

the pendulum remaining the same, we have

But

hence,

^''*''-'-V~g'-V9.'-''N-'-N^

N,^
r+h'

which, subtracted from iV^, gives

r+h

N
T

The quantity JV— iV^ is called the rate of the clock.

The quantities r and h must be of the same denomination.
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If the loss in a day be known we may find the height,

for we find

331. To find the time in -which a body would pass
through the earth from surface to surface, if it could

passfreely without resistances, the earth ieing considered

as homogeneous.

If the earth were a homogeneous sphere, the attractive

force would vary directly as the distance from the centre

of the earth ; see Article Y8. Hence,

if r be the radius of the earth, we
have

_ f^g

,

which, substituted in equation (5),

Article 326, gives

^ 9
(1)

and in equation (1) of Article 325, gives

v-^ = Vgr • • • (2)

Equation (1), compared with the value of t in Article

327, shows that the time requiredfor the particle to pass

thro%i,gh the earth equals the time of one oscillation,

through a small a/rc, of a simple pendulum whose length

eg-iials the radi^^s of the earth.

Equation (3) of Article 72 gives v —V2gh ; which, cora^

pared with equation (2) above, shows that the velocity at

the centre of the earth will equal i^Vi times the velocity

acquired iy a hody fallvngfreely through a distance equal

to the radius of the earth, under the action ofa constant
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fm'ce equal to the force of gravity at the surface of the

earth.

332. Vibration of an Elastic Bar.—Let AB be a

prismatic bar, having a weight P suspended at its lower

end. If the weight be pushed up or down
slightly, or be struck, or in any other manner

be disturbed in a vertical direction, it will oscil-

late up and down ; but, in the case of a solid

bar, the oscillation will be small. The longi-

tudinal vibrations of rubber, coiled springs,

and the like, may readily be seen.

Transverse vibrations, which really follow

the same law, may readily be seen in the case ^pp
of solid bars, as may be illustrated by a tuning ^lo. 155.

fork.

Suppose that AB is the length of the bar when P ia

suspended at its lower end, and that by some means it is

elongated to h. When the disturbing force is removed

the elastic force in the bar will pull the weight up and the

end will pass the point B and rise to some point as c, in

which condition the bar will be in a state of compression.

The weight will then descend to h, and thus produce a

vertical oscillation. Let a force F elongate the bar from

B to h, and let Bi = \, then, according to the equation of

Article 131, we have

F=^\; ... (1)

in which F, K, and I are constants, hence, the elongation, Xj,

varies directly as the pulling force, F. The force neces-

sary to produce an elongation equal to unity, will be

- = v = ^^; ... (2)
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which, suhstituted in equation (3 ) of Article 325, making

gj = \j gives

or, substituting the value of J^, gives

in which, if m = JP-i-g, we have

«. = xV^- . • • W
Let X be the elongation due to P, and w^e have

v, = \^Jl. . . . (5)

The value of t), equation (2), substituted in equation (5) of

Article 326, gives

/ml I Fl
EK~ ^ gEK

= T\/^; (6)

hence, the time of an oscillation is independent of the

amount of elongation produced by the distui-bing force F.

EXAMPLES.

1. What is the length of a pendulum which will vibrate

twice in a second ?

2. What is the length of a pendulum which will vibrate

once in two seconds?

3. A pendulum whose length is 39.1 inches, vibrates
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86,420 times in a day ; how much must it be length-

ened to vibrate once each second ?

4. A. second's penduhim carried to the top of a mountain

lost 45.5 seconds in a day ; required the height of

the mountain.

5. A pebble is suspended by a fine thread two feet long

;

required the time of making 5 oscillations.

6. If the radius of the earth be 20,923,161 feet, and g at

the surface is 32.0902 feet, what would be the velo-

city of a body as it passes the centre of the earth if

it could pass freely through it ?

7. In the pi;eceding example, what would be the time of

passing from surface to surface ?

8. A prismatic bar, whose cross-section is J of a square

inch, length 5 feet, coefficient of elasticity 28,000,000

lbs., has two weights suspended at its lower ends,

one of 1,000 lbs. and the other of 3,000 lbs. The

latter weight suddenly drops off ; required the max-

imum velocity imparted to the remaining weight by
the elastic action of the bar.

9. Required the time of one vibration in the preceding

example.

[In these problems the mass of the bar is neglected.]



CHAPTER XVIII.

GEITEEAL PE0PEETIE8 OF FLUIDS.

333. A fltiid is a substance in which its particles are

free to move among themselves ; as air, water, alcohol, etc,

A perfectfluid is a substance in which the particles are

perfectly free to move among themselves, there being no

friction nor cohesion between them, and in which the least

force will move any particle in reference to surrounding

particles. No such substance is known to exist. Even in

the most volatile gas its particles are supposed to offer

some resistance between themselves. But the hypothesis

of perfect fluidity leads to results which are useful in de-

termining certain formulas applicable to imperfect fluids.

An imperfect or viscous fluid is one in which there is a

resistance between its particles. There are all grades of

viscosity, from that of the most volatile gas to that of solid

bodies. Mons. Tresca, a French physicist, proved that

even certain solids, as steel and iron, were somewhat vis-

cous. If steel be subjected to an immense pressure by a

blunt tool, the metal, in the immediate vicinity of the

place pressed, appears to flow like thick tar, or molasses,

when eithei is pressed at a point on the surface. Several

aiinor plates, ten or twelve inches thick, which had been

struck by cannon balls, were at the Centennial Exhibition,

and were excellent examples of the viscosity of metals.

There are two classes of fluids: liquids and gaseous

bodies ; the latter of which includes permanent gases and

vapors, and are called aeriform bodies.
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334. A liquid is afluid iu which there is a slight cohe-

sion between its particles. Water is taken as a type of

liquids. The Greek word for water is "vBap, hence the

science of the statical equilibrium of fluids is called Hydro-

statics, and of their motion, Hydrodynamics.

A perfect liquid is a perfect fluid in which there is no

cohesion nor repulsion between its particles. The hypo-

thesis of perfect fluidity is assumed unless otherwise stated.

335. Aeriform bodies are those in which the particles

mutually repel each other.

If a vessel, made of elastic material, or provided with a

piston, be filled with a gas and then enlarged, the gas will

constantly fill the vessel. There is no known limit to the

expansion of a gas. The space which it occupies depends

upon the pressure to which it is subjected.

336. Forces in the Three States of Matter,—The
particles which constitute a body act upon each other by

forces of attraction and repulsion. Supposing that both

forces exist at the same time, the three states of matter

—

solid, liquid, and gaseous-—may be defined by the relations

which these forces bear to each other. Thiis, a solid is a

body in which the force of attraction greatly exceeds that

of i-epulsion ; a liquid, one in which the force of attrac-

tion equals that of repulsion ; and a gaseous body, one in

which the repulsion constantly exceeds the attraction.

Many solids may be reduced to liquids by means of heat

;

the amount of heat depending upon the degree of attrac-

tion existing between the particles. Thus, ice, lead, zinc,

u'on, etc., are examples ; and in some cases a substance

uiay be made to assume the three states, of which carbonic

acid is a well-known type. The repulsive force may be

considered as the effect of heat.
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337. Law of Equal Piessuies.—Thepressure at any

point of a perfect fluid at rest is equal in all directions.

If it were not equal in every direction the particle at

that point would move in the direction of the resultant of

the forces.

338. Normal Pressure.— The pressure of a perfect

Jktid at rest upon the surface of a vessel which contains

it is normal to the surface.

For, if it were not, it could be resolved into two com-

ponents, one of which would be tangential to the surface

and the other normal to it, and the former would produce

motion.

339. Equal Transmission of Pressures.— Tf a vessel

contain a perfect fluid at rest, and the fluid he destitute

of weight, thepressure will he the same at allpoints within

the vessel.

For the pressure against the fluid arises from the reac-

tion of the sides of the vessel which contains the fluid, and if

there was a greater pressure at any point above than at any

other point, motion would result. Gases are so light, that,

for small quantities under pressure, their weight may gen-

erally be neglected. Liquids would be without weight if

subjected to the conditions given in Article 77.

340. The pressure upon the lowerpart of a vessel which

contavfis a heavy fluid is greater tha/n that at the tipper

part.

A heavy fluid is one that has weight. The force of

gravity acts downward on each particle, producing a down-

ward pressure. This will be equally transmitted to every

point below it, but not above it ; hence, the pressure below

any particular particle will exceed the pressure above it.

The downward pressure follows the same general law as
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that of a pile of blocks ; the pressure increases from the

top to the bottom.

341. In a hea/vy, perfact fluid, every pressv/re, excejyt

that due to the weight, will he transmitted to every part

of the vessel without diminution of intensity.

This may be shown experimentally by means of a closed

vessel provided with pistons, as in Fig. 156. Let the ves-

sel be filled with a fluid and the pressure upon the pistons

be noted. Then, if any piston be pressed inward it will

be found that, to prevent the other pistons from moving

ontward, the same pressure per square inch must be

applied to them as to the first piston. In other words, the

pressure per square inch will be the same on all the pis-

tons after deducting that due to the weight of the fluid.

Fia. 15S.

342. Vertical Pressures.—The difference "between tfis

pressures on the top and bottom, of a vertical prismatic

vessel, filled with a hea/vy, perfect fluid; equals the weight

oftheflAJbid.

Let the narrow strip ah, Fig. 157, represent a vertical

prism. If there is a downward pressure on the top at a,

it will, bythe principles of equal transmission, be trans-

mitted without diminution of intensity to h. The weight
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of the particles will also press downward, and since the

fluid is supposed to be perfect, the entire weight will be sup-

ported by the base i. Hence, the pressure at I) will equal

the downward pressure at a plus the weight of the fluid.

As a result of this proposition, it follows that, if there is

no pressure at a, the pressure at h will equal the weight of

the fluid in the prism. If the vessel is filled with a gas it

must be closed, and there will necessarily be a pressure at

a, but in the case of a liquid there is not necessarily any

pressure at that point.

343. In Fig. 157, the vertical pressure upon the base at

c is of the same intensity as that at i ; for the pressure at

h will be transmitted horizontally to c, but at c it will act

vertically. The pressure at_/ will be less tlian that at c by

the weight of the fluid in the prism _/c ; hence, the pres-

sure on a portion of the surface at _/ will equal the weight

of a prism of the fluid having for its base the area at_/,

and for its height the distance of the point f below the

top of the fluid, plies the downward pressure upon the

same area at the top of 1/he vessel.

The pressure upon the base of a vessel containing a

heavy, perfectfluid is independent of theform of the ves-

sel, and equals the weight of a prism of the fluid having

for its hase the hose of tlie vessel, and for its altitude the

altitude of the vessel, T^lvis apressv/re upon each unit of
the hase equal to the pressure per unit upon the uppev

Let S — the area of the base of the vessel

;

a = the altitude of the vessel

;

8 = the weight per unit of volume of the fluid

;

p = the pressure per unit on the top surface of the

fluid ; and
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P = the total pressure upon the hase
j

then

P = la8-\-p8.

344. Resultant pressure against the inside of a ves-

sel containing a heavyfluid.
In Fig. 157, if the points d and e are in the same liori-

zontal, and directly opposite to each other, the pressure

upon them will be equal and opposite, and similarly for

all other pairs of points on the inside of the vessel ; hence

the resultant pressure upon the whole in-

terior surface is zero.

If a hole be cut in one side of the vessel,

then, as the fluid is being discharged, there

will be no pressure on that part of the ves-

sel, and the pressure on the part directly

opposite will tend to move the vessel in the

direction of the pressure. If the vessel be

suspended by a small cord the effect of this

pressure may be observed.

It is on this principle that sky-rockets are

sent into the air. The pressure due to the

burning of the powder acts upward against the rocket, and

downward against the air, and the former pressure raises

the rocket.

345. Resolved Pressxares.—Let the normal pressui-c

on ABGD be imiform and equal

to P per unit, and let Q be the in-

clination of the surface to the

vortical ; then will the horizontal

component of the pressure per

unit be

Pi = p cos e

Fig. 1B8.

Fia. 169l
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Let S = area ABCB, and S^ = the projection of the

area on a vertical plane passing through AB ; then

and the normal pressure upon the surface Si will be

Fi.S\ = Pcosd.Scos.d;

hence, the liorizontal component of the pressure against

an ohlique surface equals the horizontalpressure against

the verticalprojection of the same surface.

346. Resultant Pressure on a solid body immersed
in a heavy fluid.—The resultant of the horizontal pres-

sures will be zero ; for the pressure on one side of the

body projected in a vertical plane (Article 345) will equal

that on the other side projected on the same plane.

If the body be divided into small vertical prisms oc, the

vertical component of the pressure at c will exceed that at

b by an amount equal to the weight of a

prism of the fluid whose volume equals

that of the prism he (Article 342). Hence,

resultant upward pressure upon the lody

equals the weight of a quantity of the

liquid of the same volume as that of the
FlQ. 160. ,., -r,.! t PI 1 Til

soUd. ir the weight or the body be less

than this pressure, the body will ascend, as is the case with

a balloon rising in tlie air, and light wood rising in water;

but if the body be heavier than an equal volume of the

fluid it will fall in it, as in the case of bodies falling in the

air, or a stone sinking in water.

347. Thepoint of application of the resultant pressure

will be at the centre of gravity of the solid, considered as

a homogeneous fluid. If the solid be not homogeneous,

its centre of gravity will not coincide with the centre of

pressure, and if such a body be placed in the fluid so that
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c n

its centre of gravity and the centre of pressure are not in

the same vertical, the body will rotate more or less as it

rises or falls in the fluid ; for the two forces constitute a

couple (Article 183), or a couple and a single force (Arti-

cles 188, 192). If such a body is not spherical, the com-

bined motions of rotation and translation will generally

cause the body to describe a curved path.

848. Equilibrium of Fluids of Different Densities.

—

If tioo fluids which do not mix hejplaced in two open ves-

sels which communicate with each other, the heights to

which they will stand above their com/mon hase will he in-

verselyproportional to their densities.

Let CaJ)B be the vessel, A the common
base, G the surface of one fluid and B that

of the other. The portion AD will be in

equilibrium, hence the pressure of BD will

equal that of GA.

Let S = the density of the liquid in BD,
\ = the density of the liquid in GA,

h = the height BD, and

Ai = the height GA.

The pressure upon a unit of area of

the section at A, due to the fluid in BD, will

be (Articles 342, 343)

ghh,

and the pressure due to that m. AG will be

but, there being equilibrium, we have

glh = g^Jh ;

h _8i

-» =

Fiu 161.
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This proposition does not apply to the case in which one

of the fluids is lighter than air, for the vessel containing

the lighter fluid must be closed at the top.

EXAMPLES.

1. A rectangular closed box, whose depth is 1 ft., breadth

2 ft., and length 3 ft., is filled with a fluid. A cylin-

drical piston, whose diameter is one inch, is fitted

into the top of the box ; required the pressure on

the bottom and sides of the box which would result

from a pressure of 20 lbs. on the piston.

2. If a vessel whose base is 6 square inches and height 8

inches, is filled with water, what will be the pressure

upon the base, calling the weight of water 62^ lbs.

per cubic foot ?

3. The lower part of a vessel is a cylinder whose diameter

is 8 inches and height 6 inches ; the upper part is

also a cylinder whose diameter is 6 inches, and height

4 inches, the vessel is filled with water and subjected

to a pressure of 100 lbs. on its upper surface ; required

the pressure on the base.

4. A cubic foot of woed that weighs 35 lbs. is placed in a

vessel of water which weighs 63 lbs. per cubic foot,

and the body is prevented from rising by a string

fastened to the bottom of the vessel ; required the

tension of the string.

5. In the preceding example, if the body is free to rise,

and there were no resistance to motion from the fluid,

what would be its velocity when it has risen 50 feet?

[The acceleratioi] may be found by Article 86 and the velocity

by equation (3), Article 34. The result, however, is of no prac-

tical value, for the resistance of the liquid will be ooDsiderable,

varying nearly as the square of the velocity.]
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6. If a cubic block of stone, whose edges are each IJ ft

and weight ISO lbs. per cubic foot, is suspended ir

water and held by a cord, what will be the tension

of the cord, the water weighing 62^ lbs. per cubic

foot ?

7. One half of a prismatic bar is composed of wood and

the other half of iron ; the iron being 8 times aa

heavy as the wood, and the whole immersed in a

liquid whose weight is 65 lbs. per cubic foot, at what

distance from the middle must a cord be attached so

that the bar may rest in a horizontal position ?

8. If a prismatic tube is bent as in Fig. 161, and filled

with mercury to a height DA, how many inches of

water must be placed in the tube AC \.o depress the

mercury three inches, the weight of mercury being

13^ times that of water.

EXEECISES.

1. If a vessel filled wdth water were placed at rest in a hollow space at

the centre of the earth (see Article 77), and the vessel should sud-

denly vanish, would the liquid disperse ? would it remain in the

same form as that of the vessel before it vanished ?

2. In the preceding exercise, if the vessel were fiUed with a gas, what

would become of it if the vessel should vanish ?

3. If a pail were filled with tar would the pressure on the bottom of the

pail equal the weight of the tar ?

4. How much less wiU a heavy body weigh in air than it wOl :'n a

vacuum ?

6. What mast be the weight of a body so that it will neither rise ooi

fall in oil?



CHAPTEK XIX.

SPEOIFIO GEAVITT.

349. Definitions.—The specific gravity of a body is the

ratio of the weight of the body to the weight of an equal

volume of some other body taken as a standard. The

specific gravity of the standard is taken as unity.

Distilled water is generally taken as the standard of

comparison for solids and liquids, and atmospheric air for

aeriform bodies, but both of these substances change their

volume for every change of temperature and of pressure.

It is necessary to fix a standard temperature and pressure.

Some writers have assumed 60° F. for the standard tem-

perature for water, while others have taken it at 38.75° F.,

assuming that water at that temperature has its maxi-

mum density. We will assume the latter as the tempera-

ture for the standard, althougli the exact temperature cor-

responding to the maximum density of water is not

positively known, it being fixed by some at 38.85° F., and

by others at 39.101° F. The pressure of the air is deter-

mined by means of a barometer, and, at the level of the

sea, equals that of a column of mercury about 29.92 inches

high. When the pressure and temperature are known, the

specific gravity may be reduced to tlie standard.

The specific gravity of air at 32° F., with the barometer

at 30 inches, is about ij^, water being unity. The exact

relation being established, all substances, including gases

and vapors, may be compared directly with water as a

standard.
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[The term density, as used in Mechanics, is not identical with

that of specific gramty, although the ratio of the specific gravi-

ties of two bodies is the same as that of their densities. The

specific gravity of a uubic foot of distilled water is unity, but ita

density is 63i lbs. -> 33^, see Article 85.]

350. To find the Specific Gravity of a Body more
dense than that of Water.—Weigh the body in a vacunm

and Ihen in the standard water ; let

w = the former weight and Wi tlie lat-

ter ; tlien, according to Article 346, tlie

weight of a quantity of water equal in

volume to that of the body will be

w w-,. Fio. 168.

and, according to the preceding article, the specific gravity

will be

w;

w Wl

absolute weight

loss of weight

'

351. To find the Specific Gravity of a Body lesa

dense than Water.—Attach it to a body B, which will

cause it to sink in the water, and let

w = the absolute weight of the given body,

M^i = the absolute weight of the body B,

Wi — the absolute weight of both bodies,

Wi — the weight of B in water, and

W2 = the weight of the combined bodies in water.

Then

Wi — w{ = loss of weight of B,

w^ — Wi = loss of both bodies, and

(•Wg — Wi) — {Wi^ — Wi) = loss of weight due to the

given body, which equals the weight of a mass of water of
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the same volume as that of the given body. Substitute iu

this expression

Wi = w + Wi,

and it becomes

w + Wi — W2

w
W + Wi — Wi'

352. To find the Specific Gravity of a Liqmd.—
Weigh a body in a vacuum, the water, and in the required

liquid.

' Let w = the weight of the body in a vacuum,

w^ = the weight of the same body in water, and

w^ = the weight of the same body in the liquid

;

then

10 — 101=^ the weight of an equal volume of water,

and

?^> — M)2 = tlie weight of an equal volume of the

liquid

;

but the volumes being equal, we have, from the deiinition,

w — W2
s = -.

W — Wi

If an empty bottle, whose weight is w, weighs, when filled

with water, Wi, and, when filled with the liquid, W2, we

have

s— — ;

Wi — w

which is the same as the preceding formula.

353. To find the absolute Weight of a Body.—
Weigh the body in air and in water.
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Let Wi = tlie weight in air,

W2 = the weight in water, and

w = the required weight in a vacuum

;

then

w — Wi = the weight of a mass of air equal in

volume to that of the lody, and

M) — tOg = the weight of an equal volume of water

;

then, if s be the specific gravity of air compai-ed with

water as a standard, we have

w — w,
S = i,

W — W2

1—5
But as s is very smajll, less than tj-J^t, the value of w foi

most solids will be very nearly equal to io^ ; hence, for

most practical purposes, the weight in air may be used in-

Btead of the absolute weight.

354. Specific Gravity of a Soluble Body.—Find its

specific gravity' in respect to some liquid in which it is not

soluble, then find tlie specific gravity of the liquid in

reference to water. Let

s = the specific gravity of the liquid in reference

to water;

Sj = the specific gravity of the substance in refer-

ence to the liquid ; and

Sj = the specific gravity of the substance in refer-

ence to water

;

then

«2 = Si.s;

for if the body is Si times as heavy as the liquid, and the

liquid s times as heavy as water, then will the substance

be «i times « times as heavy as water.
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355. Specific Gravity of the Air.—Wtigh a large

globe which is filled with air. Exhanst the air as com-

pletely as possible, the degree of exhaustion being deter-

mined by a barometric column, and weigh again. Weigh

the same filled with water. Determine the total weight

of the air originally in the vessel, and divide it by the

weight of the water.

This explanation is intended to give only a very crude

idea of how it may be determined. In determining the

specific gravity accurately there are many details, a de-

scription of which is not suited to this work.

Hydrometers, or Areometers.

356. Instruments for determining, the specific gravity of

fluids, are called Hydrometers, or Areometers. They are

cf two kinds, one in which the weight is constant and the

other in which the volume is constant.

357. Areometer of Constant Weight.—When the

same instrument is placed in liquids of different densities it

will sink to different depths, because the weight

"^ of the volumes displaced must constantly equal

the weight of the instrument.. In Fig. 163, let

= "" CD be a tube of uniform size, B a hollow ball,

and^ a small vessel containing mercury, so as to

make the instrument stand upright in the fluid.

To graduate the stem, place sufiicient mer-

cury in the vessel A so as to _make the instru-

ment float to some definite point and mark it

1.0. Then float the instrument in a liquid whose

specific gravity is known to be 1.1 and mark the

point to which it sinks 1.1. Divide the intermediate space

into 10 equal divisions, and continue the divisions both

(1.9-

0.1
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above and below as far as desired. This method of equal

divisions is not exactly correct, as may be seen from the

following formula. Let

V= the volume of the part immersed in water

;

V = the volume included between two consecutive

divisions of the stem

;

Di = the density of water

;

D = the density of the liquid

;

X = the nambor of divisions between the point

marked for water, and the surface when it

floats in the liquid, and

s = the specific gravity of the liquid.

Since the weights of the liquids displaced are constant, we
have

gDir=gI){r-vx)
r

•'• * -A ~ F- TO ~T^' X
V

Let the instrument be immersed in a liquid of known
specific gravity, say 1.1, and call it s^, and let aj = 10 for

the space observed, and call its value a!io ; then we find

from the preceding formula

y si

Substituting this value in the preceding equation gives

«1
7^0

—

^

and letting a; = 1, 2, 3, etc., the values of the specific grav
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ity corresponding to the successive spaces may be com-

puted and marked on the scale ; or, if desired, the specific

gravities may be assumed and the spaces, x, computed.

358. Nicholson's Hydrometer.—This is an areometer

of constant volume. It consists of a hollow brass cylinder

A, having a small basket, £, at the lower end

and carrying a small scale pan, ^ at the upper

end. At (7 is a small vessel of mercury to

make the instrument float upright. Sufficient

mercury is placed in the vessel so that with 500

grains in the pan, ^, the instrument will sink

to a given notch, D. This instrument may be

used for determining the specific gravity of solids

or liquids. If the solid- is lighter than water,

Fig. 164.
(^jje vesscl at B is inverted so as to force the body

down into the liquid.

To find the specific 'gravity of a solid, place a small

quantity of it in the pan E and add weights sufficient to

sink the instrument to D. Then place the substance in

the basket B, and the additional weights necessary to sink

the instrument to the same mark will be the weight of an

equal volume of water. Let

w = the weight necessary to sink the instrument

to D in pure water

;

«?! = the weight which must be added to the sub-

stance to sink the instrument to tlie same-

point, when the substance is in the jiau -E\

Wi = the weights in the pan E, whan the substance

is in the basket J3, necessary to sink it to

the same point, and

3 = the specific gravity of the substance.
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Then
w — Wi = the weight of the substance in air,

W7g — lOi = the loss of weight of the substance in water

;

.'. s =
Wi — Wi

To find the specific gravity of a liquid. Sink the in-

strument to the same depth, J), in water and in the liquid,

and let

W= the weight of the instrument,

w = the weight in the pan £ when in water, and

Wi = the weight in the pan when in the liquid
;

then

W+w'

Problems.

359. Mechanical Combinations.

—

Tofi/itd the weights

of the constituents in a mechanical composition when the

specific gravities of the compound and the constituents

a/re Tfiown.

This is a general statement of the noted problem solved

by Archimedes, in which he determined the respective

amounts of gold and silver in King Hiero's crown.

Let w, Wi, Wi, be the weights of the compound and con-

stituents respectively'

;

«, «!, Sg, their respective specific gravities ; and

V, Vi, V2, their respective volumes.

In mechanical combinations we have

W — Wi + Wil . . . (1)

v = Vi + Vi. . . . (2)
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But
w = gBv ; Wj, = gD{Ox ; w^ = gD^v-^ ; . (3)

which, combined with equation (2), gives

D~ dC^D^ • '
^^^

or since their specific gravities are as their densities,

^^^+^. ... (6)

which, combined with equation (1), gives

fe — s)si

_ (Si — S)S2
^^ " (si — Si)S

^*

360. Chemical Combination.

—

l^wo fiuids whose vol-

umes are v and v^, and specifio gravities s a/nd Si respect-

ively, on being mixed, contract - thpnrt ofthe sum oftheif

volumes ; required the specific gravity of the mixture.

Let Si = the specific gravity required, and

S = the weight of a unit of volume of water.

IE there were no condensation the volume after mixture

would be

v + v^;

but, on account of the condensation, it will bo

(i-^-)(..-.0.
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The sain of their weights before mixture will eqaal the

total weight after mixture, hence,

{vs + ViSi)8 = (l - i )(w + v^s^S
;

_ n vs + ViSi

71 — 1 V + Vi

361. In ilie preceding prohlem the apeaifio gravity of
the mixtv/re ieingfovmd, reqvdred the amount of conden-

sation.

Solving for — gives

1 _ ^ _ ws + ViSx

n~ (v + «i)s;

362. To find the Specific Gravity of a Body lighter

than Water "when wreighed in Air.

—

A body B^, whose

density is less than water, weighs 5i grains in air, and B^
m water weighs h^ grains, and B^ and B^ connected, weigh

c grains in water. The speoijio gravity of air being

0.0013, required the specific gravity of B^.

Let Vi and Wg be the volumes respectively of B^ and B^,

«i and *2 their specific gravities, and

8 the weight of a unit of volume of water.

Then
(sa - l)v.ih = bz .

(s,, - 0.0013)«iS = bj,

;

{s2 — l)v2S+(si — l)fi8 = i\

From these we find

_ b, + O.OOlSfe - c)~ bi+bf—c
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EXAMPLES.

1. A piece of wood weighs 12 lbs., and when annexed to

22 lbs. of lead, whose specific gravity is 11, the whole

weighs 8 lbs. in water; required the specific gravity

of the wood. Ans. ^.

2. Eequired the specific gravity of a -body which weighs

32 grains in a vacuum and 25 grains in water.

3. An areometer sinks to a certain depth in a fiuid whose

specific gravity is 0.8, and when loaded with 60

grains it sinks to the same depth in water ; required

the weight of the instrument.

4. A cubic foot of water weighs 62|- lbs.; reqiiij'ed the

weight of a cubical block of stone whose edges are

each 5 ft., its specific gravity being 2.3.

6. If a. body shiks f of its volume in distilled water, what

is its specific gravity ?

6. A body, whose weight is 40 grains, weighs 35 grains iE

water and 32 in an acid ; required the specific grav-

ity of the acid.

7. Two pieces of metal weigh respectively 5 and 2 lbs.,

and their specific gravities are 7 and 9 ; required

the specific gravity of the alloy formed by melting

them together, supposing that there is no condensa-

tion. Ans. 7.474.

5. A compound of gold and silver weighing 10 lbs. has a

specific gravity ois— 14, that of gold being s^ = 19.3,

and of silver Sj = 10.5 ; required the weight w-^ of

the gold and w^ of the silver.

Ans. Wi = 5.483 lbs., w^ = 4.517 lbs,

9. If 73 lbs. of sulphuric acid, the specific gravity of -which

)B 1.8485, are mixed with 27 lbs. of water, and the re>
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suiting dilate acid has a specific gravity of 1.6321,

what will be the amount of condensation ?

[Before the formtda in Ariiole 361 can be used, it will be
necessary to express the quantities in terms of volumes. Lot
1 lb. of water be a unit of volume, then wiU the volume of watei
be o = 27, and of the acid «i = 73 -f- 1.8485 = 39.4915 ; and iu

the formula, s= 1.]

Ans. 0.0785.

10. A body ^2 weighs 10 grains in water, and £^ 14
grains in air, and Bi and B^ together weigh 7 grains

in water ; required the specific gravity of Bi, that

of air being 0.0013. Ans. 0.8237.

EXEEOISES.

1. If a body floats at a certain depth iu a liquid when the vessel which
contaiTis it is in the air, will it sink to the same depth when the

vessel is in a vacuum ?

2. Why will smoke sometimes rise in the air ? Why will it fall at other

times ?

S. Will the depth to which a body floats in a liquid be affected by
changes in the density of the air ?

4. If a rubber bag containing a gas be made to just sink in a liquid,

will a pressure on the surface of the liquid condense the gas ? and
if so win it have a tendency to rise ?

5. Considering the compressibility of iron and of water, can iron sink so

deep in water as to float at that depth ? or, in other words, wiU

the water become a-s dense as the iron ?

6. If water were incompressible, is there any limit to the depth to

which a body heavier than water, and also incompressible, wiU

sink in the water ? If the body were compressible, is there a limit ?

7

.

If an egg will sink in pure water, will it float or sink in brine ? What
must be the condition of tixe brine that the egg may float between

the top and bottom ?

8. WiU a vessel of water which coi^tains a fish weigh any more than il

the fish were removed ?



CHAPTER XX.

HYDEOSTATIOS.

363. Compressibility of Liquids.—The mechauicft,

properties of liquids are determined on the hypothesis

that liquids are incompressible. They are, however, more

compressible than most solids. If a cubic inch of water

be pressed with fifteen pounds on each and every side, the

volume will be diminished 5Tnnrir5 hence one pound to the

square inch will diminish the volume y-roVmr- ^^ ^^^ water

be confined in a perfectly rigid, prismatic vessel, the com-

pression would take place entirely in the direction of the

length, and would equal yo-sWir of the length for every

pound per unit of area of the end pressure. Water, there-

fore, is nearly 100 times as compressible as steel. See

Article 130. All other liquids are more or less compres-

sible, yet, for most practical purposes, they may be con-

sidered as non-elastic without involving sensible error.

Liquids are sometimes defined as noTh-elastiofluids.

The first experiment, to determine the compressibility

of water, was made by a philosopher at Florence, Italy.

He filled a hollow globe made of gold with water, and

then subjected it to a great pressure, thereby flattening it,

This diminished the volume, and it was observed that the

water oozed out through the pores of the gold ; from whiou

he drew the erroneous conclusion that the liquid was not

diminished in volume.

364. Free Surface.—The upper surface of a liquid

contained in a vessel which receives no pressure, is called
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the free surface. The upper surface of water in the

atmosphere is pressed downward by the air with about

fifteen pounds to the square inch
;
yet such a surface is

often considered as a free surface.

The free surface of small bodies of a perfect liquid at

rest may be considered as horizontal ; for it will be per-

pendicular to the direction of action of the force of grav-

ity, Articles 338 and 204 ; but for large bodies of a liquid

it is spherical, partaking of the general form of the sur-

face of the earth.

365. A Level Surface is one which cuts at right angles

the resultant of the forces which act upon its particles.

Thus, in a vessel filled with a heavy liquid at rest, it is

horizontal ; in the ocean it may be a surface at any depth

and nearly concentric with the free surface ; in the second

problem below it is a paraboloid of revolution, etc.

Problems.

1. A vessel isfilled with a perfect, homogeneous liquid,

and drawn horizontally with a uniform acceleration / re-

quired theform of thefree surface.

Let F be the force producing an acceleration^ and M
the mass of the liquid. Then, according to Article 86,

we have, for the horizontal

force,

F=Mf=w£=cb;

and for the vertical force, D

W=ob.

These forces will be uniformly distributed throughout

the mass ; hence the resultant of the forces on the parti
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cles will be equal and parallel to each otlier, and also nor-

mal to the free surface, Article 338 ; therefore the free

surface will he a plane. The level surfaces will also be

planes parallel to the free surface.

Let ^ be the inclination of the free surface to the liori

zontal, also = odb ; then

9 f
w g'

tang ^

1. If a eylindrioal vessel containing a perfect, homoge-

neous liquid he revolved uniformly about a vertical axis,

what will he theform of thefree surface ?

The vessel may be any solid of revolution, the axis of

'.•evolution coinciding witli the axis of rotation. Any
element of the liquid will be acted

upon by two forces ; one, the force

of gravity acting vertically down-

ward and equal to oh, the weight,

w, of the particle ; the other, the

centripetal force, acting horizon-

tally and radially inward. Let the

vessel be at rest and a force equal

to the centrifugal force act upon

the particles.

Let 6) be the angular velocity, and r the distance of any

particle from the axis of rotation; then, according to

Article 314, the centrifugal force will be

Fio. 168.

W
oa = m?'a)^ = — ra? = Jc

;

9

and the vertical force.

oh = w.
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The resultant of these forces must be normal to the free

surface. Prolong the line of the resultant oo, until it

meets the axis at D; then, from the similar triangles oic

and CD, we have

or

Co
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perpendicular to the axis of rotation, and the resultant of

these forces must be normal to the surface. This prob-

lem is approximately that of the earth, and its solation

involves higher mathematics. The form is, appi'oximately,

mi dlipsoid of revolution, and is often called an oUata

sjpheroid.

EXAMPLES.

1. A vessel containing a liquid, whose weight (including

the liquid) is 50 lbs., is drawn horizontally by an

effective moving force (Article 87) of 15 lbs. ; re-

quired the inclination of the surface to the hori-

zontal.

2. A rectangular box 3 feet long contains a quantity of

liquid. If the liquid is one foot deep, what must be

tlie acceleration of the box in a horizontal direction

that the free surface at the forward end shall just

touch the bottom of the vessel \

3. In the preceding example, if the rear end of the box

slopes outward at an angle of 45 degrees, what must

be tlie acceleration of the box so that all the watei

shall escape by flowing over that end ?

4. In Fig. 166, if the vessel is cylindrical and 2 ft. in dia-

meter, and the free surface of the liquid is 3 inches

from the top, what must be the number of turns per

minute so that the upper edge of the surface shall

just reach the edge of the vessel ?

i> If the vessel is rotated 30 turns per minute, what will

be the equation of the parabola ?

Ans. ^=2^x.
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Law of Pressure.

366. The pressure of a perfect, homogeneous liquid

va/ries directly as the de^th helow the free surface.

Since such a liquid is incompressible, we may consider

a vertical prism of the liquid as composed of blocks of equal

size and weight, placed one above the other. The iirst

block will press with its entire weight upon the second

one, and the first and second upon the third, and so on, and

since the weights are equal to each other, the pressure

upon the succeeding blocks will vary as the number of the

blocks, or as 1, 2, 3, etc.

Draw a horizontal line, la, to represent the pressure at 1,

then will 25, representing the pressure at 2, be twice as

long as la ; 3c, three times as long, and so on. In this case

m
H

—
-)5

3 i...y,
I

I

i-Tf

5 -— '--~,e

'--/

Pio. 167. Fig. 168.

the pressure does not increase continuously, but by steps.

If now the blocks be divided indefinitely, the steps will

become indefinitely small, and ultimately may be repre-

sented by Fig. 168, in which A£^ represents the pressure

at A, and any horizontal line drawn from A£ to J3£!, the

pressure at that point. Thus far we have considered the

vertical pressure only, but in a perfect liquid the pressure
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will be the same in all directions, Article 337 ;
hence the

truth of the proposition. It follows from this that

:

367. The pressure against an elementary area equals

the weight of aprism of the liquid whose base is the area

pressed and whose altitude is the vertical distance of the

area below thefree surface.

Let Aa = be the area,

h = the distance below the free surface, and

8 = the weight of a unit of volume

;

then the pressure will be

S.Aa.h.

368. To find the pressure of a liqiiid against a ver-

tical rectangle in which one edge coincides with thefree

surface.

Let ABOD represent the rectangle, in which the side

.fiC^ coincides with the surface of the liquid. Draw the

horizontal line AE to represent the

pressure at A, and draw BE; then

will the triangle ABE represent

v\ the pressure against the line AB.
,_X\ Complete the triangular wedge
\\ ABOD-FE\ the volume of this

Jv]^ wedge will represent the entire pres-

"^Fia 169
^"-^^^ against the rectangle.

Let 6 = the weight of a unit of volume of the liquid
;

h^AB; h = AD.

The pressure on a unit of area at A will be, according to

Article 366,

AE=hh;
hence, the volume of the wedge will be
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If the liquid be water, this expression becomes

Z\\hh^ lbs.

in which i and h are in feet.

We see from this expression that the entire pressure

from the free surface downward, varies as the square of

the distance from the surface.

369. Tofind thejaressure of a liquid against a vertical

rectangle when the upper edge is parallel to the free
siirfaee.

Let hi=BJ!f; -^=J-iT; b =AI>
;

a

then will the pressure on the rect- ^

angle ABCD equal the difference

of the pressures on ANMD and

CBNM, or

Fig. 170.

370. Pressure on any Surface.—Conceive the surface,

whether plane or curved, to be divided into small areas.

Let Si, Si, Ss, etc., be the areas

;

hi, hi, As, etc., their respective distances below the

free surface

;

S = Si + S2 + Ss + etc. = Ssj be the entire area of

the surface pressed by the liquid
;

X, the depth of the mean pressure ; and

S, the weight of a unit of volume.

Then, according to Article 367, the pressure upon the sur

face will be

SsiAi + Bsji-i + SsgAg = B^sh
;
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and this also equals the total area into the mean pressure,

hence
BSjc = SSsh ;

_ _Ssh

hence, according to Article 216, x is the d&pth of the oeit-

tre of gravity ofthe surface. Therefore, the totaljpressurt

on any surface, S, equals the weight of a prism of the

liquid whose base is the area of the surface pressed, and

whose altitude is the depth of the centre of gravity of the

surface helow thefree surface.

Prohlems.

1. Triangular SmfSiOes.—Tofnd thepressure against

a triangular surface whose base is parallel to the free

surface, and, whose apex is in that surface.

Let ABO be the triangle, b = AG,h= BD, and g the

centre of gravity of the triangle ; then, according to Arti'

cle 370, we have
h.^bh.%h=^hbh\

The pressure is also represented by the volume of the

pyramid B—ACFE, or

hAE.AC.\BD = Sh.b.ih = iSbh',
ae before.
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2. Let the base coincide with the free surfaoe. Then

we have

This may also be represented by a triangular pyramid whose

base is ABC, Fig. 172, and whose altitude is AE= Sk.

3. Cones.—Find the normalpressure wpon the concave

surface of a closed conefilled with a liquid / (1) vnth the

axis vertical and apex uppermost : (2) axis vertical and

cone inverted ; (3) with the axis horizontal ; (4) pressure

on the hose in case (1) / (5) vertical pressure on the con-

cave surface in (1) / (6) weight of the liquid.

Let r = the radius of the base, and

h = the altitude of the cone.

Then

(1) fSTrrAV^M^.

(2) \lirrhV?^^.

(3) Stt^^Vt^+A^

Observe that the veeight equals (4), the downward pres-

sure, minus (5) the upward pressure.

4. Spheres.—A sphere is submerged in a liquid : fi/nd

the normalpressure upon the external surface (1) when it

is just submerged; (2) when submerged to any depth;

(3) weight of a quantity of the liquid equal in volume to

that of the sphere.

Let r = the radius of the sphere, and

h = the depth of the centre of the sphere below the

free surface.

Tlien

(1) iS-n-r'; (2) ^S'n-r'h; (3) ^Sirf».

w
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EXAMPLES.

1. In Pig. 170, if the edge MN of the rectangle coincides

with the surface of the liquid, and AN is 3 feet,

how far from the sui-face must the line GB be drawn

so that the pressure on the two parts shall be equal ?

Ans. 2.121 feet.

2. A rectangle whose sides are 1.4: feet and 2.6 feet re-

spectively, is immersed in water with the former

side in the surface, and is inclined at an angle of

56° 35' to the free surface ; required the pressures

on the parts into which the rectangle is divided by

its diagonal.

3. A cylinder whose base is 2 feet in diameter and alti-

tude 3 feet, is filled with water ; required the pres-

sure on the concave surface, the pressure on the

base, and the weight of the water.

t. A sphere 10 feet in diameter is filled with water ; re-

quired the normal pressure on the interior surface,

and the weight of the fluid.

5. Find the pressure on a rectangular submerged flood-

gate, ABCB, Fig. 170, whose depth, BN, is 10 ft.,

height of the gate, AB, 3 ft., and width, BC, 2 ft.

6. In the preceding example, find the pressure if the top

of the floodgate is also submerged on the opposite

side to a depth of 4 feet.

Centre of Pressure.

371. The centre of pressure of any surface immersed
in a fluid is the point of application of the resultant of all
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the pressures upon it. It is therefore, that point in an
immersed surface to which, if a force equal and opposite

to the resultant of all the pressures upon it be applied,

this force will keep the surface in equilibrium.

372. Rectangles.—Let the surface be a rectangle in

AThich one end coincides with the free surface of the liquid

;

then will the centre of pressure be at

iwtvthirds the depth of the rectangle.

'iLh.3 total pressure mav be represented

bv a wedge whose end is the triangle

AjUS. Hence the centre of pres-

sure will be at the same depth as that

of the centre of gravity of the triangle

' ABE. Let C, on the vertical line

BA, be on a horizontal line through

the centre of gravity, g, of the triangle ABE. Then,

according to Article 222, BO will be ^BA.
373. Submerged Rectangle.—In Fig. 170, the centre

of pressure will be at the depth of the centre of gravity of

the trapezoid ABGE. Since BG and Jlj&are directly

proportional to IfB and NA, we have, from Example 6,

page 146, for the depth required,

^^-^^^ NA+NB-
374. Triangles.—The centre of pressure of the triangle

in Fig. 171, will be opposite the centre of gravity of the

pyramid^—J. (7i^; or

Bg = lBB.

375. The centre ofpressure against the triangle ABC,
when GB is in the free surface, is at the centre of grav-

ity ^,.of the wedge ABG—E. To find this point, we
observe that this wedge is what remains after removing
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the pyramid BCGF—E, Fig. 175, from tlie wedge

BGGF—AE. The centre of gravity of the large wedge

is at one-third its altitude, and of the pyramid at one^

Fig. 175.

fourth its altitude from the base ; hence, according to Arti-

cle 224, we find that the centre of pressure, g, is at one-half

the altitude from the hase OB.

Flotation.

376. Plane of Flotation.—If a body in a liquid is

lighter than the liquid, it will float, and the conditions of

equilibrium will be determined according to Article 346.

The intersection of the plane of the free surface with the

floating body is called theplane

offlotation. The line joining

the centre of gravity of the

solid and of the displaced

liquid is called the axis of
flotation.

377. Conditions of Equili-

PiQ. 176. brium of a Floating Body.—
One condition is, according to

Article 346,that the weight of the displaced liquid shall

equal that of the body. Another is that the axis of flota

tion shall be vertical.
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378. Stable Equilibrium.—In Fig. 176, let G be the

centre of gravity of the displaced liquid, and G that of the

body when the axis of flotation is vertical ; and C the

centre of gravity of the displaced water when the axis is

inclined. Let the vertical through C meet the line Q 7
in the point M. When the body is turned throngh an in-

definitely small angle, the point M is called the metaaen-

tre. When M is above Gr the pressure of the fluid up-

wards along O'M, and of the body downwards along the

vertical Q W, tend to bring the body back to the position

in which the axis of flotation will be vertical. Hence the

equilibrium is stable when the metacentre is above the

centre of gravity of the body. Observing that C'G i& a

new axis of flotation, it follows that the equilibrium is

stable when the axis of flotation turns in a direction oppo-

site to that of the rotation of the body when the position

of the body is disturbed.

379. Depth of Flotation.—Let D be the density of the

body, Y its volume, and s its specific gravity ; and D^, Fi,

«i, the corresponding quantities for the displaced liquid.

Then, according to Articles 85 and 349, and the first con-

dition of Article 37T, we have

If the body floats in pure water then «i = 1 and

Problems.

1. Let the hody he a right cone with the axis vertical

and ajpex ujpward / required the depth offlotation.
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Let r = the radius of the base,

h = the altitude, and

X = the depth of flotation.

Then
r

J-
{Jh—x) = the radius of the plane of flotation.

hence

F= hrr^h,

and the equation of the preceding article becomes

7^ 8
^irr^h—^ir^ {h—xf =i- in^h.

•. X

2. A rectangular wall whose height is hfeet, thioknesi

hfeet, atid weight of a cubicfoot of the masonry Z pounds^

resists the^pressure of water whose height behind, the wall

is hx feet / will the wall be stable in reference to slijpping

on its base, or to overturning about its outer edge ?

The pressure of the liquid for a unit of width will be,

according to article 368,

and the centre of pressure, according to Article 372, will

be at -JAj from the base, hence the moment of pressure in

reference to the outer edge of the wall will be

The weight of the wall will be

hbh\
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and the moment in reference to the lowest outer poini

will be

hence, the wall will be stable in reference to rotation, ii

and in reference to slipping on the base, if

in which /* is the coefficient of friction of the wall on its

foundation ; see Article 107.

EXAMPLES.

1. In Fig. 170, what is the depth of the centre of pressure

below iO/j the end MJ!f coinciding with the free

surface, and AJV being 3 feet? Ans. 2 feet.

2. In Fig. 170, if ABUD is a floodgate, BJST being 5 feet,

and AB 10 inches, how far below B must a hori-

zontal bar be placed so as to balance the pressure

against the gate ?

3. If the height of a rectangular wall be 8 ft., weight of

the masonry 180 lbs. per cubic foot, what must be

the thickness of the wall to resist overturning from

the pressure of water when level with the top of the

wain

i. A triangular wall whose base is 4 ft., height 8 ft,

weighs 120 lbs. per cubic foot ; required the height

of water which it will sustain in reference to over-

turning, and leave a coefficient of stability of 2.

[The degree of stability will be determined by assaming 125

lbs. per cnbic foot for the weight of.the water.]
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R. The sjiace between the pistons ^and A is filled with

water, and a pressure of 500 lbs.

is exerted on the small piston

by means of a lever ; if the dia-

meter of the small piston is \\

inches," and of the large one 15

inches, what will be the pressure

exerted by the large piston ?

[This machme is called a Hydraulio

Press, It was perfected by one Bramah,

who packed the pistons with a leather

collar in such a way that the pressure of

the water forced the leather against the sides of the cylinder, thna

keeping the pistons water-tight.]

EXEECISES.

1. In Figs. 165 and 166, will the surface be the same for mercury as

for water, other things being the same f

2. Why do the answers to Examples 1, in Articles 370 and 379, differ f

3. If a vertical square be entirely submerged, will the centre of pres-

sure coincide with the_centre of gravity of the square ?

4. In the preceding Exercise, if the square be turned about a horizontal

line, passing through its centre of gravity, will the depth of tha

centre cf pressure be changed ?



CHAPTER XXL

HTDEODTNAMIOS.

380. Mean or Average Velocity.—The velocity is not

the same at all points in the cross section of a stream,

whether the stream be a river, or canal, or in a pipe or

tube. That velocity which, being multiplied by the area

of the cross section, will equal the quantity discharged ia

called the mean velocity.

Let Q = the quantity which passes a section,

S= the area of the cross section, and

V = the mean velocity

;

then

v8= Q;

Q

381. Permanent Flovr.—If the same quantity passes

all the transverse sections the flow is said to hapermanent

:

otherwise it is variable. In a canal the flow would be per-

manent if there were no, wastes from evaporation or leak-

age ; in a. pipe without branches the flow will be perma-

nent throughout its length.

382. Variable Velocities.—In a stream of variable

sections in which the flow is permanent, the mean veloci-

ties are inversely proportional to the transverse sections of

the stream.

Let V, S, and Q be the quantities for one section,

Vi, Si, and Q the quantities for another section;

then, accoi-ding to Article 380, we have
13
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« _^1

383. Problem.

—

Tojmd the velocity with which a pei^-

feet liquid will flow through an orifice in the hase of a

vessel.

We will assume that the particles start from rest at a

point near the orifice, and that the velocity of their exit

is pToduceS "by a constant pressure, equal to the weight of

the water vertically over them (Article 367).

Let ab be the short distance through which the

velocity is generated,

AJS = h, the height of the liquid,

W, the weight of the quantity in the height cA,

8, the area of the orifice,

£", the pressure of the liquid above the orifice

;

Pig. 178. and

V, the velocity of discharge.

Then, since the flow is supposed to be without resistance,

the conditions are essentially the same as Problems 1 and 2,

pages 45 and 46 ; hence

q-a^

w
But in this problem we have

F=h8h,
W=h8.al',

which substituted above gives

« = V^h,

which is the same as that of a body falling freely tLrougb

a height h ; see Article 73.
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384. The velocity through an orifice in the side of a

vessel will also be

v=V2gh;
in which h is the depth of the orifice below the surface

;

fcr the pressure against the side is the same as the vertical

jwessure at the same depth.

385. Head due to a Velocity.—The preceding equa-

tion gives

in which the height h, corresponding to the velocity v, is

called the head due to the velocity, or simply the head.

The corresponding velocity is called the velocity due to the

head.

386. Vertical Pressure on the top of a Vessel.—

If a piston were fitted into the vessel at JS, Fig. 178, and

a pressure applied to it, the velocity of issue would be in-

creased. To find the resulting velocity, let

I^ = the pressure on the surface,

S = the area of the upper surface,

jj = P-^aS'= the pressure on a unit of area,

Ai = a height of liquid which will give a pressure

equal to P,

D = the density of the liquid, and

S = the weight of a unit of volume of the liquid,

= Dg (see the last equation of Art. 85) ;

then we have
P = SSh^;

^^-BS~gD'
and the velocity of flow will be

v=V2g{h+h^.
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This is called finding an equivalent head. If the liquid

issues into a fluid more dense than air, there will be a

counter-pressure. If Aj is the head due to the difference

of the pressures of the air and fluid, then

387. Pressure of the Air.—^When a vessel is in the aii

it is pressed on the upper surface with nearly 15 pounds

to the square inch, which is equivalent to a column of

water of the same base and about 34 feet high. If a ves-

sel of any liquid should discharge into a vacuum, this head

must be added to the head of the liquid, but in practice

the air presses against the issuing stream with the same

pressure per unit that it presses against the top, so that the

head due to the pressure of the air is not considered.

388. Vertical Jet.—If the issuing jet should be verti-

cally upward, as in Fig. 179, and there were no resistances
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jectile thrown horizontally. Let D, Fig. 180, be an orifice

in the side of a vessel, and DO the path of the fluid vein.

In Article 306 make x— AG and y = BA, and we have'

AO = 'hs/h.DA.

But A = BD, hence

AO = 'lVBD.DA.

If on AB, as a diameter, a semicircle AHB be de-

scribed, and an ordinate DIhe erected, then, from geome-
try, we have

DI= VBn.DA

;

hence, the range

AG = 2BI;

that is, if a semiGirde he constricted on AB as a diame-

ter, the range will ie twice the ordinate of the semicircle

drawnfrom, the orifice.

Hence the maximum range AO will result from the

flow through an orifice, E, at the middle of the height.

Also, the ranges from two orifices, D and F, equidistant

from the centre, E, will equal each other.

390. Oblique Jet.—If the jet be oblique, spouting up-

ward or downward, the range may be determined by the

formulas in Article 299, considering the vein as the path

of a projectile.

Coefficients ofFlow.

391. Coefficients of Contraction.—If the vein itsuea

through a thin plate, the smallest part of the vein will be

at a short distance from the orifice. It appeai-s that the

particles, as they approach and issue from the orifice, tend
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to cross each other's path, and by thus interfering with

each other first produce contraction and afterward expan-

sion, as shown in Fig. 181.

Let >S' be the area of the orifice ah,

4\\c, Si, the area of tlae contracted part ed, and

^^^^^S OTi, the coefiicient of contraction
;

'

'
T^ then

FlO. 181. rv r>\ = miO.

For a very thin plate, the distance of smallest section

of the vein from the orifice will be equal to the radius of

the orifice, and the diameter of the smallest section will

be 0.8 of the diameter of the orifice, and the coefiicient of

contraction will be the square of 0.8 ; hence for a thin

plate m^ = 0.64.

JFor an adjutage, that is, for a short tube, abdc, whose

length is two or three times the diameter of the orifice,

attached to the orifice, the fluid vein will

just fill it, and the coeiiicient of contraction

will be

irii = 1.

In Fig. 181, if a conicaliy convergent tube

form the adjutage, the convergent part being of the form
and length of the vena contracta, and the smallest diame-

ter of the tube be taken for the orifice, then

m-i = 1.

392. Coefficients of Velocity.—In Fig. 1Y9, if h^ be

the height to which the jet will rise, then will the velocity

of discharge be

vi = 4/2^1

;

but the theoretical velocity will be

v = V^h'y
hence
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from which the value of Vi may be determined.

Or, from the first equation of Article 389, we have

(writing v^ for v).

= AG^,

by which Vi may be computed.

Let «22 = — = the coefficient of velocity, then

For a mere orifice in a thin plate, . . . OT2 = 0.98

For a short tube, Fig. 182, wia = 1.00

393. Coeffieients of Discharge.—The coefficient of

discharge is the ratio of the actual discharge to that of the

theoretical. Let the quantity which flows through an

orifice, or pipe, or stream be measured, and the quantity

which should flow be computed ; and let

Q = the quantity of theoretical flow,

Q^ = the quantity of actual flow, and

m = the coefficient of discharge

;

then

^1 =mQ.

But the actual flow equals the mean velocity in the section

considered into the area of the section ; hence, from Arti-

cle 380 and the two preceding articles, we- have

Qi — «A
= rn^iO.mS

= m^m.'i.vS
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which, compared with the preceding value of Qi, gives

From this we find

m
fh——

;

mi

from which the coefiicient of the mean velocity may be

found from the coefficients of discharge and contraction

.

For an orifice in a very thin plate, . . . m = 0.62

For a short tube, Fig. 182, m = 0.82

A comparison of these results shows that the effect of

the short tube is to reduce the amount of contraction (pro-

vided there is one in the tube), but that the interference

of the particles or filaments still reduces tlie velocity of

discharge. If a small hole be made in the side of the

tube, at a distance from the inside of the vessel equal to

the radius of the orifice, air will rush into the tube, show-

ing that there is a negative pressure on the tube. If a

pipe be attached to the tube so as to cover the hole and

extend down into a vessel of water, the water will rise in

the tube to balance the negative pressure, the height,

according to Article 385, being nearly equal to

(0.18t)f

2^ '

in which 0.18 equals 1—0.82.

394. Large Orifices.

—

To find the mean velocity of dis-

charge through a large orifice in the iase of a vessel.

If the orifice is so large compared with the cross section

of the vessel as to cause a perceptible velocity of the upper

surface of the liquid, the mean velocity of discharge may
exceed that due to the head ; for all the particles will have

an initial velocity which is itself equivalent to a head cor-
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responding to that velocity. Therefore, the head due to

the discharge will be the head of the liquid in the vessel,

plus the head due to the velocity of the surface.

Let s be the section of the orifice,

8i, that of the vessel at the surface of the liquid,

V and Vi, the corresponding velocities.

Then, according to Articl.e 382 we have

and the head due to this velocity will be, according to

Article 385,

(H
which, added to the head h of the liquid, gives, according

to Article 386, •

from which we readily find

If s = x^i, « = 00 ; that is, the velocity must be i:ifinite

in order that the section of the issuing vein at the orifice

eliall equal that at the surface of the liquid.

If s is 80 small compared with S^ that it may be neglected

then we have

V = V^gh,

as found in Article 383.
13*
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395. External Pressures Considered.

Let p be the pressure per unit of area on the issuing

vein due to the atmosphere or other fluid, and

^1, the pressure per unit of area on the upper sur-

face of the liquid

;

then the head due to the difference of these pressures will

be (Article 386),

which must be added to the head of the liquid ; hence

Y±f^-\V =

A discussion of this equation will give several of the

preceding ones.

[We cannot follow these modifications further in an elementary

work, but will add that the formulas have been founded on the

hypothesis that the velocity of the particles at their exit was gen-

erated in an infinitesimal of space (Article 383), but it is evident

that, in a perfect fluid, all the particles in the vessel will be put

in motion as Boon as the liquid begins to flow. If the vessel be

prismatic, and all the horizontal sections are assumed to remain

horizontal, and the vessel kept constantly fuU, the velocity of the

particles in the upper surface of the liquid being zero, and t the

time for a particle in the upper surface to reach the orifice ; then

it is found by means of the Calculus that the velocity of exit

vrill be

rr— . P6

e —

1

,

'
^ .vt

e +1

in which v has the value given in the preceding equation, and e it

the base of the Naperian logarithms.]
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396. A Weir is an opening in the side of a vessel for

the discharge of a liquid, in which the upper surface of

the liquid is &free surface.

397. A Rectangular Notch.—To find the quantity of

liquid which will ^a^ from a' rectangular notch in the

side of a vessel, the vessel being kept constantlyfull.

B^s^^C

Via. 183. Fig. 184.

Let ABGD be the notch, and x the distance of any fila

inent from the surface BC. The velocity of any fillet

will be

.•. 1? = 2gx
;

which is the equation of a parabola, v being an ordinate,

K an abscissa, and 2p' the parameter. Let h = AJ5, then

the velocity of the liquid at A will be

V = \^2gh.

In Fig. 184, take AE= V2gh, and construct the para-

bola B£!, then will the velocity at any point in the verti

cal AJS be represented by an ordinate of the parabola

drawn through that point. The quantity which will flow

through the orifice in a unit of time will be represented

by the area of the parabola ABE, multiplied by the width

h = BO, Fig. 183 ; hence in a time t it will be represent-

ed by the area of the parabola multiplied by the breadth
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of tlie weir and by the time t. Bat the area of a parabola

is two-thirds the area of its circumscribed rectangle ; hence

we have for the quantity discharged in the time t,

Q = m.^V'2gh.h.h.t

398. The mean velocity of the discharge through a

Tectomgula/r notch at the contracted, section will be

mlht ^ '

that is, two-thirds of the maximum velocity through the

notch.

399. The eoeflaoient of discharge over a weir depends

upon the head. If the head is very small the coefficient

will be small ; but for ordinary cases we have

m = 0.62 nearly.

400. Flow through a submerged rectangular ori-

fice in the side of an upright vessel.

Let A be the head above the base of the orifice,

hx, the head above its upper end, and

5, its width. ,

The discharge will be the same as that due to the differ-

ence of two weirs having the same breadth 5, and heads

h and hx respectively ; hence the formula of Article 397

becomes

401. Flo^w in Long Pipes.—The law of resistance in

long pipes is rather assumed than deduced. It is assumed

in regard to the velocity, that the resistance due to the

adhesion of the liquid to the sides of the pipe varies as
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the square of the velocity, and that due to Yiscosity variea

directly as the velocity, so that if a and h are two constants,

the law will be expressed by

In regard to the dimensions of the pipe the resistance will

vary directly as the length and also as the contour (qr

wetted perimeter) of the pipe, and it is also assumed to

vary inversely as the area of the cross section of the

stream.

If I be the length of the pipe, 8 the cross section, and c

the contour, or wetted perimeter, then the law will be ex-

pressed by .

or

a^ {??+V'o)
Pia. 185.

in which V equals h-r-a.

Tee total head will be the head AD = A, of the

upper reservoir,^Zws the head due to the fall, or BD sin ^,

mi/n/ns the head in the lower reservoir, if there be one.

The total head, minus the head due to the velocity of dis-

charge, will equal the total resistance. If the pipe be

prismatic and full, the velocity will be uniform through-

out its length.

IjCt H = the total head,

I = DB, the length of the pipe,

^ = the inclination of the pipe to the horizontal,

h = AD, and v — the velocity of discharge

;

then, if the discharge be into the air, we have
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S= h + lam <j>,

and

H-^^a^'-^iv^+h'v)*

Numerous experimeuts have been made by European

eiigineers to determine the constants a and b', among

which those of Prony, Bossut, and Eytelwein are among

the most noted. According to the results of these experi-

ments, D'Aubisson, a French writer, finally wrote the

equation as follows

:

R-^ = 0.000104392 ^^ (y» + 0.180M9«).

402. Circular Pipes.—The section of pipes being' cir

cular, if D be the diameter, we have

s = ^ttI?,

and
= irD,

and the preceding equation becomes

^-0.015536t;' = 0.000417568 4(^+ 0.18044Dw).

If the quantity of discharge be given, the velocity may be

eliminated.

Let Q — the quantity discharged, then

.-.« = 1.27324^;

which, substituted in the preceding equatiort, gives

* For a history of this and other formulEe pertaining to the flow of

water in streams, see Report on the Hydraulics of the Mississippi Biver

by Humphreys and Abbott, pp. 207 to 330.
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B- 0.025187^' = 0.0006769 -^(^+0.141724$^?').

403, To find the diameter of the pipe that will give

a given discharge. As Z> is involved to the fifth power,

it is DOt practicable to make a direct solution. Omitting

the terms of least value, that is, the second terms in each

member, and we have the following approximate value :

D = 0.2323
A/f.

which, for velocities above two feet per second, is consid-

ered sufficiently accurate.

404. Condition of the Pipe.—The experiments of

Mons. Darcy showed that east-iron pipes, whose interior

surface was covered with deposits, offered a much greater

resistance than new and clean cast-iron ones, and that

when the internal surface was covered with bitumen, or,

in other words, was practically polished, the resistance was

least.

Bends in pipes also diminish the velocity, and sharp

turns offer much greater resistance than rounded ones.

405. FlovT- in Rivers and Canals.—The formula for

the flow in rivers and canals is of the same general form

as that given in Article 401 for the flow in long pipes,

except that when a portion only of the length of the stream

is considered, and the mean velocity is constant, the head

due to the terminal velocity will be neglected ; for the

Initial velocity will be the same as the terminal.

Using the constants which were determined by Pronj

for this case, we have

H= 0.000111415 ^^(v'-i-0.217786«);
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in which c is the wettedjoerimeter, that is the line in the

cross-section which is in contact with the water, and S is

the fall for the length I.

Let Q = vS = the quantity of flow, and substituting in

the preceding equation

Q
8'

and omitting the last term, we find

^ = ^'

Q=^U.188SjU~^
d

406. Character of the Bed of the Stream.—Mons.

Darcy found that streams having cement beds offered the

least resistance to the motion, and that the resistance in-

creased in the order of the following substances : Cement,

planks, bricks, gravel, and coarse pebbles. (See Morin'a

Hydraulique, Troisieme Ed., p. 147.)

407. Cross Section of the Stream.—It is found by

observation that the surface of a stream is not horizontal

in its cross section, bnt that it is highest where the velocity

is greatest. This is accounted for by the fact that when
the fluid is in motion it does not exert as great a side pres-

sure as when it is at rest ; and as the velocity near the

shore is very small, it requires a greater head near tlie
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middle of the stream, where the velocity is greatest, to

balance the pressure at the sides. It may also be observed

that, in order to produce a velocity, there will be a greatei

pressure in the direction of motion in order to overcome

the resistances to motion, than there will be in a trans-

verse direction.

408. Back-water caused by a Dam in a Stream.—
If a dam be made across a stream, or pai;tly across it, so

as to elevate the surface at the place of the dam, the sur-

face of the water above the dam will not be horizontal.

If a horizontal line CK, Fig. 187, be drawn through the

crest of the dam, the surface of the water in the pond will

Fig. 187.

be entirely above the line, the difference between the

surface and line being very small at first, but increasing

gradually as the distance from the dam increases. The

natural surface may also be elevated for a long distance

back of the point K, where the horizontal through C in-

tersects the natural surface of the stream. The elevation

of the surface above the horizontal OK, including also the
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elevation back of the point K, is called haoJcwater, and is

also sometimes called a remou.

Backwater is caused partly by the inertia of the liquid

and partly by its viscosity. As the stream approaches the

dam its velocity is checked, because the pressure on the

front side of a particle exceeds that on the rear side, and

when the velocity is tlius reduced the particles offer a re-

sistance to those which succede, and thus the resistance is,

so to speak, extended up the stream. The resistance due

to viscosity still further increases this effect.

Fig. 187 shows a section of the river Weser, in Ger-

many, at the place of a certain dam, but the horizontal

scale is miich less than the vertical. The mean width of

the stream was 354 feet, the mean depth about 2.47 feet,

the depth of the water just above tlie dam was 9.82 feet,

and hence the surface was raised 7.35 feet. The slope of

the stream was quite uniform for a distance of ten miles,

and averaged 0.000454 per foot. At the point K, where

the horizontal OK, through the crest of the dam, intersected

the natural surface of the stream, it was found by actual

measurement that the surface was elevated over 15 inches.

The distance CK was over three miles. At a distance of

four miles above the dam, or about one mile above the

point jST, the elevation of the surface caused by the dam
was about nine inches.

In ordinary streams the width, depth, and the character

of the bed are such variable quantities that the. extent of the

backwater cannot be very accurately computed on a theo-

retical basis, but empyrical formulas have been given

which will give an approximate result when applied to

rivers of about the dimensions of the Weser. (See D'Au-

bisson's Hydraulics, Article 166.)

409. Baok-water in Rapid Streams.—If the stream ig
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7617 rapid, or rapid compared with its depth, the remoiia

will be modified, presenting an appearance similar to that

shown in Fig. 188. In this case there is a comparatively

sudden change in the velocity at the head of the pond.

Fio. 188.

Problems.

J . A prismatic vessel is Tcejpt constantlyfull ofa ligwidf

required the time of discharging a given quantity through

a small orifice in the base.

Let Q be the quantity, h, the height of the liquid, «,

the area of the orifice, and ^ the time ; then

Q = msvt

= mstV2gh.

From this we find the time of discharge to be

._ Q
msV2gh'

2. Determine the time in which aprismatic vessel will

empty itself by an orifice in the base.

Let 8 be the area of the free surface of the liquid, s

that of the orifice, x the variable head^ v tlie velocity oi

discharge, and V the velocity of descent of the free sur-

face of the liquid. Then
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which, compared with equation (3), page 34, shows that

the law of descent of tlie surface is the same as that of

falling bodies, or rather, it is the same as that of a body

projected vertically upward ; and from equation (4) on

page 34 we have

t — —

,

V

in which h is the height to which a body will rise when
projected vertically upward with a velocity v. Were the

velocity to remain uniform from the instant that it is pro-

jected, the time required to go the same distance would be

.-. t = 2f,;

hence the time required for the vessel to empty itself will

be twice that required to discharge the same quantity when

the vessel is kept constantly full. If Q be the contents

of the vessel, we have, by multiplying the last equation of

the preceding article by two,

-3. To determine theform of a vessel such that thefree

surface of the liquid shall descend uniformly as it dis-

charges itself through a small orifice at the lower end of
the vessel.

Let the vessel be one of revolution, h the height of the
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upper base above the orifice, r the radius of the upper
base, X the height of any section above the orifice, y its

radius, and Ax the tliiekness of the horizontal laminae

;

then the conditions of the problem require that the times

of descent through the small distance Ax shall be the same

ior all positions of the upper surface. Let s be the area

of the orifice, and t the time of discharging a quantity

equal to any lamina, then

m,s'\/'igh.t = iTi^. Ax,
and

ms^'igx.t = nry^. Ax
;

and dividing one of these equations by the other and re-

ducing, gives

which is the equation of a biquadratic parabola. Glep-

gydras or Water Clocks involve these principles. If the

time T oi the complete discharge of the vessel be given,

then will

h _ Ax_ msy^gh _
T~~t~ irr" ~ "'

in which c is a constant and is the rate of discharge. From

this equation we find

A _ 2^.

and the equation of the curve becomes

'-</'
' '2igm^(?x.
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Making a; = A, we have, for the radius of the upper base

of the vessel,

' = r = y

EXAMPLES.

1. A cylindrical vessel, whose height is 3 feet, radius of the

base 6 inches, is filled with water, and discharges

itself through an orifice in the base ; if the diameter

of the orifice is one-half of an inch, and the coeflacient

of discharge, m, is 0.62, in what time will tlie vessel

empty itself?

2. What quantity of water will flow over a weir whose

breadth is 2 feet and constant depth 10 inches, in 45

minutes ?

3. It is required to construct a water clock which will

'empty itself in 10 minutes, the surface descending

uniformly. The height of the vessel being 24 inches

and radius of its upper base 3 inches ; required the

equation of the curve, and the area of the orifice, the

coeflBcient of discharge being 0.62.

4r. What quantity of water will, in one hour, flow through

a pipe 1,500 feet long, 2 inches in diameter, the

open end being 25 feet below the level of the reser-

voir ?

EXEBGISBS.

If a vessel having an orifice in its base be filled Buccessively with

alcohol, water, and mercury, which will require the least time to

empty itself, considering each liquid as perfects

If a cylindrical vessel be half filled with mercury and the remaining

half with water, will the velocity of discharge of the mercurj
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through an orifice in the base of the vessel be the same as if the

vessel were entirely filled with mercury ?

3. If the lower half is water and the upper half mercury, will the flow

be the same as in the preceding exercise ?

i. If two liquids of different densities are thoroughly mixed, will the

velocity of flow from an orifice in a vessel be the same as for each

liquid separately ?

6. A block is floating on the water in a vessel, when an opening is sud-

denly made in the base of the vessel ; considering that the surface

of the water falls with a decreasing acceleration, wiU the depth of

flotation of the block, during the discharge of the water, be the

same as before the discharge began ? Will the depth of flotation

remain constant during the discharge ?

6. If, in a pond which receives no supply, an opening is made in one

side so that the water will flow out, will the surface remain at a

true level—that is, parallel to the surface as it stood before the

opening was made ?

7. If a vessel filled with water, and having an orifice near its bottom, is

placed on a platform and made to ascend with a uniform accelera-

tion, vriU the velocity of flow through the orifice be the same as i£

the vessel were at rest ?

8. In Fig. 166, if there be an orifice in the base near the outer edge,

will the velocity of discharge be the same when the vessel ii

rotating as when it is at rest ?

9. Wlien water is flowing uniformly in a pipe is the pressure against th«

Hides of the pipe the same as if the discharge be stopped ?



CHAPTEE XXII.

GASES AND VAPOES.

410. A Gas is a fluid wliose particles are in a constaiil

state of repulsion. Common air is taken as a type of gases.

411. Pressure of the Atmosphere.—If a tube, 32 oi

33 inches long, be closed at one end and filled with mer-

cury, and the open end be closed with the finger until the

tube is inverted and the end submerged in a vessel of mer-

cury, then if the finger be reraolted the mercury in the

tube will fall to some point

£, and remain nearly sta-

tionary. The column AB
is sustained by the pressuj'e

of the atmosphere upon the

surface of the mercury in

the vessel A ; and hence the

weight of a column of mer-

cury equal to AB, having a

square inch for its base, will

equal the pressure of the

atmosphere upon a square

inch of surface. The aver-

age height of the column

AB at the level of the sea

is about 29.92 inches (say 30

inches, or 760 millimeters)

of mercury, or about 34 feet of water. Hence the mean

pressure of the atmosphere, at the level of the sea, is about

Fia. 189.
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14.7 pounds (say 15 pounds) per square inch. This is called

the pressure of one atmosphere. The pressure of the at-

mosphere diminishes as the distance above the earth in-

creases, and increases for depths below the surface.

412. The Barometer.—If the tube and vessel shown in

Fig. 189 be encased in such a way as to retain their rela-

tive positions while they are carried from place to place,

and the tube be provided with a suitable scale for reading

the height of the end J3 of the mercurial column, above

the surface A, the instrument is called a iarometer. By
means of it the pressure of the atmosphere may be readily

determined for any place and at any time. There are

numerous modifications in the details of different barome-

ters which are explained in descriptive works upon the

subject.

413. Height of a Homogeneous Atmosphere.—
If the atmosphere were of uniform density, and the same

as that at the level of the sea, its height would be found

by multiplying 30 inches (the height of the mercurial

column) by the ratio of the density of mercury to that of

air. Mercury is about 13^ times as dense as water, and

water 773 times as dense as air when the barometer stands

at 30 inches ; hence the height would be

2i X 773 X 13| = 26088 feet nearly = 5 miles nearly.

But the actual height is supposed to be from 50 to 100

miles. This is determined by its effect in deflecting the

rays of the sun.

414. Boyle's (or Mariotte's) Law.—Boyle in England

and Mariotte in France, independently of each other,*

demonstrated the following law

:

* Writers differ in regard to tlie respective dates of the discovery

While some state that both made the discovery at about 1668, otherf

give to Boyle a precedence of several years over Mariotte.

14
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For the same temperature the density ofa gas is directly

<pi'opoHiorMl to itspressure.

Both these discoverers proved this law by means of a

tube, called Mariotte's tube, Fig. 190. Mercury was

poured into the tube until the air passage from

the short to the long tube was jnst cut off. This

point was marked zero, and the pressure of the

air in the short tube was that of one atmosphei'e

when the mercury stood at this point. Mercury

was then poured into the long tube until the air

in the short column M'as compressed to one-half

its length, when it was found that the upper end

of the long column was about 30 inches above

the upper end of the mercury in the short tube.

Again, filling the long tube until the air in the

short tube is compressed to one-quarter of its

length, it will be found that the column in the

long tube above that in the 'short tube will be

twice its former length, and so on, observing in

each case that the temperature must be the same.

The quantity of air being constant, the density
Pio. 190.

will be inversely as the volumes, or directly as the pres-

sure.

Let Y and Y\ be the volumes corresponding to pressures

f and j?i per square inch, and D and D^ their densities,

then

V
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^7\

any pressure ^. Considering F and ^ as variables, the
preceding equation will be of the form

which is the equation of an hyperbola referred to its

asymptotes.

415. Boyle's La-w is only approximately correct.—
For many years after the announcement of Boyle's law it

was confirmed by different experimenters, and the law dur-

ing that time was supposed to be rigorously correct, but

more recently the more precise experiments of Despertz

and Regnault have shown that it differs for different gases

and is not rigidly true for any gas. But the departure

from the law is so slight that, for oi'diiiary

purposes, it may safely be considered as

exact.

416. Manometers are instruments for

measuring the tension of a gas. The ten-

sion is the pressure per square inch, and is

often compared with the pressure of one

atmosphere. The principle of the mano-

meter is founded on Boyle's law of the com-

pressibility of gases. Tiiere are many kinds,

but the closed manometer. Fig. 191, is one

of the most common. It consists of a vei-

tical tube closed at the upper end, the lower

end opening into a vessel of mercury or

other liquid. Another tube connects the

liquid with the vessel containing the gas, so

that the pressure of the gas when it is ad-

mitted into this tube will force the liquid up

the long one, thereby compressing the air above the liquid.

The vertical tube is provided with a scale for indicating

Fio. 191.
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the pounds of pressure per square inch, or the number of

atmospheres, or both, as may be desired.

417. Expansion of Gases due to a Change of Tem-
perature.—-lieliable experiments show that tlie expansion

of all gases under constant pressure may be considered as

the same for each degree of increase of temperature for

all ranges of temperature. Still the delicate experiments

made by Eegnault show that the expansions are not identi-

cally the same, and that the increase of volume increases

somewhat moi-e rapidly than the increase of temperature.

Assuming that Mariotte's law is rigorously exact, and

that the rate of expansion of a gas is the same as that of

the increase of its temperature, it follows that the. tension

of a gas under constant volume varies directly as the

change of temperature.

418. CoeflScient of Expansion due to Temperature,

—The volume of dry air under a constant pressure in-

creases 0.002039 of its original volume for each increase

of 1° Fahrenheit, and this is called, the coefficient of ex-

pansion. It is also considered as the coefficient of tension

under a constant volume for each 1° Fahrenheit.

Let a be the coefficient of expansion (or tension), then

a = 0.002039 for 1° F.

= 0.003670 for 1° G.

419. To find the Volume of a Gas due to a change
of Temperature and Pressure.

Let Va,jpo, to, be the initial volume, tension, and temper

ature, and T^,_??i, t^, the corresponding terminal values

Then will the change of temperature be

and hence the volume due to this change will be
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Vi=(l+aii,-to))Vo;

and, according to Mariotte's law, if there be a change 0/
pressure at the same time the volume will be

r, = {l+a{i,-to))^^r,;
Pi

.•.^ = (l+»(,-4))a.

Ijet T^ji'aj ^5 1*6 the quantities for another pressure and
temperature; then

t: =(!+"('.-«)§•

Dividing the former equation by the latter, gives

Vi _ l+a{ti—to) £2
V2~ l+a{t2—tjj)

J?,'

420. Perfect Gas.—The more rare a gas is the more
perfect it is considered to be. A perfect gas is defined to

he one which is destitute of mass. A perfect gas does not

exist, but this ideal gas serves as a standard of comparison

for different gases. It may be defined to be the limit

towards which gases approach as they a/re expanded indefi

nitely. The limit towards which the coefficient of expan-

sion approaches is not definitely known, but it is assumed

by Eankine to be

a = 0.0020275 = j^ for 1° F.

= 0.00365 = 2^ for 1°0.

and these are called the coefficients of expansion for e

perfect gas.
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SubBtituting the former of these in the formula above,

and taking the initial temperature at the melting point of

ice, in which case 4 = 32° F., we have

493.2_p, = (461.2 + 4)i?o^.

If ti were taken at 461.2° F. below zero, this expression

would vanish. The ideal temperature —461.2° F., or

—493.2° F. below melting ice, is called the absolute zero.

This temperature cannot be even approximately reached

by any known process ; but, according to the formula, it

is a temperature at which a perfect gas would lose all ex-

pansive power.

The absolute zero is used because the formulas for the

expansion of gases due to temperature are simplified when
the temperature is reckoned from that point

421. Thermometers are instruments for measuring

changes of temperature. They are made on the principle

of the uniform rate of expansion of liquids. Mercury is,

most commonly used, but alcohol is sometimes used ; and

the latter is necessarily used instead of mercury for tem-

peratures below —40° F., for mercury freezes at about

that temperature. Three scales are used, viz. : Fahren-

heit's, marked F., the Centigrade, marked C, and Eeau-

mur's, marked R.

Fahrenheit chose for the zero of his scale the height of

the mercury, which was produced by a mixture of salt and

ice. This he believed to be the absolute zero of cold. The

height produced by the boiling point of water he marked

212, and divided the space between these points intc equal

parts. The freezing point of water was 32 divisions above

zero.

The zero of the Centigrade thermometer is at the freeZ'
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ing point of water, and the boiling point of water is marked
100, and the space between is divided into equal parts.

In Reaumur's scale the zero is fixed at the freezins

point of water, and the boiling point of water is marked
80, the space between being divided into 80 equal parts.

Whe melting point of ice is now used instead of the

freezing point of water, for the latter is not constant. In

all thermometers the divisions below zero are considered

minus.

422. To Convert one Thermometrio Scale into

another.—^The number of divisions between the melting

point of ice and the boiling point of water on the three

scales is

F. C. E.

180, 100, 80

;

or as

1,
5 4
9' 9

But the Fahrenheit scale begins 32° below the others

;

hence, if F°, C°, and R° represent the degrees on the

respective scales for the same temperature, we have

C°=|(F°-32°); R°=|(F^-32°);

from which we find

F°= - C° +32°, F°= jR°+ 32°, and C°= | R°.

423. Compressed Air.—Air, compressed to several

atmospheres, may be used instead of steam for driving

engines. If the engine is at a great distance from the

compressing machine it is a more desirable power than
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Bteain, for steam will condense and thus lose its powerj

but compressed air may be conducted for miles, if neces-

sary, without any loss of power except that due to the

leakage of the pipes in which it is conducted. It is especi-

ally serviceable for driving engines under ground. It is

the chief power for driving engines in the constructio# of

large tunnels and in underground mining. It was thus

used in the construction of the Mount Oenis tunnel in

Europe, and the Hoosac tunnel in this country.

When air is suddenly compressed heat is developed, and

sometimes the heat becomes so intense as to make the

compressor very hot. If this heat is lost while the air

is passing from the compressor to the engine, power is

lost. Methods, therefore, have been devised for keeping

the air as cool as possible during compression. The most

practical way is to inject a spray of water into the com-

pressor while the air is being compressed. If the heat

that is in the air when it leaves the compressor could be

maintained without extra cost, until the air is used, there

would be no loss due to the development of the heat, and

as the air thus heated has a greater tension, it would be

undesirable to reduce the temperature during compression

60 far as this cause is concerned.

[The following formula gives the relation between the pres-

sure, density, and temperature of air during rapid changes of

motion. (See The Author's Analytical Mechanics, p. 381) :

in which n is the absolute temperature of the air (or gas) when
the pressure is^, and density 5,, and tj, p,, Si, the corresponding

quantities in another condition of the gas. y is the ratio of spe-
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cifio heat of constant pressure to the specific he&,t of constant
volume, which for a perfect gas. is 1.408, which value is sufa-
ciently exact for dry air. The quantity of air being constant, the
volumes wiU be inversely as the densities

; hence we have

Let the volume b„ at 14.7 pounds, be 100, and the tempera-
ture 60° F., then will the absolute temperature be t, = 531.3°.

If the air be suddenly compressed, we will have, according to

this formula

:

Presenre, Iba. per
fiCLoare inch.
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Steam, in this condition, is, for a given temperature, al-

ways at its maximum tension, and also at its maximum

density. It may be said to be constantly at its dew point.

Steam in which both the density and tension change on

account of a change of temperature is called saturated

steam. But steam in which the tension may change with

the temperature without changing its density is called

steam gas. It follows the laws of permanent gases in this

respect. The tension of such steam may greatly exceed

that of saturated steam for high temperatures, and when

thus heated it is called Superheated Steam.

Problems.

1. Tofind the weight of a cubicfoot of air at any tem-

perature and pressure.

The weight of a cubic foot of air at 32° F., when the

barometer is at 30 inches, is 0.080Y2 pounds avoirdupois.

For a given mass of air the weight of a given volume will

be inversely as the temperature and directly as the pres-

sure, or generally, inversely as the total volumes of the air

under the different conditions. Hence, the weight, Wi, of

a cubic foot will become, according to Article 419,

1^1 ^ Fo _ 1 p,
TTo Fi 1 + 0.002039(e;-32°) ' 30

•• "^1 - 28.0425 + O.OeilTOif

'

in which ^1 is the reading of the barometer.

2. Find the weight of a cvhicfoot ofsteam at any tem-

perature andpressure.
Tlie density of steam is five-eighths of the density of air

for the same tension and temperature ; hence, when 'he

pressure is given in pounds per square inch, we have
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w,= fx 0.08072 j?i

l + 0.002039(!;-32°) ' 1475

_ 0.05045yi
"13.7877+ 0.030075;;

3. A spAemjaZ air-bubble rises vertically from a depth

h to the surface of the liquid ^ required the equation of
the curve desoriied by the extremities of a horizontal

diameter.

Let r = the radius at the surface,

y = the radius at a depth x.

The volumes will be inversely as the pressures. At the

surface the pressure per unit is represented by a column

of wafer 34 feet high, and at a depth a? by 34+ a; ; hence,

|7i^:f7iy..34^a!.34.

34^
,,s

^ ~34+a;'

or

ftp

. = 34(^-1).

4. Hequired the degree of exha/iistionfrom the receiver

ofan avr-punyp.

At each stroke of the piston a

quantity of air is removed from the

receiver R and the pipe a c equal to

the volume in either barrel B or B'.

Let F be the volume in the re-

ceiver and pipes, v, the contents of

either barrel, D^, the initial density,

Z>j, Z>j Z>„, the densities after

the successive strokes.

-ci=

R

2ja-

Fio. 192.
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The quantity remaining after the first stroke will be

which will be uniformly distributed throughout the re-

ceiver and pipes, and the density will be reduced to D^
;

hence

•••A = a(i~).

Similarly, at the end of the second stroke, we have

A = A(i-y) = i>o(i-fy;

and at the end of the n'* stroke

^« = ^o(i-t)-

The density D^ cannot be zero so long as n is finite

;

hence the exhaustion can never be perfect. Indeed, the

degree of exhaustion falls far short of that indicated by the

formula, for the valves and pistons cannot be made per-

fectly air-tight, and it requires some pressure to operate

the valves, so that after a few strokes the exhaustion, in

practice, proceeds very slowly.

5. To determine elevations by means of a iarometer.

In order to solve this problem it is necessary to know
the law of diminution of the pressure of the atmosphere.

Consider three consecutive strata of the atmosphere of

equal thicknesses, but so thin that the density of each

may be considered uniform. The pressure on the top of

the upper stratum will be the weight of the atmosphere

above it, which, if it is near the level of the sea, will be

nearly 14.75 pounds. Let this pressure be p^. The prea-
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sure upon the second stratum from the top will bej?o,
]plus the weight of the stratum ; lience,

^1—i'o = the weight of the first stratum.

Similarly,

Pi —Pi = the weight of the second stratum.

The weights of the strata are as their densities, or

Pi—Po -'Pi-pv : :A : A-
But, according to Mariotte's law, the densities vary directly

as the pressures ; hence,

. Pi-Po _Po
' 'Pi-Pl Pi

These quantities follow the law of a geometrical pro-

gression ;* hence, the natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, etc., which

are as the numbers of the successive laminae, will be the

logarithms of the successive pressures. But the system of

logarithms remains to be determined. The thicknesses of

the laminae being constant, the distance below the initial

point will equal the thickness of a lamina into the number
of laminae.

* Let a be the first term of a geometrical series,

r, the ratio, and

n, the w'* term
;

then for three consecutive terms we have

flsr", ar"+^, ar"+i;

then if ar» be substituted for po, flsr^+i forpi, and ar^+^taip,, th«

expressiDn in the text wHl reduce to the identical equation

r
'~

r'
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Let Aa = the thickness of a lamina,

3 = the number of lamina,

h = £Aa = the distance from the initial point,

po = the pressure at the initial point,

p = the pressure at the distance h from the initial

point,

a = the base of the system of logarithms, and

m and n constants to be determined
;

then the form of the expression for the law of pressures

will be

which may be written

° m

Thus far the distance has been reckoned downward. If

it be reckoned above the initial point, the sign of A will bo

changed, and we have
•p = ma"^.

In this equation, if A = 0, the pressure will be represented

by Pa ; hence,

p,> = m,

and the equation becomes

Let 5o be the reading of the barometer at the initia.

station and h the reading at the second station, then

h _p_

and the preceding equation becomes

h = bad"^ ;

hence, taking the logarithms of both sides, we find
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in which the subscript, a, indicates that the base of this

pystem is a. To find n and a requires at least two obser-

vations at two known elevations ; * but, withont attempting

- to find them in this place, we observe that it has been

found that the base is that of the Naperian system of

logarithms, and

n

* These relationB are easily deduced in the following manner : Let ^
be the pressure due to one atmosphere, whose height isH and density

B, and dp the pressure due to a lamina whose thickness is Sat. Then

and

dp — Bdx.'

Dividing the latter by the former gives

dp _d!C

integrating which between the limits of p^ and p, and and «, gives

logpo-logp=^;

.•.p = Poe H=Pi>e po'

i

P
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the height of a homogeneous atmosphere, which, according

to Article 413, is

E:= 26,170 feet nearly.

If common logarithms are used, they must be divided by

the modulus of the common system ; or, what is the same

thing, multiplied by the reciprocal of the modulus, to re-

duce the result to an equivalent value. Hence, the value

of h becomes

h = 2.30258 X 26170 log ^

= 60258 log ^.

By means of actual observations it has been found that the

coefficient should be somewhat larger than that given

above, and that

A = 60346 log
-|

gives better results.

It is necessary, however, to add several corrections to

this formula. The pressure of the air and the weight of

the mercury will both vary with the force of gravity." The
force of gravity at any latitude, Z, that at 45 degrees

being unity, will be (see page 32),

, 0.08238

^ = ^-321726"°'^^

= 1-0.00256 cos 2 Z,

and the coefficient 60346 must be multiplied by this

quantity.

The density of the atmosphere also changes with its

temperature. Let 4 be the temperature at the iirst sta
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tion and tg that at the second, then will the mean temper-
ature be

which may be considered as the temperatm-e above or be-

low 32°. Hence, the expansion of the air will be repre-

sented by the expression

l+«[Kifi+4)-32°]

= l-f0.002039[4(i{i+4)-32°]

;

or, for the Centigrade scale,

l + 0.00366[i(i5iH-Q].

Hence, the formula for the height becomes

ft (in feet) =60346(1-0.00356 003 2i:)[l+0.00102(«,-t-<,-64°)]log|-°,

which is the formula given by Laplace. But Poisson, in

his Traits de Mecanique, pages 622-636, introduces cor-

rections for the expansion or contraction of the mercurial

column due to changes of temperature, as determined by

an attached thermometer. (Mercury expands 0.0001001

of its length for each degree F. of increase of its tempera-

ture). He also gives corrections for the diminution of

gravity due to an elevation. (It varies inversely as the

square of the distance measured from the centre of the

earth.) Also a correction due to the attraction of a moun-

tain when observations are taken near it. It is rare, how-

ever, that all these refinements are used in practice.

At the level of the sea the mercury stands at 30 inches nearly.

5,000 feet above
" " 34.7 "

10,000 feet (height of Mt. JEtna) " 30.5 "

15,000 feet (height of Mt. Blanc) " 16.9 "

SmUes 16.4 «

6 miles 8.9 "
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6. To Jmd the velocity of discharge of ah into a

vacuum through a small orifice in a vessel, the pressure

within the vessel heing equal to one atmosphere.

This may be solved according to three different hypo-

theses

:

1st. Sujppose that the gas is incompressible. In this

case the head due to the velocity will equal the height of

a homogeneous atmosphere, and we have

V =V2gh =V6ifx26l70
= 1300 ft. per sec. nearly,

= 886 miles per hour nearly.

2d. Swppose that the gas is comjpressible and perfectly

elastic. Then it may be shown by higher analysis that

« = V2/'Iog^,
""Pi'

in which P denotes the pressure of one atmosphere,^ the

pressure within the vessel, and pi the external pressure.

But when the issue is into a vacuum^! = o, and we have

W= 00,

that is, for this case, according to this hypothesis, the velo-

city will be iniinite, a result which is incorrect, as shown

in the following Article.

3d. Consider the gas not only as elastic and compressi-

ble, but also that its temperature and density cliange sud-

denly as the gas escapes. It may be found for this case

(see Eankine's Applied Mechanics, page 582) that

(7-

in which

^-l)SoroL' VW J'
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7 = 1.408,

To := 493.2° F. above absolute zero = the absolute

temperature of melting ice,

T = the absolute temperature of the gas in the

vessel,

jpo = the height of the mercurial column at the level

of the sea,

Sf, = the density of air compared with that of mer-

cury,

pg = the pressure per unit against the issuing jiet,

and

jpi = the pressure per unit within the vessel.

If the jet issue into a vacuum, we have

and the equation becomes

''-|_(7-l)VoJ'

^ = 26,214, as given by Eankine, which is the height of

° a homogeneous atmosphere foj- dry air.

Substituting the several quantities given above in the

preceding equation gives

V = 2,413y — feet per second.
To

At the temperature of freezing, tj = Tq, and we have

V = 2,413 feet per second.

EXAMPLES.

1. Eequired the number of degrees through which a given

volume of air must be heated so as to double its

volume, the pressure remaining constant. •

Ans. 490. •
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2. A tube 30 inches long, closed at one end and open at

the other, was sunk in the sea with the open end

downward, until the inclosed air occupied only one

inch of the tube ; what was its depth ?

Ans. 986 feet.

3. A spherical air-bubble having risen from a depth of

1,000 feet in water, was one inch in diameter when

it reached the surface ; what was its diameter at the

point where it started ? Ans. 0.32 inches.

4. A balloon whose capacity is 10,000 cubic feet is filled

with hydrogen gas ; the specific gravity of the gas

being 0.0690 compared with air, how many pounds

of ballast will just prevent it from rising ?

5. Five cubic feet of air at 32° F. and pressure of 15 lbs.

per square inch, is confined in a vessel ; what will be

the tension when heated to 400° F. and the volume

increased to 5.5 cubic feet ?

The following examples are selected from the London

University Examination Papers, from 1862 to 1870 :

1. Explain the difficulty of opening a look-gate when the water is at a

difEerent level within and without the lock ; also, why the force

required to open the gate is not proportional directly to the difEer-

euoe of level.

8. The weight of water is 770 times that of air ; at what depth in a

lake would a bubble of air be compressed to the density of water,

supposing the law of Mariotte to hold good throughout for tha

compression ?

8 A body weighs in air 1,000 grains, in water 300 grains, and in another

liquid 420 grains ; what is the specific gravity of the latter liquid !

Ans. .8385.

4. A mercurial barometer is lowered into a vessel of water, so that the

surface of the water is finally six inches above the cistern of th<
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barometer. What kind of change will take place in the reading

of the column of the instrument ? Give a reason for your reply.

5. If a bottle filled with air be tightly corked, and lowered into the

ocean, the cork will be forced in at a certain depth. Why is this ?

and what will take place if the bottle be filled with water instead

of air?

8 If a barometer were carried down in a diving-bell, what would take

place ?

7. A solid, soluble in water but not in alcohol, weighs 346 grains in air,

and 310 in alcohol ; find the specific gravity of the solid, that of

alcohol being 0.85. Ans. 3.1625.

8. A body whose specific gravity is 3.5, weighs 4 lbs. in water. What
is its real weight ? Ans. 5.6 lbs.

9. tf as much additional air were forced into a closed vessel as it pre-

viously contained when in oommtmication with the atmosphere,

what would be the pressure on a square inch of the internal

surface ?

10. At what depth in a lake is the pressure of the water, including the

atmospheric pressure, three times as great as at the depth of 10

feet, on a day when the height of the liquid column in a water-

barometer is 33 feet 6 inches f Ans. 97 feet.

11. A lump of beeswax, weighing 3,895 grains, is stuck on to a crystal

of quartz weighing 795 grains, and the whole, when suspended in

water, is found to weigh 390 grains ; find the specific gravity of

beeswax, that of quartz being 3.63. Ans. .965.

13. A barometric tube of half an inch internal diameter is fiUed in the

usual way, and the mercury is found to stand at the height of 30

inches. A cubic inch of air having been allowed to pass into the

vacuum above the mercury, the column is found to be depressed

5 inches. What was the volume of the original vacuum ?

13. A bottle holds 1,500 grains of water, and when filled with alcohol it

weighs 1,708 grains ; but when empty it weighs 520 grains ; what

is the specific gravity of alcohol ? Ans. .793.

14. A piece of cupric sulphate weighs 3 ozs. in vacuo, and 1.86 ozs. in

oil of turpentine ; what is the specific gravity of cupric sulphate,

that of turpentine being 0.88 ? Ans. 2/sf.

15. If the height of the barometer rises from 30 inches to 30.35 inches,

what is the increase of pressure (in ozs.) upon a square foot f—the
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weight of a cubic foot of water being taken to be 1,000 ozs., and

the specific gravity of mercury 13.56. Ans. ;383.5 ozs.

1£ A cylindrical vessel standing on a table contains water, and a piece

of lead of given size supported by a string is dipped into the

water ; how will the pressure on the base be affected (1) when the

vessel is full, (2) when it is not full ? and in the second case,

what is the amount of the change ?

17. A wooden sphere has a, small hole drilled in it, and is placed in

water. Find its positions of equilibrium ; and state which position

is of stable, and which is of unstable equilibrium.

18. The water above the empty look of a canal is 8 feet higher than the

base of the floodgates, which are 4 feet broad, and provided with

handles 10 feet long ; find what force would have to be applied

to the extremity of the handle to force open a floodgate, without

previously letting in the water, assuming a cubic foot of water to

weigh 1,000 ozs. avoirdupois. Atis. 1,600 lbs.

19. A balance is whoUy immersed in water, and a body appears to

weigh 1 lb. , the weights against which it is balanced having the

specific gravity 8.5. What wUl it appear to weigh when balanced

against weights of the specific gravity 11.5 ?
j^-ig

20. When a body is floating partly immersed in u liquid, what effect

win a fall of the barometer have upon the body ?

21. The specific gravity of cast copper is 8.79, and that of copper wire

is 8.88. What change of volume does a kilogramme of cast copper

undergo in being drawn out into wire ?

Atis. 1. 15 cubic centimetres.

S2. A cylindrical wooden rod of specific gravity .72 and 1 centimetre iti

diameter is loaded at one end with 9.08 grammes of lead (specifio

gravity = 11.35) ; how long must the rod be in order that it may
jvist float in water at the maximum density ?

23. State the relation between the pressure and density of an elastic

fluid.

24. A piece of cork floats in a basin of water, and the basin is placed

under the receiver of an air-pump. State and explain the effect

of pumping out a portion of the air in the receiver.

25. A wineglass is inverted, and its rim just immersed in water. What
would be the effect of placing a small piece of ice in the water be

neath the glass ?
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26. Find the atmospheric pressure ou a square inch, assuming that the
height of a column of water supported by the atmospheric pres-

sure is 30 feet, and that a cubic fathom of water weighs six tons.

27. Compare the depths to which a right cone must be immersed in a

fluid of twice its density, that ic may be in equilibrium when (1)

the vertex is downwards, and (3) the base.

88. A floodgate is 6 feet wide and 12 feet deep. Keckouing the weight
of a cubic fathom of water at 6 tons, what is the total pressure on
the floodgate when the water is level with its top ; and what ia

the situation of the centre of pressure ?

29. A cubic inch of one of two liquids weighs a grains, and of the other

b grains. A body immersed in the first fluid weighs p grains, and

immersed in the second fluid weighs q grains. What is its true

weight, and what is its volume ?

Ann. V=: (p—q)^{b—a), W = {bp—aq)-T-{jb—a).

30. A quantity of air contained in a spherical vessel is transferred first

into a cylindrical vessel, and then into a cubical vessel, each oi

which would just circumscribe the spherical vessel. Compare the

total pressure produced by the air on the walls of the three vessels

Am. 5>"2 :
12'^"

: 192.
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TABLE I.

HXPEBIMENTS ON FRICTION, WITHOUT TJNGDENTa BT M. MOBIN.
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TABLE I.— Continued.

SUBPACES OE CONTACT.

Elm upon oak, the direction of the fibres

being parallel to the motion
Oak upon elm, ditto *
Elm upon oak, the fibres of the moving

surface (the elm) being perpendicular
to those of the quiescent surface (the
oak) and to the direction of the mo-
tion

Ash upon oak, the fibres of both surfaces
being parallel to the direction of the
motion

Fir upon oak, the fibres of both surfaces
being parallel to the direction of the
motion

Beach upon oak, ditto

Wild pear tree upon oak, ditto

Service tree upon oak, ditto
Wrought iron upon oak, ditto f
Wrought iron upon oak, the surfaces be-

ing greased and well wetted
Wrought iron upon elm
Wrought iron upon cast iron, the fibres

of the iron being parallel to the motion
Wrought iron upon wrought iron, the

fibres of both surfaces being parallel
to the motion

Cast iron upon oak, ditto
Ditto, the surfaces being greased and
wetted

Oast iron upon elm
Cast iron upon cast iron '

. . .

.

Ditto, water being interposed between
the surfaces

Cast iron upon brass

Fbiction or
Motion.

a o

IS

0-432
0-246

0-450

0-400

0-355
0-360
0-370
0-400
0-619

0.256
0-252

0-194

0-138
0-490

0-195
0-152

0-314
0-147

B ° g
•43 »-|

Kl-<)P

23° 23'

13 50

24 16

21 49

19 33
19 48
20 19
31 49
31 47

14 22
14 9

10 59

7 53
£6 7

11 3
8 39

17 26
8 23

Fbiotion of
quiksoenob.

-p a

g-l
'3.2

SI

0-694
0-376

0-570

0-570

0-520
0-53
0-440
0-570
0-619

0-649

0-194

0-137

0-646

r4
a §'•3

84° 46'

20 37

39 41

41

27 89
87 56
23 45
29 41
31 47

33

10 59

7 49

32 53

Vis

* It is worthy of remark that the fricf-ion " oak upon elm is but flve-nintha of that of

elm upon oak

t In the experiments in which one of the si rfaces was of metal, small particles of the

metal began, after a time, to be apparent upon the wood, giving it a polished metallia

appeai'ance ; these were at every experiment wiped off ; they indicated a wearing of tht

mettil. The friction of motion and that of qmescence, in these experimentSi coincidedi

The results were remarkably uniform.
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BrTBFACES OF CONTACT.

Feiotion of
Moiion.

Fbioho» op
quixsoehoe.

a 2

Q)fH

1^ 3.2

a g'"

Oak upon oast iron, the fibres of the
wood being perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the motion
Hornbeam upon cast iron—^fibres parallel

to motion
Wild pear tree upon cast iron—fibres

parallel to the motion
Steel upon cast iron

Steel upon brass
Yellow copper upon cast iron

Do. do. oak
Brass upon cast iron.

Brass upon wrought iron, the fibres of
the iron being parallel to the motion,

.

Wrought iron upon brass
Brass upon brass
Black leather (curried) upon oak*
Ox hide (such as that used for soles and
for the stufBng of pistons) upon oak,
rough

Do. do. smooth
Leather as above, poUshed and hardened
by hammering ,

.

Hempen gii'th, or pulley-band (sangle de
chanvre), upon oak, the fibres of the
wood and the direction of the cord be-
ing parallel to the motion

Hempen matting, woven with small
cords, ditto

Old cordage, I^ inch in diameter, ditto
Calcareous oolitic stone, used in build-

ing, of a moderately hard quality,
called stone of Jaumont—upon the
same stone

Hard calcareous stone of Bronck, of a
light gray color, susceptible of taking
a fine poUsh (the muschelkalk), mov-
ing upon the same stone

0-372

0-394

0-436
o-aoa
0-153
0-189
0-617
0-217

0-161
0-172
0-201
0-265

0-52
0-335

0-296

0-52

0-32
0-52

0-64

0-38

20° Z5'

21 31

23 34
11 36
8 39
10 49
81 41
13 15

9 9
9 46
11 22
14 51

27 29
18 31

16 30

27 29

17 45
27 29

32 38

20 49

0-617

0-74

0-605
0-43

0-64

0-50
0-79

0-74

31 41

36 31

31 11
23 17

32 88

26 34
38 19

36 3i

0-70 35 8

* The friction of motion was veiy nearly the same whetlier the surface of contact w»l

iBsiae or the outside of the skin. The constancy of the ooefflcient of the friction iil

motion vas equally apparent in the rough and the smooth skins.
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TABLE 1.— Continued.
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TABLE II.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE FRICTION OF UNCTUOUS SUBPAOES.

BY M. MOBIN.

In these ezperrments the aurfaces, after having been smeared with an

nuguent, w^ere wiped, so that no interposing layer of the unguent prevented

their intimate contact.

STTKFAOES OF CONTACT.

Oak npon oak, the fibres being parallel

to the motion
Ditto, the fibres of the moving body be-
ing perpendicular to the motion

Oak upon elm, fibres parallel
Film upon oak, ditto
Beech upon oak, ditto
Blra upon elm, ditto
Wrought iron upon elm, ditto
Ditto upon wrought iron, ditto
Ditto upon cast iron, ditto
Oast iron upon wrought iron, ditto
Wrought iron upon brass
Brass upon wrought iron
Cast iron upon oak, ditto
Ditto upon elm, ditto, the unguent being
tallow

. Ditto, ditto, the unguent being hog's
lard and black lead

Eilm upon cast iron, fibres parallel
Cast iron upon cast iron
Ditto upon brass
Brass upon cast iron
Ditto upon brass
Copper upon oak
Yellow copper upon cast iron

Leather (ox hide) well tanned npon cast

icon, wetted
Ditto upon brass, wetted

Fbzctzon ov
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TABLE in.

BXPEBIMBNTS ON FRICTION WITH 'CrNGTrENTS DJTBEPOSBD.

BY M. MOEIN.

The extent of the surfaces in these experiments bore such a relr.tion to lh(

pressure as to cause them to be separated from one another throughout by ai

interposed stratum of the unguent.
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STJRFACES OF CONTACT.

CaBt iron upon oak, fibres parallel

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto ,

Ditto npon elm, ditto
Ditto ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ditto
,

Ditto upon wrought iron

Cast iron upon oast iron

Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto ,

Ditto upon brass ,

Ditto ditto ,

Ditto ditto

Copper upon oak, fibres parallel. .

,

Tdlow copper upon cast iron
Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Brass upon cast iron
Ditto ditto

Ditto upon wrought iron

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto upon brass ~

Steel upon cast iron
Ditto ditto
Ditto ditto
Ditto upon wrought iron

Ditto ditto
Ditto upon brass
Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Tanned ox hide upon cast iron. .

.

Ditto ditto

Ditto ditto

Ditto upon brass

Fbiction of Fbiction op
Motion. ' Quiesoencb.

Coefficienb ot Coefficient of
Friction. Friction.

0-S18

0-078
0-075
0-075
0-077
0-061

0-091

0-314
0-197
0-100
0-070
0-064

0-055

0-103
0-075
0-078
0-069
0-072
0-068
0-066
0-086
0-077
0-081

0-089

0-072
0-058
0-105
0-081
0-079
0-093
0-076
0-056
0-053

0-067

0-365

0-159
o-ias
0-241

0-646

0-100

o-ioo

0-100

0-100
0-100

0-100
0-108

0-106

0-108

0.182

( Greased, and
< saturated
( with water.
Tallow.
Hog's lard.

Olive oil.

TaUow.
Olive oU.

( Hog's lard &
I
plumbago.

Tallow.
Water.
Soap.
Tallow.
Hog's lard.

Olive oU.

( Lard and
j
plumbago.
Tallow.
Hog's lard.

Olive oil

Tallow.
Tallow.
Hog's lard.

Olive oU.
Tallow.
Olive oiL
TaUow.

J
Lard and

I
plumbago
Olive oil.

Olive oiL
Tallow.
Hog's lard.

Olive oil.

TaUow.
Hog's lard.

TaUow.
OUve oU.

i Lard and
\ plumbago.
I Greased, and
i saturated
( with water.
TaUow.
OUve oii
Tallow.
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TABLE lll.—Cmitinued.

STJEF^SCES OF CONTACT.
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Nai]le of the Body.

I. SOIilD BODIES.
Iron, cast, a mean
Ditto, gray.

Ditto, white
Ditto for camion, a mean
Lead, pure melted
Ditto, flattened
Platinum, native

,

Ditto, melted
,

Ditto, hammered and wire-drawn
Qnickailver, at 33° Pahr
Silver, pure melted

,

Ditto, hammered
Steel, cast

Ditto, wrought ,

Ditto, much hardened
Ditto, ^ghtly.
Tin, chemic^y pure ,

Ditto, hammered.,
Ditto, Bohemian and Saxon.

,

Ditto, English
Ziac, melted
Ditto, roUed ,

(2) Building Stones.
Alabaster
Basalt
Dolerite.

Gneiss
Granite
Hornblende
Limestone, various kinds
Phonolite
Porphyry
Quartz
Sandstone, various kinds, a mean
Stones for bnildiug
Syenite
Tiaohyte '.

Brick •

Alder
Ash
Aspen
Birch
Box
Bhn.
Fir
Hornbeam
Horse-chestnut.

(3) Woods.

Bpeoiflo Gravity.
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TABLE ir.— Continued.

Name of tlie Body.

Larch.

.

Lime .

.

Maple.
Oak.,

I. SOLID BODIES.

Ditto, another specimen.

.

Pine, Pinus Abies Picea

.

Ditto, Pinus Sylvestris .

.

Poplar (Italianil

Willow.
Ditto, white.

Fresh teUed.

0-9206
0'8170
0-9036
1-0494
1-0754
0-8699
0-9121
0-7634
0-7155
0-9859

(4) Various Solid Bodies.

Charcoal, of cork
Ditto, Boft wood ,

Ditto, oak
Coal.
Coke
Earth, common

rough sand
rough earth, with gravel.

.

moist sand
gravelly soil

clay
clay or loam, with gravel

.

Flint, dark
Ditto, white
Gunpowder, loosely hlled in,

coarse powder
musket ditto

Ditto, slightly shaken down,
musket powder

Ditto, solid

Ice
Lime, unslacked
Besin, common
Bock salt

Saltpetre, melted
Ditto, crystallized

Slate-pencU
Sulphur.
Tallow
Turpentine
Wax, white
Ditto, yellow
Ditto, shoemaker's

n. LIQUIDS.
Acid, acetic
Ditto, muriatic
Ditto, nitric, concentrated

,

Specific Gravity,

Diy.

0-4735
0-4390
0-6.593

0-6777
0-7075
0-4716
0-5508
0-3931
0-5389
0-4873

1
28
573
232
865
48
93
OS
05
07
15
48
543
741

993

069
248
916
842
089
'257

745
'900

943
991
969
965
897

1-063
1-811
1-521
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Name of the Body. Specific Gravity.

Acid, Bulphnrio, English
Ditto, concentrated (Nordh.)
Alcohol, free from water.

Ditto, common
Ammoniac, liquid

Aquafortis, double
Ditto, single . .,

Beer.
Ether, acetic

Ditto, muriatic
Ditto, nitric

Ditto, sulphuric
Oil, linseed.

Ditto, olive

Ditto, turpeniiine

Ditto, whale
Quicksilver
Water, distilled

Ditto, rain

Ditto, sea

Wine

in. GASES.

Atmospheric air = t7^=
Carbonic acid gas
Carbonic oxide gas
Carburetted hydrogen, a maximum.

Ditto from coals

Chlorine.

Hjdtiodic gas
Hydrogen
HydroBulphuric acid gas
Muriatic acid gas
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Phosphuretted hydrogen gas.

Steam at 212° Pahr
B'olphurouB acid gas

1-845
1-860
0-793
0-824
0-875
1-800
1-200
1-023
0-866
0-845
0-886
0-715
0-928
0-915
0-792
0-923
13-568
1-000
1-0013
1-0265
0-992

Barometer 80 In.

Temperature =- dSf

1-0000
1-5240
0-9569
0-9784

( 0-3000

( 0-5596
2-4700
4-4430
0-0688
1-1913
1-2474
0-9760
1-1026
0-8700
0-6335
2-2470





ANSWERS.

Pages 13, 14. 1. 350_ft. and 50 ft. 2, 35 ft. and 12| ft. 3. 113 ft.

4. ejft. 5.§V2. 6. 0-5466 + . 7.9-8.

Pages 35, 36. 1. 80-3 ft. ii. 93 sec. 3. 155-4 ft. 4. 1930 ft.

5. 39-33 m. 6. 91 -35 ft. 7. 3-35 sec. lO. (~^(r-ig^ff\.

Page 47. 1. 35-87 ft. 2. 80-,^ ft. 3. 13-88+ ft. 4. 31i lbs.

Page 50. I. 301-/4 ft- '*. 1343^ ft. 3, 53-55 lbs. and 47-57 lbs.

4. 64-6 ft. 5. \l lbs. ; 3i lbs. ; 10 lbs. ; co. 6. 3-6+ sec.

Pages 64, 65. I. 3168 cu. ft. 2. 197,9308 ft.-lbs. 3. U in.

4. 7-317+ . 5. 39,057. 6. 37-87+. 7. 1-6 ft. 8. 1^ fP.

9. 0-1668 + . lO. 16-75 ft.

Pages 75, 76. 1. 1-07+ ft. -lbs. 2.18 ft. 3. 3-53 miles. 4. 19-3-lbs.

5. 31^ ft. 6. 1608 ft. per m.

Pages 91, 93. 1. 35 lbs.—sec. 2. 0-05538 inolies. 3. 34,446,199 lbs.

Page 99. 7. - Impossible, unless the angle 35° be considered as the sup-

plement of the real angle. If so considered, then angle (i?i?')=30°.

F=90-63 lbs. and 5=57-34 lbs. 8. 13 lbs. ; 16 lbs.

Page 103. 2. 33-36.

Pages 115, 116. I. 144-3 lbs. 2. 130 lbs. 3. 60 lbs. 4. VMO.
BD

5. 85-97+ lbs.
;
4398+ lbs. 6. AB^nBAG^' '"• ^'^®°' *'^^

angle. 8. 931-8 lbs. 9. co.

P^e 133 3. 14 lbs. ; 3?- feet. 4. 18 lbs. ; 4 feet SJ inches.

P^ .^ .

5. p^^ABsm^.
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i-r^xarea AOBO-iOKABO _
Page 154. 2. area^g^g *' ''^'<'''

4. l^UW- 5- i-T(4B)»-'.

Page 169. 1. 48-6 ft. 2. (Mate ® = in Eq. 1, p. 165) PeinB-
3r

TTsinA 3. P= 1-38 W. 4. 8° 37' 40". 6. £!Og=sixi-'^^^^y

7.t = - '
' ^ V2sh

Pages 179, 180. 1. 28-8 lbs. 2. 60 lbs. 3. WeinA. 4. WtanA.

5. 16-1 lbs. ;
34-4 lbs. 6. 60 lbs. », 9° 35' 40". 8. 38° 57' 17".

9. P=W; 60°. lO. *'3feet.

Pages 193, 193. 1.90-4 lbs. 3. TFcot ,8 ; JTooseo /3. 4. « = 250 lbs.,

c = 354 lbs. 5. 30°. 6. 26° 33' 54".

Page 201. 2. J = 3-10 in. ; d = 12 43 in. 3. 9-29 in. 4. 11111 lbs.

5. 24-5 in. 6. 76,800 lbs. 7. 33 ft. 6-8 in.

Pages 208, 309. 1, 14° 34'. 2. 47-65 ft. ; - 34-3 ft. ;
- 637-3 ft.

3. 35-36 ft. 4. Draw a line from tbe point to the extremity of the

vertical diameter of the circle, and the path required will be the ex-

ternal part of the secant. 5. 36-05 miles per hour. 6.4857.6 ft.

7. 164-5 sec. ; 302 8 sec. 8. 32 34 ft. 9. 1903-64 ft.

Pages 217, 218. 1. 804^ ft. ; 201ft. 2. 36-8 ft. 5.45°. 6.371.5 ft.'

7. 17-6 ft. 8. 338-2 ft. per sec. (velocity of projection) ;
15° 49' 9"

;

850 ft. ;
3-9 sec.

Pages 333, 234. 1. •» = f2^. 2.38-3. 3.38-3. 4. 3 W.

5. --*/4i. 6. 45-37 W. 7. 6114 m. per h. 8. 1-13 in.

w V M-B

9. 1-93 in. 10. 76° 25' 40"
; B0= 14-38 in.;AO = 3-63 inches.

11. 11895. 12. Let 5 = the weight of a cubic foot, then the

6893-4
number of revolutions per minute will be : rr— If the material

weighs 144 lbs. per cubic foot (which is somewhat too small for

most stone, but sufficiently exact for a near approximation), we
have 574-4 turns per minute, or 9.57 turns per second.

Pages 248, 249. 3. '0181 in. 4. 11034-3 ft. 5. 3-9168 sec. 6.4-9
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miles per second. 7. 43 m. 14 sec. 8. 0-453 ft. per sec. 9.0-0148
second.

Pages 258, 359. 1. Pressure on the bottom and sides, 58670-8+ Iba

a. 1-736 lbs. 3. 195-96 lbs. 4. 38 lbs. 5. 50-73 ft. per sec.

6. 396 -56 lbs 7. Let a be the half length of the bar, s the specific

gravity of the wood in reference to the liquid, and a the distance

from the point of attachment of the cord to the middle point of

7s
the bar : then x = a. §. 81 inches.

18s—

4

Page 370. 2. 4i. 3. 240 grs. 4 . 17968 -75 lbs. 5. f. 6.1-6.

Page 276. 1. 16° 41' 57"- 2. The box being so deep that none of the

liquid will flow over, we have 31 J ft. per sec. 3. g. 4. 54-16.

Page 383. 2. 83-38 lbs. ; 16457 lbs. 3. 1767-1 lbs. ;
589-0 lbs.

;

589-0 lbs. 4. 98,175 lbs. ; 82,735 lbs. 5. 4312J lbs. 6. 2250 lbs.

Pages 287, 288. 2. 5-19 in. 3. 3 ft. Sf in. 4. 6-2+ ft. 5. 50,000 lbs.

Page 310. 1. 6 m. 41-3 sec. 2. 13618-8 cu. ft. 3. x = ^y^; 0-134
37

sq. inches. 4. 197.+ cu. ft.

Pi;^e333. 4. 751 -34 lbs. 5. 33-868 lbs.
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